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Just as this issue went to press came word u.S. airline and serves 55 destinations in the
that America West Airlines had filed for reor- u.S. and Western Canada from hubs at Las Vegas

Bank- and Phoenix. Chapter 11 protection gives
on airline 30 days grace to come up with a reor¬

ganization plan before creditors may call in
the debts and put the airline in full bank-

million in ruptcy. (Photo of AWA 757 at Phoenix, A2, by
on a $100 Ronald C. Hill. This photo won the B&W print

ninth-largest category of the photo contest at AI88, Denver)

ganization under Chapter 11 of the U.S.
ruptcy Code. The airline had fallen behind

lease payments for the 93 aircraft in its 115-
was

the

strong fleet it doesn't outright own.
therefore unable to pay nearly $6
interest payments, due on 01 JUL,
million bond issue. AWA is the

It
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offered

with

433

tickets to fill them too. But

what will happen then? How many

airports will be able to handle
these monsters? What if all 700

passengers for one flight check
in at approximately the same
time? Where are all the

counters going to be?
conveyor belts to take the bag
gage to the aircraft?
security systems to
weapons?

Once these aircraft

taken of, they must land
where. The British

trade weekly FLIGHT INTERNATIO
NAL in its issue of 26 JUN

JUL rightly asks what will hap-
three of these

Back in 1965 Boeing
aircraft

will reluctantly accept
and the environmental

will quiet down. It has
happened like this and it

happen like this again
future.

them

lobby
always

will

in the HAWDON
the airlines an

the unheard of capacity of

passengers in its largest size.
Following

redesign

LOG, MAR 91, Vol.17 No.l),
aircraft was

747 for 490 passengers in high-
density layout (Although few if

with

yy

airline-inspired
CAPTAIN'S

an

the(see

the
ticket

And the

the

thelaunched as

And the

check for

While mentioning
Air Show, there is

too on the civil airline front,
wild-

Rus-

the

other

Paris

newsthisoperate many

unlikely
heroine

any

seats.) But if you thought this
haven't Have you ever in your

est dreams imagined

sian airliners will one day
powered
Western big
And with the

have

some-

aviation

II seenwas big,

anything yet!”
Would you believe Boeing is

now talking out loud about
even bigger aircraft? One
ting 650 to 700 people?

The impetus came from Uni
ted Air Lines president Stephen
Wolf. He said earlier this year
UAL will need an aircraft lar-

the 747-400 to fulfill
of becoming

you
that

be

by high-technology
jet engines?

the

an

fan02
sea-

blessing
Western governments too?

Well,

FLIGHT INTERNATIONAL says Rolls
Royce and Tupolev announced
the show they have
agreement over the
of the

of

pen if two or
aircraft arrive at approximate
ly the same time,
1.400 or 2.100 passengers,

whom are anxious

it is about to happen.
disgorging

all

>

at

to get reachedof an By NANCY BLITZger than
its ambition

dominant force on the
lantic and transpacific routes.
And he said he needs it
the end of the century.

fast as possi-
How

all

the

installation
the

(the Tupolev answer to and

tual look-alike of the 151).
Pratt & Whitney says it will

supply five PW2337 turbofa
gines of 37,000 lbs thrust
Ilyushin for its four-engined
IL-96M widebody. P&w may
sell some of its PW4000
of engines for

their bags
ble so they can go

long will it take to get
those people safely out of

ft and through the arri-
facilities before the next

arrives? There

asthe
home? RB.211 TU-204in

transat- Showing the results of a lot of TLC,
Western Australia during Australia's Bicentennial Air Race held in

SEP BS following her restoration.

Hawdon" is seen at Broome in
vir-

(Nancy Blitz photo)before
aircraThat is

years away^.
a take-off accident at Mascot

Aerodrome, Sydney. She overran
the maneuvering area and struck
a ditch and its bank on the

airport boundary. Damage was
extensive.

During the post-accident in
vestigation, the cause of the
mishap was pinned
gust lock cleat in
tors which was not

before takeoff.

Despite the widespread dam
age, VH-AES was declared re
pairable. These repairs were
also seen as an opportunity to

for the civil registration VH-
AES. She had 1,716 hrs 35 mins,
of flight time in her log book,

into service

on 04

California 1942. The Douglas
plant at Long Beach is going at
full steam, pushing out air
planes to satisfy wartime de
mands. Amidst the bustle of the

banging and screaming of hand
tools, C-47 c/n 6021
attention from workers.

vals

group of 2,000
are many modern and by no means
small international
today that cannot
handle the load when
three of today's 747s arrive at

time, says

n en-
than ninefewer

to
folks I

think United

daydreaming.
Industry

for

In case you may

and Boeing are

think again,
unveiled its own

mega-jumbo at
Show, in June,
four-engined
double-deck

figure
seating

airports

comfortably
two

Before going

with ANA, the aircraft
SEP

photos are known
Shanghai
military career

also

series

a proposed twin-
engined version of the IL-96

Tupolev is also talking
British Aerospace about

ing a partner in the design and
construction of a twin-engined
version of the BAel46, the
(new regional

Airbus

plans
the Paris

A model of

Unfortunately,
exist

or 44 . no
a

oftoreceives

In all

outward appearances, she is in
distinguishable from others in

the assembly line ... just an
other of the many U.S. Army Air
Force C-47s destined for some

kind of war service.

Air

its
FLIGHT herduringLilthe

INTERNATIONAL.

And where are

park the cars
and relatives who come

airport to pick up
travellers? Or

and buses to

town?

same with

becom-
down to a

the eleva-

removed

shows

with

aA2000 we going to
of the friends

to the

2,000
the taxi cabs

take them down-

afuselage

cross-section
for

It looked as if the flying

career of VH-AES was going to
be as uneventful as that of

41-18660 had been. But on 05

NOV 44, during the last leg of
the day, the aircraft suffered

and

650
8

NRA

^ airliner). Ac¬
cording to FLIGHT, Tupolev will
not be satisfied with a
role. It wants overall

sibility for designing
totally new wing. The
has already signed

capacity those

passengers.
Boeing

thinking

Boeing
alsois

Upon completion on 06 NOV 42
at a cost of U.S. $96,497,

C-47 is assigned serial
41-18660.

minor

respon-

the

double-decking,
ident Phil Condit said

Air Show his
a complete

about
the

numbervice-pres

at the same Paris
include

have ever

Heathrow or

de Gaulle when

747s arrived at

or at New York

Los Angeles LAX, you
talking about.

Now picture those same facili
ties with double or triple the

number of people you have seen.
It boggles the mind, doesn't
it?

If you, like I,
been at London

Paris Charles

09 SEP 46;

of the new Trans Australia Airlines. The

Laverton near Melbourne.

is welcomed at Sydney after flying the inagural

fight

f1iQht

originated at RAAF Base
(Australian Airlines photo via Nancy Blitz)

Hawdon
company

. , . ^ iTiemorandums
of understanding with suppliers
in Europe to carry out work for
the wing if it is given overall
responsibility, says FLIGHT.

proposals
double-decking of the fuselage,

exten-
But destiny knows there are

greater greater things ahead
for #6021 than just serving the

military. And she is preserved
for that future career by the
service she sees in the next 20

months. Not for her the grubby
but more-glamorous work of par
atrooping, freight hauling or
medical evacuation.
C-47 s/n 41-18660, is

to the Fifth U.S. Air Force in
Australia as a courier airplane

beginning in JAN 43.
During this time, the C-47

was known as

She made two crossings between
the U.S. and Australia, as well

support flights between Dar
win and Adelaide, right across
the Australian continent.

Shanghai Lil's courier duty
lasted until 24 AUG 44, when
she was handed over to the Com
monwealth Government and traded
in her serial number

two or three

the same time,

JFK or

know what I am

partial upper-deck
with a lower deck

or a

sion together
behind the wing.

completely
another

new

possibi1-
Of course a

aircraft is

ity, Condit said,
the

I wonder what is
new 650-passenger
747 in

next?

double

colors?

operating
Western

-- engines?

The

deck

Air-

the

air-

600-passenger

entirely-new
this

LOG,
about

the

now

Mind you,

747 is not
idea. As you

Aeroflot

lines in the USA
IL-96 or TU-204?

liners with Russian

an

can read in

the CAPTAIN'S
talked

Instead,

assignedofissue
theWhatever happens,

ernments of the major countries

and/or

permission for the construction
of these airports,
be a lot of

gov-
alreadyBoeing

double decking the 747
late 1970s. I am

in

will follow with Stay tuned,
cial air transport
for exciting times.

moneyinclined friends . Commer-

headingplansthose

"wishful

however.

off asto write 1 s

There

about

willthink-II

"doodling

ing". This time.
United backing them up,

to be serious.

Shanghai Lil" .or It

thecrying

huge costs; people living
these airports will protest and
environmentalists will denounce

with

Boeing near

appears as

the plans, but when all has

been said, everyone will give

in. Call me a cynic if you
wish, but the airports will be

built, residents of the area

I have no doubt I will see

such an aircraft

Airbus or someone else - fly in

my lifetime. And the airlines
will be able to sell enough

by Boeing,

66 41-18660
67



when VH-SBA was withdrawn from

service and flown south to

storage. Her last flight was on
24 JUL 73, from Brisbane to
Melbourne via Tamworth and

Wagga. The log book now showed
51,182 hours since new.

The ravages caused by birds
and time soon brought Hawdon to
the attention of management. By
1987 it was clear the aircraft

was deteriorating and would be
beyond repair if not taken down
soon. In the middle of that

year she was taken down and re
turned to the maintenance base.

weekends on the job.

This team included airline

people from various depart
ments, retired employees and
aviation enthusiasts. They took
nine months (about 5,000 work
ing hours) to restore Hawdon to

her real beauty and on 09 SEP
88 she took to the air

after 15 flight-less

Many people at the
airport that day were rewarded
with the sight of a beautiful,
highly-polished DC-3, seemingly

flying straight out of 1946
into the present day.

Hawdon now had a new role

as a piece of living aviation
history. Two weeks after the
first flight, she was an en
trant in the Bicentennial Air

Race around Australia, spon
sored by Australian Airlines

and Pratt & Whitney, the maker
of her engines. While the air
craft did not gain any major
place in the race, her hand-

convert her into a passenger-

carrying DC-3.
When VH-AES emerged from the

time later, she

a regular

instead of the

cargo door.

hangar
featured

door,

some

passenger

mi 1itary-

Based at For six long years VH-SBA
sat outside Melbourne's mainte

nance base until a decision was

made on her future. That deci

sion was to restore her to the

1946 colors and mount her in

the parking lot near the TAA
terminal at Tullamarine Air

port, Melbourne, as a static
display. For six more months,
from JUL 79, VH-AES/SBA was
a hangar being stripped of the
New Guinea colors and carefully
restored to 1946 splendor. Any
post-1946 additions were re
moved and replaced by original
items. The restoration included

cleaning, airframe work,
gines, painting and work
electrical instruments.

type
ArcherfieId (Brisbane),

one of the many

ANA aircraft and

daily return
(Queensland).

again

years.

Melbourne

VH-AES

gleam-
her task

was now While Hawdon waited, a com
mittee was formed to restore

her to airworthiness. This com

mittee was headed by Captain
Dave Wiltshire, Australian Air

lines chief pilot. (TAA had by
now been renamed Australian

Airlines.) The committee's aim

was to thoroughly restore Haw
don to flying condition for use
on VIP/promotional flights and
for preservation as a histori
cal aircraft. The restoration

was to be a total one, back to
1946 condition.

ing

was a

Cairns

later she

Essendon,

toservice

Sometime withdrawalAfter

from

1959.

has been

with an anti-cor

rosive coating.

totransferred inservice

"Hawdon"

sprayed

was

the old

(Victoria).

Melbourne

The log
the

airport
books on 25 MAX 46

craft had 6,793 hrs 37 mins.
By now She had

three

showed

in
air

of flying hours,
almost times

commercial

as
flown

many hours
TAAAs VH-SBA in

Sunbird colors at
Rabaul, New

in her

in her

in about

military
the

ca-

same

in 1

VH-AES

41-18660

career as

reer, and
length of time:
yr,

against 1,716 hrs
in 1 yr, 7 mos, 13 days.

Gui —

the 1960s. » #nea in

5,077 hrs.
days as

'i
(Both Australian
Airlines photos) ~

Nancy Blitz)

M-V'.8 mos, 21 Ltd .Operations,
(Hawdon*s own department)

Hawdon
as

was
vi a

A.
On 25 MAY 46 VH-AES was com

missioned, along with two other
DC-3s, by the

Airlines

Nat-Australian

Commission,ional withdrawn from service and
By this time,

in her

no one stepped
and in-

sation was required, because
the registration VH-AES was

then carried by another air
craft. The next day VH-AES flew
to RAAF Laverton to

starring role in

the 1946 flight.

Australia
time

was

offered for sale.
37,822 hrs.

Transoperating
Airlines (TAA).

as

bythis

she had 7,237 hrs on her.
By

there were

log book. But
forward to buy Hawdon
stead she was sent up to Lae in
New Guinea on 12 AUG 60 to be
part of TAA's Sunbird fleet.

Lae

adop-
her

Aus-

was

was

Joseph

The new airline (TAA)

ted the practice of naming
airplanes after
tralians, a policy
abandoned in 1986.
named

Hawdon,

take cattle

Phillip (now
first holder

between Sydney and Melbourne
1938. Reports

play the

re-enacting
In command was

Captain K. Fox with Captain T.
Harrison in the

Thirteen of the

prominent
which

VH-AES she became VH-SBA

(after a town in New
accordance with TAA

its New Gui-

On 0 8

Mores -

the name

In right seat,
original 21
board with

Hawdon, a Sydney
and the grandnephew
Hawdon,

afterII
Hawdon

the

II
"Wewak

If

tofirst

from Sydney to Port
Melbourne) and the
of a mail contract

person Guinea), in

policy to register
ircraft as VH-SB-.

DEC 60 she was renamed

by" but reverted to
"Wewak" on 10 SEP 71 (after the
anniversary flight
low). Now VH-SBA had 28 seats,
a configuration retained since.
Until APR 66 she flew on sched-

within New Gui-

passengers were on
Mr. W.S.

chitect
ar-

nea a
ofV

Joseph

guest. The flight took
08:35 a.m.

as special
off

in

atelse-published
that she was named

" later are incorrect.

and all

were served the
board

1946

onII Har- be-seewhere

tog
original

breakfast of scrambled

toast, bread and butter,
coffee, but with the
of champagne.

SEP 88 after 15took to the air again on 08"Hawdon

years of storage and outdoor public display.
(Australian AL via Nancy Blitz)

being hung in
DEC 79, near the TAA terminal.

(Australian AL via Nancy Blitz)

"Hawdon

port, Melbourne,eggs on

unlikely
flew

It

Hawdon became the
(Note 1) when she

TAA's inaugural
SEP 46, thus flying

history.

tea or
II

heroine addition

stewardess,
09 uled services

During overhaul
flight on

into Aus-

flight
(Vic-

The formed in JAN 88 and restora

tion commenced shortly after by
the committee members.

Very soon the need for extra
help became apparent. An appeal
was placed through "Network",
the Australian Airlines staff

newspaper, and this brought me
into the project as the first
of three female volunteers of

the group. It was the most-en
joyable and satisfying assign
ment in my working career.

parking lot display was a
bute both to

aviation and to Hawdon.

The display included
craft mounted in a

tri- polished fuselage and wings
attracted a lot of attention

everywhere she went. The team

had a hectic but enjoyable time
flying the aircraft around the
country during the two weeks of
the race.

The Bicentennial Air Show

at RAAF Richmond (New South

Wales) was Hawdon*s next com

mitment after the air race. At

the Easter Air Show at Manga
lore (Victoria) the air show's

organizers, the Sport Aircraft
Association, gave independent
recognition of the Hawdon
team's efforts by awarding them
with the Best Vintage Plane

trophy. It was a fitting acco
lade to one of Australia's most

-historic aircraft.

Now Hawdon

devoted and

teers who care for her and

her on the Australian air

Bris-

f rom

standard

innea.

bane, she was
the Sunbird to the
mainland scheme of the time.

Sylvia Polwell (cho

her birthday was closest to
SEP) had no need to
the

the progress ofsen becauserepaintedThetralian

left RAAF Base
toria) for Sydney
with Captain J.
tain J. Nicholls and Stewardess

On board

consisting of

09
Laverton

at 05:30 a.m.

Cap-

therush during
Over

air-

steel arch

of 45 ft (13.8 m) high, 16,5 ft
(5 m) above the ground, above
seven car parking spaces. Once

Hawdon was inside the arch,
cars could park underneath.

To assemble the display,
Hawdon was divested of her

wings, towed over to the park
ing lot, re-assembled and lif

ted into the arch by three
large cranes on 13 DEC 79, At

night the display was floodlit.
It was during this time, when
Hawdon was suspended in the

that I first met her

going on or returning
dis-

three-hour

Sydney, VH-AES
DC-9 VH-TJT "

flight,
was welcomed

Joseph Hawdon".

Hepburn,
byC/n 6021's second retirement

in JUN 70. As VH-SBA she21were came

arrived at Brisbane and for the
next 12 months she sat out in

the open at Eagle Farm while in
storage. By this time she had
flown 49,571 hrs.

A year later,
SBA went into a hangar at Eagle

for preparation to re
flight

the airline's 25th anniversary.
Her colors were changed back to

all-aluminum. On 19 AUG 71 she
flew Brisbane-Sydney-Melbourne

1946 colors but still

Veni Vernon.

Following the flight and the
that

air-

Mail,

flight
was

passengers,
line management and VIPs,
which almost missed the

delivery delays.

celebrations followed,

VH-AES returned to Melbourne to
become VH-SBAtodue

also carried.
This flight

one anywhere in
a hot breakfast
Hawdon took 3 hrs. 5

h Sydney and a small

again.

Rumors about the

retirement and subsequent
bition were rife. But in
of all this, VH-SBA

to Sydney and Brisbane,
she was overhauled

and painted

New Guinea colors (the

the mainland colors,
the addition of the New

flag). She resumed
passenger service on 07 JAN 72,
again named "Wewak".

Final retirement from TAA

line service came on 19 JUL 73,

aircraft's

exhi"

spite
flown

where

more

first

with

served.

mins.

in JUN 71, VH-thewas

Australia The enlarged team stripped
Hawdon of several coats

weather-proofing paint
had protected her from the ele
ments. Next the aircraft was

being Farm

enact the first TAA
ofwas

to on which

crowd

her at
once

in TAA-Airlines

reac

of politicians greeted
08:35 a.m. Departure from
bourne was an hour

of
Mel-

later. Regu

lar operations commenced on
start

disassembled until only a fuse-
Various

same as

but with

Guinea

New Guinea

arch,
while

from trips. Although the
play was wellintentioned,
people,
thought it was a waste of a

good airplane.

remained.shell

such as control surfaces,
etc.

overhaul

Hawdon's

spend

lage
bits,

landing gear, props
taken

23
wearing

as VH-SBA. Thanks to a special

dispensation, VH-SBA was per
mitted to revert to VH-AES from

08 SEP 71 to the end of the

next day. This special dispen-

o f has a team of

dedicated volun-

fiy
show

theSEP 46, marking

regular line service
for Hawdon. She flew

were

and

de

entire

many

myself,
TAAwith

scheduled
foraway

restoration
including

and

voted team wouldruns all over Austra-
when she

passenger
lia until 26 JUN 59, 69
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By JOOP GERRITSMA

In the DEC 90 issue, we pub

lished a photo of a Continental
Airlines DC-3 at Oshkosh

taken by Jim (JET) Thompson.
WINGS & TIGINGS bif KJCHARV KORAH1990,

I must have had a premonition when I
to write my column for the DEC 90 CAPTAIN'S

("16/4), aided, of course, by the
way in the Middle East and the Gulf War
over the next sand dune. Saddam Hussein's

started

LOG

events under

Msn 2213 was built in

Monica in 1940 as

for American Airlines. She

Santa

DC-3-227B

was

a

looming
dream

of the prophet Mohammed appearing before him did
in fact play into the hands of history,

calls' about

name

DEC 9 0

from Daniel

symbol

Repub-

delivered to AA on 08 MAY 40

NC25673 with AA fleet number 73
and was named

sold her on 24 NOV 47 to

as

If

Big Springs". AA
Trans

Texas Airways of Houston, TX.
TTA converted NC25673

rnimsm In response to my "Help, Help
wings and logos and the like that needed a
or interpretation, the request in the
CAPTAIN'S LOG triggered a letter
Martel of Geneva, Switzerland, about the
of Iran Air, the Airline of the Islamic
lie of Iran.

n

to a
DC-3A by installing
Whitney R-1830 engines
hp, rereplacing the
Wright GR-1820. TTA
trading as Texas
Airlines in NOV 68

change became official on
APR 69) and NC25673 was sold

aircraft broker Tradewinds AviZ
ation, Inc. of San Antonio, ijy

04 FEB 69 and it is unlike^^
she ever had the new TXI col ^
and titles. She languished

storage until 24 JAN 74
she was sold to

Boston Airline and be

N130PB (and N30PB in 1983).
PBA was sold to Bar

Airlines in SEP 88 and

was leased by the
Airlines Historical Society

Pratt

of 1,200
1,000

&

hp
be

T 4. 4.. ’^an
International

(the
09 SEP 88, one day after her first

seen at Melbourne.

post—restorat 1 on

(Australian Airlines photo via Nancy Blitz)

f11ght, Hawdon

name He started his letter with a compliment. "As
a new member of WAHS I have finally found what I
had been looking for for years. The CAPTAIN'S
LOG is just great. Its only major drawback is
that it is published only four times a year I

Then Daniel drew my attention to two of the
wings and their individual symbols with the fol

lowing .●
"The symbol of Iran Air stands for the Simoroh

which is a sort of flying god from the ancient

Persian legends. As you probably know (or at
least remember from college), the Persian Empire
is one of the oldest in the world and presumably
dates back to the Aryans, the sons of the sun.

Those were great warriors and, whenever they
were in danger, they could simply call for help
and soon the Simorgh appeared and led them to

victory or evacuated them. This flying god ap
parently also helped the wise.

So, when Shah Reza Pahlevi came to
he pretended to be a direct descendant of the

royal dynasty of the 2500-year-old
Empire founded by the children of the

although he was a simple peasant from the Alborz
mountains ... he dedicated the airline of the

Persian Empire to the Simorgh.
"Since symbolism plays a great role in the

not change the
that the

name Garuda

the official

Viimana',

01
toSkv , Hyland House,

Australia, 1979.

- Wiltshire,

Hawdon Storv. unpubl,

Melbourne, Australia,

Melbourne,circuit where she is often the

star attraction. Since the

aircraft is registered in the
private category, she cannot
carry fare-paying passengers.

TheCapt. Dave :

manuscr.,

1988 .

It

on

SiemOssensdwn

ein wenig mitzehefv
umden legendoren
T!o(nc(>^ge1 zum
Leben zu erwed<efk

Da y der HmiVbgel
txeerd jdiervasbenitet

cfelegetidQwriehdsrl-knd
daiiitnftnanfechttTBt
Mack Ltd QrAa Bdd viid

dgHcro’daMebefaSe

IUYind°m er inn Midtge

ors

"This

JAN/

Other sources include:

Air Age, 1971; "Network"
FEB 88; scrapbooks compiled by
the author about the restorati-

wherj
Provineetown-

^QiTie

As living aviation history,
Hawdon represents a foresighted
bequest of past managers who
were aware of her role in the

saved
the Bicentennial Air Race

activities concern-
Harbot
N30PB

Continent

on,

and other
formation of TAA and who

her from the scrap yard. She is
also an outstanding example
the durability of the DC-3,

predicted
continue

Iran Air logo stands for the Simorgh, a fly-
legends. This current

Schmid which

staff at their officers in

ABOVE. LEFT;

ing god from the ancient Persian
logo is on the heavy card stock from Frank
he acquired from Iran Air

Frankfurt, Germany.
ABOVE. RIGHT; By pulling the tab on the Iran

you reveal the Homa-bird in great detail.
'Homa’-bird. As legend says, the Homa
power and influence to the old Persians.

ing Hawdon.
of

on
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

howIt cannot be
Ai r

'■This

granted

folder

the

richness.

towi 11

dictated
long Hawdon

fly. This is
availability of engine
With the proper care, however,
the airframe has an indefinite

lifespan. It could therefore be
possible for Hawdon to outlast
her team ...

Countless thanks to Captain
Dave Wiltshire for graciously

accepting me into the Hawdon
team, thus allowing me the uni

que privileges or working on
the aircraft and later flying
in her on many
Thanks to Ian Russell

tralian Airlines' Photographer

for providing many of the il
lustrations. Thanks to my fel

low members for their support
and friendship and last but not

least, thanks to Hawdon herself
for the challenges, unmatched
pleasures and being the subject
o f my story.

NOTES: (1) from TAA magazine
Transair", 1980.

(2) By Pilot Officer J.G.
Magee, Jr.

is

theby II

power ...spares.

Persepolis
Aryans, Thus far Daniel Martel. Then, a couple of

weeks later, Frank Schmid of Altdorf, Germany,
wrote to me and enclosed a description of the

Iran Air symbol, along with a heavy cardboard-
stock folder that he had acquired from the per
sonnel at the Iran Air office in Frankfurt am
Main.

■i.
occasions.

of Aus-

It is hoped Hawdon will re
main free of "the surly bonds
of earth and dance the skies on

laughter silvered wings"(2) for
a long time.

non-
24 MAY 89 and was restored

her original reg'n of NC25673 °
For more than a year societv

volunteers worked to transf ^
the gutted cabin back to
1940 new condition,

seats and hat racks,
hardwood bulkheads,
galley doors.

Christian world, Khomeini did

Iran Air logo. It is very interesting
same symbolism is also found in the
(the airline of Indonesia) and in

Indian (Hindi) word for aircraft;

which means 'flying palace'.

Another interesting symbol is represented by
the figure of the old Iraqi Airways crew insig
nia. The winged lion was widely used to repre
sent power in ancient Babylon, one of the first-
known great cultures. Such lions are also found
on the Pergamon altar in Berlin. Later the mo
tive became the well-known Pegasus. As you know,
our dear friend Saddam Hussein considers himself

a direct descendant of the old Babylonian cul
ture! If this were not so tragic, it would be

just ridiculous!

I would like to know whether you have been

struck by the vital part of symbolism in airline
logos, insignia and names. You have surely no
ticed long ago that nearly every badge is deco
rated with eagle wings, the symbol of
personally suppose that this is
the fact that leaving the secure earth and

ing away to a remote city or country
ever will be, something unnatural and
man. Puthermore, civil airliners are the
of freedom, understanding and friendship
people. I am therefore glad that I have
found the WAHS to be a truly supranational orga-

Holding the card upright, you see the current
Iran Air logo above a tab. Translated from Ger
man, the text says: "You just have
little bit to make the legendary

come alive." When you pull the tab down,
lower portion of the card folds up to show
head and portions of the wings and body with the
text:

the 'Homa
to the old Persians,

for you by telling you important news.
Frank's concluding remark was, "I do not un

derstand the meaning of this last sentence, but
I hope this helps you to answer your question.

Then I went to the library and happened upon
the book "A Dictionary of Fabulous Beasts", by
Richard Barber and Anne Riches. 1 was hoping to

get more answers and identifications and came
across this: "Simurgh, Semuru or Senmurv. Persi
an bird which sat on the tree of seeds near the

tree of immortality, on which the seeds produced
by all wild plants during the
gathered. Its open wings were like a
the mountains, and when it alighted the seeds of
the tree fell to the ground. Its feathers had
magic properties, and would cure
the bird itself was the deadly enemy of snakes,

like the garuda; and it lived behind veils of
light and dark on inaccessible peaks in the Cau-

orm

_ . its
Refurbishea
as well

cockpit
were installed

NC25673 made her first
restoration public
on 14 JUN 1990 at
Oregon and

to pull a
Homa'-bird

f

REFERENCES I

theff

The Hawdon Story,

37 .

as- King, Greg:
Propliner Magazine No.

DC-3

theand

Survi-

Publica-
Pearcy, Arthur:

Vol. 'Homa'-bird. As legend
power and influence

the

"This is the

granted richness.
Soon he will

says.POst-

appearancs
Portland,

was at Oshkosh, Wis
consin from 27 JUL to 02 AUG

rr
AstonIrvors

tions, England, 1987.
- Sabey, Ian: Challenge in

I

do same
the

It

Hawdon" also visited Broome

(Nancy Blitz photo)
During the Bicentennial Air Race,
in Western Australia.

The Continental

Historical Society
in the spring, 1989 as
-owned subsidiary of
tal Airlines. But
is operated on a
sis by current

It

Airlines
founded

® wholly
Continent

society
ba-'

Con~
others.

was the first chairman'^of
the board. The society may
contacted at: 8451 Travel
Hangar 6, Houston, TX 77061.

was

11

the

volunteer

and retired
tinental employees and
Continental DC-10
Minor

power. I

mainly due to
fly-

is, and
superhu-

symbol

Captain year

mist

were

over

be. ■'Sb'AC T
Air /

wounds, while
among

finally
With thanks to WAHS member
J. Chaloner and the

Tin

CO Times".
It

nizationi II
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with a program celebrating their 20th anniversa-
"Southwest Airlines, 20 Years of Loving You,

It is

casus. Other reports gave it phoenix-like habits
it lived 1700 years and when the young were hat-

the parent of the opposite sex burned
poem

seek

bus A310 is being financed by none other than
the lessor," George wrote.

ry:
and their Cracker Jack Team of Employees,

tough to tell if this "wing" would qualify as a
kiddie wing, but whatever, it is a very nice
piece indeed.

"What's all this about?

It's about you - our Cracker Jack team
ployees - who have helped to make us
largest airline in America,
bined with our commitment to serve the Customer,
is what makes us different.
Southwest Airlines," says the

to Southwest employees.
All of the goodies were sent to each employee

box. Inside were

a card to use for
base-

n

it¬ched,
self to death. A thirteenth-century

ibed how the other birds decided to

simurgh so that he could settle their
after many hardships only
find him (whose name meant thirty) and they
alised that they themselves were
purified by the labour of their journey.

des-

the

quarrels;
survived

In another letter, George wrote that he re
ceived a call to come to Miami as the dormant

(Cuban Pilots Association-in-Exile)
that he

there and had run

had given

the money for the round trip from New Jersey to
Miami and back.

I asked him to dinner that night and asked
him about the wings. His answer was 'Just know
ing my wings would end up in the hands of a
friend of yours, would be reason enough for me
to let him have them - for free. But, unfortuna
tely, when I left the room in the hotel, I
all in there.

Early in FEB 91, I
from George,

know that I made an 'above and beyond
to obtain Captain Ferrer's wings for you,

without suc-

cr

isCUBA

being revived. Well, George wrote
shocked when he went

Captain Ferrer. Ferrer's sister

asked the campaign,
of Em-

the 8th

Your talent, com-

II

tothirty was

into

him

K

re-

simurgh.the
II

It's what makes us

promotional sent
while. The

until I acquire

at least a fine photograph

That is about it for logos for a
Garuda bird will have to wait

their new wing ... or

of it.
in an oversized Cracker Jack

the Happy Anniversary letter,
gathering prizes such as model airplanes,
balls autographed by Nolan Ryan, FUN Packs, pos
itive space passes , etc.
Cracker Jacks. Digging deeper into the giant box
is where the employees found their official 20th
Anniversary pin/wing. The latter has a metal
backing with the insignia under clear plastic
and a red heart shape right in the center. A

This is a toughie to get ... if you

with theGerritsma helped me leftEditor Joop
identification of a wing that is thought to come

NQAC. He wrote:

is that it belonged to
(Company?) Limited.

received another letter
in which he wrote: "I want you

'informedII
Myfrom Australia

guess

Airways
from Cairns west to the Gulf

Carpentaria) and north along Cape York
Island in the Torres Strait. The company was

taken over by Airlines of Australia sometime in
late 1936 or early 1937.

"This info comes from

the history of Australia's
itative work on the subject.
Under! in 1984." Thanks, Joop.

If you have forgotten the wing,
it on page 50 of 17/1,

And a box of real
North Queensland

This outfit operated

Country (Gulf of
to Horn

to1

attempt
since

I

on board CU—T12&5, a Cubana

TU-145, Russian look-alike of the 727-200, only longer.
Capt. Ferrer had planned an earlier defection but Cuban
security agents from the United Nations mission in
York surrounded the airplane in the course of
procedures prior to departure from JFK

Capt. Juan Ferrer,
he said that you may have them
cess, I may add.

You see, I flew our ATL-YYZ inaugural
route Inherited from the Eastern

so an Air

flight
demise). I

Canada buddy

New

normal

International .
Three other agents are usually on the airplane and
disguised as pilots and/or flight attendants.

great idea,
can.(a

'Flying the Royal Mail,
airlines', an author-

published

had an 18-hour layover, ^ , w
of mine picked me up and we went to the hotel by
Pearson Airport, the site of Capt. Ferrer's de
fection. We went to see the manager and he

to the Lost and Found room, where the French-
vividly recalled

'Cuban agents

(with

are

"Since Orville and Wilbur Wright's first test

flights, the potential to change the world
through the air has been both tremendous and,
many ways, realized,
tide. An Eye on Helping, Project
country calls, Flight Training magazine.

The ability of the airplane to complete
innumerable tasks at a speed much greater
other methods has created
man and machine that can't be broken.

Project ORBIS is a unique aviation-orientated
it.

' Down

took
in

f indyou’ll see at the former Pan American Dinner Key facii
ities, along with lunches at
Cuban restaurants in the

as chauffeur and guide,

I knew George was planning a trip to Cuh
but that plan began to unravel, for good
He wrote in early October, 1990: "I cancelled
trip to Cuba abruptly. The past three SundavS t
have been going with Alex (Cuban diplomatic tvoe
with privileges in North America) to New York ?
greet Cubana diplomatic flights, so I can ^
pictures of the airplane, cockpit, ollo?^®flight attendants etc. Pilots,

"Two Sundays ago, I spent over two
the cockpit talking to one Capt.
flight was delayed (due to NY
refusal to let Cubana take

us
says G. Sydney in his

ORBIS

II ar-

makes

FEB 91.

MAR 91. Canadian head of housekeeping
that the day after the defection,
picked up Capt. Ferrer's flight kit, coat
wings) and other personal effects."

George wrote how sorry he was about not being
able to get the wings and asked his Air Canada
friend if maybe the Cubana manager at YYZ might
know more about the incident.

"My suspicions proved to be correct. I just
returned from Toronto and the Cubana station

at YYZ had In fact raided Captain Fer-
t the Holiday Inn neat the airport

shortly after his defection. He still had his
flight kit, uniform coat and most-important (for
you): his wings.."

some of the

area, with Pedro
too.

nicest

Muniz
»

By now, if you have looked at the photographs
first, you will have discovered that I have been
able to add the current Cubana Captain's wing to

collection and it has a large dose of history
going along with it.

The letter in the packet that arrived in mid-
promised

Delta

n

than

an alliance between
my II

my

There's no program quite likefind the

George Farinas,
helping hand.
and its specific use of an airplane to help pre
vent and cure blindness is extraordinary.

"Funded by donations,

principal vehicle is a four-engined DC-8 donated
On board the converted ait-

ophthalmological
mplete with examination and

recovery

18-seat

(T

"Enclosed, kindly
full of history.

May said,
wings

II

manager

ret's room a

ORBIS'Project

hours by United Airlines,
liner is a

teaching hospital, co
laser treatment areas,

room, audio-visual
classroom and all the support
run this eye-healing clinic.

in

Ferrer, fully-equippedthe

Authority's

the emergency equipment standing by^^^a^ sevZr"?
tires were 'worn beyond limits')," George
"I did not speak one word about politics V\t^
this man - all aviation. Last Sunday on his
flight out of Cuba, Captain Ferrer defected ^
Toronto. I was laying over in Miami and
friend of mine I had met Captain Ferrer
sooner did I mention his name, or he told
the defection, which he had found
friend of Capt. Ferrer's."

George was able to contact
Canada, through his friend.

(Ferrer) told me was that after I had
cockpit, the Cuban security G-2 (Cuba's
of the dreaded KGB) had debriefed
was, what I asked, what we talked
toolt pictures, what my

as

Port

off operating room,
television studio.It goes without saying that there are days

and then there are days. When the Cubana wings
appeared in the mail slot at 1051 Woodlea, there
were smiles all around. History, indeed ... and
a great set of wings.

areas needed to
fT

M

Fellow WAHS member and wing mogul Bruce Shuey
two badges
for sale.

in

and his wife Diane, have created
Desert Shield and Desert Storm -
much of the proceeds going to Project ORBIS.

shown in this column and
collec-

told a There is a unigue wing out there, gang! About
Southwest

with
Airlines outNo came

four months ago. The
me of

out through a two "Desert" badges are
would make a fine addition to your
tion of Shuey's wings. Contact them at Califor
nia Wing Specialties, 5068 W. Wathen Avenue,
Fresno, CA 93722, and help Project ORBIS unique
world-wide project.

own

Capt.
The

Ferrer
first

in
IV

thing
left the
version

him on who i
about, why I

w . ^ J . Intentions were going to
be in Cuba, and when i was travellinglJl

"T)ien Alex, who was in
flights, called me up
I had anything to do with

honked me off considerably,
Alex kept insinuating, so I told
it', or words to that effect. '

behooved me to call off the trip.
"It's a wonder how Cuba's

I

Juan Ferrer when he
What

Cubana Captain's wing worn by Capt.
defected to Canada while on a layover in Toronto.

The wing is overall gold, with medium blue in
Cubana name bar.

a prize!
the center and as background in the

The wing is plnback. My thanks to
for his efforts on my

for Vetting me have this spociai wtng.

With the Ford Tri-motor still fresh iii Qur
minds (see previous issue), Mr. Langford Brown
of sun City.'AZ, wrote: "1 think I haVe
tlon on N414H. It was turned over on its back in
a windstorm at the Grand Canyon airport and

not

Capt. George

to C^pt.

Del ta

behal/. AndFmrinac,
^ or T or

Canada, working
fishing around' to

his defection,
and {1) told him

him to

the

see if

This

so.

it

practical for repair,
it was picked
Diego, where

several years going
I believe It is

will be in flya-

was decided it was

Several years after the accident.
Museum of San

Air Lines Captain (ATL) and good friend,
through with the Cubana wing that had been worn
by Captain Juan Ferrer, who defected some months
ago in Canada.

came

up by the Aerospace
it has been for the past

through a complete rebuild job.
nearly rebuilt and if so, . „

However, it will never be flown."

I

bag
You can see why it You"

oversized

airline’s

the

Loving20 Year s

wina found in
celebrating

Southwest Airlines

kiddie

boxes

anniver sary

Cracker Jack

success as

very

ble condition.
theeconomy has not

IL-62s grounded for

resorted to leasing
new equipment from the
(which, incidentally, is

Air-

letters for

conversation

stories

George and I have been trading
time and in the course of our

sort of interesting

USA.collapsed. Cubana has six
lack of spares. They have

from TAROM, while the
Soviet Union arrives

all on credit) and the lease for their new

Bth-ranked air carrier
reach out from

1 n

some

and letters, all

come up, especially since I have had a string of
Miami layovers following
getting the flavor of Little Havana and a

a heart-shaped
1971

Si Iver

opening that has a red border,
in black with yellow borders.

wings
P.S. by Joop GerritsmaThe years

and 1991 are Dick Koran's copy arrived at mythe holidays. I was
look-

One day after
73

72



place, I received a letter from WAHS member Mike
Adkins of Tucson, AZ, also about Ford N414H. The
letter is dated OIJUN 91. Mike wrote:

information

5-AT N414H of
45 of the

*’Am happy to be able to provide
about the whereabouts of Ford

Scenic Airlines, as requested on p.
MAR 91 LOG.

"This old Ford is on permanent public display
at the Grand Canyon (Arizona) airport (GCN), and
is located adjacent to

building at the airport. One
around the plane and even peer inside, as I
when my wife and myself flew up to the Canyon
(via HP Dash-8 from PHX) last June.

"It is in Scenic colors, just as in the pic
ture in the LOG (see p. 45, previous issue).

"It was great to see it sitting proudly on
display, rather than rotting away in a scrap
yard ."

the Scenic terminal

is able to walk
did

This Desert Shield badge is for sale by Bruce

Shuey (see text) with much of the proceeds going
to help Project ORBIS, a unique aviation-orien
tated helping hand,
-blue upper

All in gold, an
tank are shown in descending order from the top.

Eastern Air Lines radio badge. Overall silver
finish accents the letters and the Eastern logo
of the early Eastern days. This badge is from
the Oscar Stonberg Collection of many years ago.

Eastern Air Lines station manager badge is over
all silver with black letters and early
logo. The dark area in the center is the reflec
tion of my camera on the shiny surface. An Oscar
Stonberg Collection item, from Prank Racine.

East er n
The badge is gold with li‘ght

part and red enamel
airplane, ship, machine gun

section.1 ower

Thus far Messrs. Brown and Adkins. and

Now I have a few questions:
1. When was the windstorm (date) that turned
N414H over onto its back?

2. When was it picked up by the Aerospace Museum
of San Diego for restoration?
3. Can anyone confirm that N414H is at GCN now,
as opposed to last June (1990) when Mike Adkins
saw it there?

4. If it is at GCN now, when was it returned
there from San Diego?
5. If it is at GCN now, does the
previous issue of the CAPTAIN'S
Ford after its restoration and at

MAP OF

EasternAir
LINES^nc.

:/70 BOSTON

CfncQ^o \ MA('»%rkTO COAST

thephoto in
LOG show the
the location

described by Mike? Or was this photo taken while
N414H was still in active service with Scenic
Airlines?

s
, PUIUDELPUIA
BALTIMOREEastern Air Lines badge worn by ground

nel. It is overall dark blue enamel with

detailing and letters Eastern Air Lines,

falcon dominates the center with

the left of the falcon and light
right.

TOperson-

si 1 ver

A red

dark blue to

blue to the

INDIANAPOLIS TO CUICACO

AHD WESTDesert Storm badge is the follow-on badge,
the war in the Persian Gulf was the follow-on to

Operation Desert Shield. It was also designed by
Bruce Shuey to provide financial help to Project
ORBIS, the world-wide flying eye-care

<see text). Badge is in gold with red in the top
part of the shield and dark red in the lower
part. Again, an airpiane,ship, machine gun and

tank, in descending order, are in gold.

COASTas on

LOUISVILLE

A
I ^ ^

Ik RICUMOND

\ }'V
NASUVILLE

1%
program '/■CHATTANOOCtf RAIEICH-

%
FLORENCE b

\/W'
●charleston'BIRNINCHAH'

MACON

SAVANNAH
MONTCOHERY

JACKSONVILLE

EASTERN AIR LINES, INC.
MOBILE

●DAYTONA BEACH
This TWA Express wing is a second version of a
design for the Express operation. The center is
red with gold "TWA Express" letters. .The
accents on the left are separated by 'fine
lines and the wing itself is gold.

,VERO BEACH
black

gol d
■' 1

^7 mami
TO CUBA AND
'LATIN AUCR1CA

AU6 34

This is another of my HELP! HELP!
can't identify. It comes from the Walt l
Collection and is in gold with a black/qold
ter. The pinback is visible and

is a boomerang or some such design
center. There are no markings to help

The only thing I can
represents the

<from top to bottom)
t o the left and

Brit-

away from

represent the

which runs through the
Coul d

boomerang" be snowshoes instead? If so,
what is the meaning of these in this wing?

wings that I

Reh1ing
I cen-

●If ●

it appears there
behind the

findus

out what this wing is for.
say is that the map in the center
I’Jorth Pole region, with
Alaska, Canada and Greenland

Si tier i a,
North American Airlines is based at JFK Inter

national and flies charters out of there, as
wel1 as Mi ami.

El Al schedule.

American flag on white,
dark blue. (P.S. by Joop Gerritsma: North Ameri
can, with one 757, is "associated

North-Western Europe and
ain to the right. The line that runs
the pole to the top left may
International Date Line,
Bering Strait between Alaska and Siberia,
the

RlissI a, Australian National Airways wing dating back to
the late 1930. The airline served Australia well

state capital and the

of Canberra, in those early
war effort

The wing is gold with an enamelled red
center and silver star in the middle.

I have seen them at MIA flying an

The wing is dark silver with the
The airline name

Ansett-AMA came into being in 1957 when ANA
formally acquired by Ansett Airlines.
Ansett-ANA wing is gold with red enamel
Psing's crown and in the detailing of the
with the AListralian continent and "rays
ting upward.

with services to every
federal capital
days. ANA made contributions to the
in WW2.

This

in the

center

©mane—

IS in

II
II with El Al.) II
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Transportes Aeromar is a regional airline opera
ting all services from Mexico City International
Airport, following the demise of Aeronaves

Mexico. The wing is gold with a polished
and a black stylized "A" and name Aeromar.

camera lens was reflected by the center, messinq
up the picture somewhat. Sorry about that!

operates
services. Formed
1974. This wing

It is in aold with
blue

airline,national

and cargo

Air Malta, Malta’s

scheduled passenger

in 1973, it began operations
from 1974 to 1990.

de'
center

1 n

was 1 n

white Maltese Cross,
Myred background and a

of the cross.left cornerwedge" in the lower

Boeing 747-406 PH-BFB c/n 24000/732

CKLM photo)

747: Boeing’S
City of Bangkok

Avensa "Trafico" badge worn by agent personnel
at Miami International Airport. The badge
gold with dark blue enamel letters and back

ground for "AVENSA" and the continent of South
America.

based on Gibraltar,
, Britain, including
Gibraltar Airways was

SEP 1931, but
117 return

1947 and
Qol d

GB Airways is

flies scheduled services to
London’s Gatwick Airport. -
formed in 1330, began services in

after BEHEMOTH
is

32in JAN

, Re-established in
The wing

black.

WE CONCLUDE THE HISTORY OF THE BOEING 747

WITH THE "STRETCHED UPPER DECK" VERSIONS,
THE SRS. 300 AND 400.

ceased operations

flights to Tangier
until 1381 trading
wire with a

1 s
as Gibair.

white/red center on

The first proposals for a 747 with greater

passenger capacity date back to 1978. These in
cluded an aircraft with plugs ahead of and be

hind the wing and matching EXTENSION of the
per deck. Total seating to be 600. British
ways was said to be the first customer.

An even more-ambitious proposal had the upper
deck extended over the full length of the fuse

lage to bring maximum seating to 1,000 passen-

●D	 QG G--0--
GQ Q-1^, 7///////////4^

up-

Air- n nnon

'Hf.f

Two early proposals for a 747 with greater passenger
capacity: ABOVE with upper deck stretched all the way,

BELOW with fuselage stretch, ultra high by-pass engines.
ALA

which I acquired at the DFW

bought the wing, figuring that I had a chance to
identify it. ALA was in service in 1955 and

merged with Austral to become Austral Lineas

Aereas, S.A. The wing is overall dark gold with
red letters ALA.

Aerotransportes Litoral Argentina
mi ni -c on vent i on .

wing gers .
I Neither version ever left the concept stage.

Instead, Boeing opted to go ahead with a much-
more modest stretch of the upper deck.

< Fuselage >
stretch

747SUD & 747EUDbetween

North
0	Airways flies scheduled services

Europe,
Cyprus
Cyprus and „
Africa and the Middle East. Its offices ^
the capital Nicosia, in the middle of the island
and it has a main base at Lanarca Airport in the
south. The symbol in the center of the wing
represents the goat that is indigenous to the
mountains of Cyprus.

Q D-- Gcities 1 nnumerous

The 747SUD (Stretched Upper Deck) was announ
ced in 1980. It was developed from the Srs. 200

by extending the upper-deck lounge by
(7,01 m) to carry 85 passengers. SUD offered as
option on -lOOB, SR, 200B and 200B Combi. The
acronym SUD soon made way for EUD (Extended Up
per Deck), then for model number Series
1982, by which designation the aircraft is now
known.

a □

nn nn
23 ft

ift-y'i »n●A

-'^yyyyyyr^yy/^^;

engine choices and same maximum
-200B are available on -300.

weights

Increased weight of
stretched upper deck increases empty weight with
corresponding reduction in range, or lower
load for

as on

300 i n
/.

/Ml pay-

we r e in

reduction in drag resulting
This resul-

consumption. Swissair was the
launch customer and first aircraft, a -300 Combi
for that airline, first flown on 05 OCT 82 with
P&W JT9D-7R4G2 of 54,750 pounds (24,835 kg)
static thrust. The second -300, for French
rier UTA had the GE CF6-50E2 of 52,500
(23,814 kg) static thrust. It first flew
DEC of the same year. FAA granted
for -300 on 07 MAR 83 and Swissair put
aircraft in service (to New York)

followed by UTA on 01 APR.

given range. These reductions

part offset by a
from the different fuselage contour,
ted in lower fuel

(SERIES 300)

Original series number of Srs.200 with Gener
al Electric engines (see previous issue). Boeing
reverted to Srs.200 B for this model.

Honda Airways is a

providing flight
and helicopter operations.

Japan,
fixed~wing

"Meet—

Airport
hel i -

has

growing

services with

company

both

Their motto is

Honda

i n

of

ing between the Sky and People",

is 26 mi (40 km) from Tokyo and links all
The

car -

pounds

on 10

certification
its first

on 28 MAR,

originally formed as SeoulAsiana Airlines,
SERIES 300

oper ations in
domestic

International ,
Asiana

started DEC

ports throughout the country,
black center

wingoperates

services and charter flights, along with

national services. Wing is gold wire

with red, yellow, white and purple center.

scheduled a
passenger

inter

black.

The stretched upper deck is the biggest change
-200 .

( inclu-
Same

gol d

finely detailed gold with black in
recesses. Beautiful.

with HA". The wings are
all of the to distinguish the -300 from the -100 and

Basic seating capacity has risen to 496
ding 69 on upper deck in

on

class ) .economy76 77



Subvariants

-400M or -400 Combi; identical to -400, wi th

Boeing also offered the stretched upper
as a conversion package for retrofitting
the -200B. KLM was the first airline to buy
it had all its 10 GE-powered
converted from late 1984
seven P&W Srs.200B passenger
converted.)

The eight-week conversion
95 ft (28.95 m) of upper deck
Lhind the ceckplt, to ineert the

deck

onto

and

Srs.-200B Combis

early 1985. (Its
aircraft were not

SCO.

SPECIAL 747 VARIANTS

to
Several special, non-airline

of the 747. Most of these

craft.

variants

government

exist

a i r -are

involves removal of

immediately
new sections.

USAF VC-25A; two Srs-200B for use as Presi

dential transports (called Air Force 1, but only
oficially so when the President is on board).

USAF E-4A & E-4B; Airborne Command Posts,

based on Srs.200B. First three were delivered as

E-4A in 1973/74. Two had JT9D-7W engines and the
third the GE CFG. The first two were later

engined with the CF6-50D. The fourth, also
the CF6-50D, was equipped with newer
tions and other electronic systems as the
The three E-4A were then brought up to
standard. All are equipped with an

refuelling probe in the nose to give a maximum
endurance of 72 hours.

Other 747s that could come under USAF control

in a time of emergency (such as the recent war
in the Persian Gulf) include airline aircraft.

Among these are 19 Pan Am -100 which have been
modified, beginning in 1985, by having the SCD
installed and getting a strengthened main deck.

NASA: One former American Airlines -100

strengthened to carry a Space Shuttle on its
fuselage. Has three support pylons mounted on
top of the fuselage and end plates on the hori
zontal stabilizer for directional stability.
Intended to launch the shuttle in mid-air for

handling and stability tests. Now used to ferry
the shuttle from its landing site at Edwards Air
Force Base in California to the launch site at

the Kennedy Space Centre in Florida.
Iran: Iranian Air Force bought 12 -100 from

TWA and Continental in 1975 for conversion to

-lOOSF freighters (with SCD) and in-flight re-
were acquired

to Iran

from

gnhvariants;

SCD as standard. otherwise iden

tical to -300.
-300 Combi:

1 re-

with

communica-

E-4B .

E-4B

air-to-a ir

for -300 Combi.

-300, seating
Japan Air

-300M: Other designation^
-300SR: Hiqh-density variant of

maximum of 624 passengers.
Lines has

1

-y uhiTeD
(Above) Series 300 launch customer Swissair started ser

vices on 23 MAR 33, to New York. HB-IQQ, c/n 23751/636, a

-357(SCD), was the airline's first.
(Below) UTA of France followed Swissair by only four

when it placed its -3B3 in service to the Pacific,
c/n 22370, is shown.

four .

(Swissair photo)

days
F-GDUA,

(UTA photo)
(747 ADVANCED)

the Series 400.for
Early designation

SERIES 400

Full-scale development of -400 began in early
Full aircraft with the capacity

'-300°bu? greater range. Northwest Airlines
launch customer when it

85 and the first -400 was
26 JAN 88.

o f

the order

rolledbecame

10 in OCTfor

out at Paine
The -400 has

but the wing has
incorporates many aerodynamic
eluding 6 ft (1,83 m) wing
winglets to the wing tips,
a smoother

reducing drag.

Field on

the same fuselage as
been completely redesigned

improvements,
tip extensions

These

the outer wings.

-300,
and

in-

and

the

winglets ensure
thereby

airflow over

alumi-

the 757/767.

extensions

and advancedbuilt of new ●'77 200Ffuelling tankers. Four new
in 1977-78. Some have been transferred

1 sThe wing

num alloys which were developed for

New enqine^pylon ^osign^ lowL-drag fairings be-
^ ^ t-hp fuselage are also part of
tween the wing and JT9D-7R4G2 of
the La) PSW W256 of 56,750
54,750 CF6-80C2 of 57,900

T.Zof
'duced payload. Gross takeoff weight

^“'^Advance^maL^flis have permitted many weight
savings in both the fuselage and the wing- ^he
flight deck has been redesigned with fully com
^ cockpit with a fully digital

instrument panel, also

of

Air since then.

Iraq: One VIP SP model for the government,
operated by Iraqi Airways. Its fate following
the end of the recent war remained a mystery at
the time of writing.

Japan: Two -400 for delivery in 1991, To be

operated .by the Japan Air Self Defence Force
(JASDF) for transporting the Royal Family and
other government leaders.

Oman: One former Braniff SP bought in JUL 84

for the Royal Flight. Luxurious VIP interior, A
satellite communications aerial inside a fairing
on the fuselage behind the upper deck.

Saudi Arabia: One 747SP delivered in 1979 for

the late King Khaled. A hospital room was inclu
ded in its cabin. The present King Fahd has a

Flying Palace" -300 at his disposal. Said to
have gold fittings throughout the cabin, eleva
tors connecting the three levels of the fuselage
and a fully-equipped on-board medical centre.
Both the SP and the -300 have a world-wide sat

ellite communications system, with the aerials
in a fairing on the fuselage behind the upper
deck .

s'liudtnCD

(Above) Saudia'B -363 HZ-AIL, c/n 23263/619.(Saudia photo)
(Below) Singapore Airlines operates N117KC, c/n 23028/534,

Singapore Airlines photo)

(Bottom) PP-VNH, c/n 23394/627 is a -341 (SCD) of
Brazilean carrier VARIG (Photo by Lineu Carneiro Saraiva)

on

a -312.

870,000
re

fl

puterized two-crew
cathode ray tube (CRT)

glass cockpit".
-400 can be operated by a

extremely long flights
if the flight time

118 -400s had

IT
called a

two-men crew
The

(two pilots only), but on
a relief crew comes along
will exceed the maximum duty time,
been ordered before even the first

the -400 went on the 14-hour

Tokyo and other Pacific
the

comple-was

ted. In NW service,

nonstop New York -
vices, releasing older
line's Atlantic routes.

ser-
It* CAfUMV ntC/r/C

1 in models for a 1 r -

(This paoe, too to bottom)

- Northwest Airlines was the launch customer for the -400.

Its first -451 is N661US, c/n 23719/696 Northwest photo) ^ ^

- N171UA, c/n 24322/733, is a United -422 (United photo) ; „
- Lufthansa’s -430 D-ABYA, c/n 23316/723 (Lufthansa photo)
- ZK-NBT, c/n 24355, a -419 of Air New Zealand (ANZ photo) cfSSS.iSS: 5
- Srs.446, JA8072 c/n 24424/760, in JAL’s new colors. (JAL) 2 33;S^S5Ii
- Cathay Pacific’s -467 YR-HOP, c/n 23315/723 (Cathay ph) »

Ir
-400

for the GE units and
first customer for the 'jTlJNorthwest is the

with P&W engines, Lufthansa
Cathay Pacific for the Rolls Royce engines.

Nonstop flights on long sectors, such as
York-Tokyo, New York-Seoul, Los Angeles-Sydney,
Tokyo-Paris and London-Singapore are possible
with the -400.

4
1*

New
; .JkTkfa ■s^ni
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PRODUCTION RATES

The production rate of the 747, as with any
commercial airliner, is strongly tied to travel
demand.

Initial response to the 747, with orders from
Pan American and other airlines, justified a

production rate of one every 4.5 days, or five
per month. This was the case while Pratt and

Whitney was correcting the engine problem. 22

aircraft had been built by the middle of October
1969, but only five were flying, all with the
unmodified engines.

After the engine mounting problem was correc
ted, 747 production was running at seven air
craft per month in 1970-71. It fell to two a
month in the mid-1970s while travel demand was

catching up with the sudden increase in avail
able seats on the world’s major air routes. Pro

duction rebounded to seven per month in the lat
ter part of 1979 and in 1980 when air travel was
booming. But with the recession of the early
1980s, production fell to only one per month in
1984. The appearance of the -300 brought the
rate back up to 2.5 per month in 1985. It was
three per month in 1988 when the -400 entered
production and has remained at that level since.

CABIN LAYOUTS

490 pas-
Most

a maximum ofThe 747-100 can carry

senqers in a one-class, 10-abreast layout,
airlines, however, started using them with mixed
-allls layouts for approximately 3^0 passengers
Those were the days when the upper deck ^ehin

cockpit was still being used as a lounge for
It was reached from

At first.

1t
Stabilisvr Joined Stabilizi

(Tod) Tail section of a 747-100 i s
Svctlon 41

lowered into place at the assembly
hall at Everett.

(Above) Roll-out of the 200th 747,
a -200B Combi.for SAS, in NDV 80.
More than 550 747s have

since then.

Joining of
Sect 41lc42 (Boeing photo)

the

first-class passengers-
main cabin by a spiral staircase,

deck lounge had eight
club-like comfort,

between the

the
Section 42

the

seats

in-

and

’ Ming Stub

fol1 owed

(Boeing photo)1non-revenue

After Boeing

W\
upper

arranged in
stalled a smoke barrier
the main cabin.

The 747SP can

auration, but 288 in mixed-class i
^ Japan Air Lines seats 498 passengers
747SR and All Nippon tops this by two-

including 20 on the upper deck, i

-A

lounge

Id seat 16 people.
—\

the lounge cou

seat 360 in high-density confi-
is typical.

Ulng A*«0*biy Wing stubs

Jei r\«d

Final asssAbly
installation ofi

Engl
wing to body fairing
dorsal fin, gear doors
radoao» fin, undercarriage

Ulng to body Fwd t aft bodyin the

500 pas-

in its

Roll out First flight

CONTINENTAL 747

J
, tail cone

THE ONLY747sWITH2LOUNGES AND APUB.

The Polynesian Pub. Continental’s new Coach lounge
... a fun place to relax, eat fresh*popped popcorn,
drink cold beer or cocktails and meet friendly people.

V (Left) 747 assembly sequence.
sengers,

747SR. SBCtloo 44

airlines began to carry reve-
on the upper deck. Replacing the

: with a straight one increased
Installing a second door permit-
seats with the spiral staircase

In about 1980, Sect 4S

1 a<t
Section 4B

nue passengers

spiral staircase
seating to 24.
ted 32 revenue
=inH 45 with the straight one.

-300 and -400 aircraft have extra
with generous

sold at premium

52 business class pas-

747 cabin layouts have varied greatly over the years.
(Top. I eft) American Airlines today uses the upper deck of
its 747SP on the Tokyo service for

travel with 60 in (1.5 m) seat pitch. (American AL photo)
(Top) Mock-up showing the main deck first-class cabin
the nose of early 747s. (Inflight Motion Pictures photo)
(Above) Aahh! Those Good Old Days, when 747s came equipped
with spacious and luxurious lounges,
Continental.

—*

S*ct 41M2

Joinedluxurious first—cl ass
FinSactlon 46

in

Today, some
four-abreast "sleeper

deck,

seats
IT

wide,

leg room in the
Others carry up to

the upper deck. . ^
The 747-400 has a typical layout for 412 pas

302 in 10 abreast in coach (economy),
business class (52 in 3+2 seating on the

24 in 2+2+2 on the main deck) and 34
the main deck.

such as this one on

(Postcard from the Bill Demarest Coll.)
(Below) Egyptair uses the upper deck of
firs-class travel.

upper THE ENGINES-EARLY PROBLEMS

AND SUBSEQUENT SOLUTIONSfares. its 747-300 for

(Egyptair photo)
onsengers

Electric

(5:1) that

direct developments of the
the same CX-HLS

CX-HLS entry, the Lockheed C-5A Galaxy.
Rolls Royce developed its big turbofan, the

RB.211, without the backing of a military con
tract, but with the support of the British gov
ernment and a commitment by Lockheed to use it
in the L-1011 TriStar.

The big Pratt & Whitney and General
turbofans with high by-pass ratios
power the 747 are

military engines designed for
competition that sired the 747.

The by-pass ratio refers to the volume of air
that flows outside and around the engine (within

the nacelle) to the volume that is fed through
the combustion chambers. The air that bypasses

the engine mixes with the hot air exhausted from
the combustion process to slow it down. The mix
ture is then expelled.

At the high subsonic speeds at which today's
jetliners operate, a lower speed of the expelled
air mass increases the engine's efficiency by
delivering more thrust at higher altitudes.

General Electric won the engine CX-HLS compe

tition with its TF-39 engine of 41,000 pounds
(18,600 kg) static thrust to power the winning

sengers:

76 in _-

upper deck,
in first class, also on

Northwest Airlines carries 422 in its
including 296 in coach, 108 in

deck) and

-400

busi-

first
aircraft,

ness

class.

18 in
(42 on the upper

PRATT & WHITNEY

509 passengers are possible with 479 in coach
(including 69 in six-abreast on the

the

upper

deck .
Pratt & Whitney entered the JTF-14 in CX-HLS,

but lost. It then developed the engine into the
civil JT9D-1 of 41,000 pounds (18,600 kg).

Boeing selected this JT9D for its 747, but
with the unexpected increase in weight as the
aircraft took shape, more power was required and
the -1 version flew only in 747 No.l for certi
fication purposes. The JT9D-3 of 43,500 pounds
(19,730 kg) was for production 747s.

class

deck), and 30 first
Japan Air Lines again tops
gers in its -300SR aircraft.

main

this with 563 passen-
class on
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GENERAL ELECTRICProblems develop

Problems soon showed up in climb and cruise

performance of the -3. Thrust at high power set
tings was substantially lower and fuel consump
tion higher than guaranteed.

The problem was traced back to the engine
mounting. The main attachment point
main thrust transmitting point

the engine's centre of gravity (CG) and its main
thrust centre. This left the secondary engine
mounting, further forward, near the rear of
fan, to carry most of the engine's own weight
and to handle the forces placed on it by flight

the thrust at

bending moment
of the

the

This

front of the engine
with the

Because

are

Engine
model #

747

model

Thrust

pounds " ’ kg
Engine
year In 1970 General Electric launched its CF6 big

fan engine. This is a civil version of the mili
tary TF-39 (41,000 pounds/18,600 kg) that powers
the C-5A Galaxy. With half a dozen years actual
operating experience in the military (as opposed
to running the engine on a test bench) before
civil deliveries would begin, GE did not have
the problems P&W had experienced. The company
also started at a higher power rating, because

its engines were not used on the 747 until
Srs.200 became available.

The models of the CPS used in the 747 are:

JT9D-1

JT9D-3

41,000

43,500

Installed in first five 747-100 only
I 43,500 I 19,730 ( -100

From sixth Srs.lOO on;
fitted in the first five aircraft.

-100

-200B, SP
-200B

18,600
19,730

747 #1

-100

1968

1969

also the

was well aft of 1 1969
later retro-

JT9D-3A

45,000

45,500
47,000
47,670

48,350
48,000
50,000

50,000

20,410

20,640
21,620

21,620

22,115
21,775
22,680

22,680

JT9D-3W

JT9D-7

JT9D-7W

JT9D-7A

JT9D-7AW

JT9D-7F

JT9D-7FW

JT9D-7J

1969

1970

1970

1973

1973

1975

1975

1979

the

the

SP
manoeuvres. The result was that

high power settings caused a
that forced both the front and the rear

-200B

-200B

-200B

-200, SP

I

Engine
year

lAl

model

Engine
model #

Thrust

engine to point downward and pushed up
middle, between the two attachment points,
transformed the circular

pounds kg

1972

1974
21,090
23,815

747SR

-200B,300

CP-45A

CP6-50E

46,500

52,500
After the JT9D-7J it became imposl.-
ble to squeeze more power out

the engine- A redesign was needed.

This led to an increase of 2.5 inch
(2.54 cm) in the fan diameter,
to adding a (fourth)
compressor fan and a modified com
bustion system. The new engine be
came the JT9D-70.

into a slightly vertical oval shape,
sides moving slightly closet together,
the tolerances inside the fan blade shroud

with, the fan blades
shroud. The

loss

Of

GE undertook a majorAfter the -50,

redesign to get more power from the
the

Egypt Air'svery narrow to begin
scraped against the insides of the
resistance slowed them down and caused the

Hatshepsut" is SU-GAL,
747—366CSCD) wii;h P&W JT3D—7R4G2 engines tEgyotAir photo)and

low-pressure
increasedCF6. As P&W did, GE

fan diameter and it added a fourth

Theof power.
The problem was solved by moving

power transmission point on the engine
nearer to the rear of the fan shroud

engine's own CG and main internal thrust centre.
This was done by installing an inverted Y-shaped
attachment, with the single arm attached to
original transmitting point on the engine pylon
and the double arms pointing forward under an

angle of 60 degrees to carry the engine at
new point, further forward and closer to the
and main main internal thrust centre.

new

variant
low-pressure

engine was the CP6-80. The
for the Boeing 747 is:

compressor.
the main

forward,
and the

JT9D-70A

JT9D-70Q

JT9D-7R4G2

53,000

53,000

54,000

24,040
24,040

24,495

1976

1980

1982

CP6-80C2 198757,900 26,260 -400-200

-300 The author gratefully acknowledges the use of the
following publications in the writing of this history:

the complicated
for the CF6, that

stores

-400)

the

and

called

are

GE also did not escape
model numbers

must be daily headaches for

keepers. One variant (in the
is the CF6-80C2B. Another (for

-400 of Canadian Airlines, JAL
Lufthansa, among others) is
the CF6-80C2B1F. However, they

all basically the -80C2.

The 70A and 70Q are the same engine
but externally they can be distin
guished by the long-chord fan cowl
ing of the 70A vs. the short
ing of the 70Q.

Gilchrist, Peter: BOEING 747 (Modern Civil Aircraft
series #4), Ian Allan, London, England, 1985.

Green, William, THE OBSERVER'S BOOK Of'aIRCRAFT,
Fredrick Warne, London, England, annual editions
19GB-1990.

Green, William, and Gordon Swanborough: THE WORLD'S
AIRLINERS, Arco Publishing, Inc., New York, USA,
1982.

Lucas, Jim; BOEING 747 (The First 10 Years in Service),

Jane's Publishing Comp. Ltd., London, England, 1981
Lucas, Jim: BOEING 747 (The First Twenty Years),

Browncom Group PLC, Feltham, Middx, England, 1988.
Taylor, Michael J.H., COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT,

Tri-Service Press, Ltd., London, England, 1990.
AIR INTERNATIONAL monthly, publ. by Fine Scroll Ltd,,

London, England, OCT 76, SEP 85, MAY 88.
CAPTAIN’S LOG, publ. by World Airline Hobby Club,

Erlanger, KY, USA, Fall 1981 issue.
COCKPIT monthly, publ. by Cockpit Uitgeverij, Maarn,

The Netherlands, MAR 65 issue.

A special thanks is due to the many airlines which did
make photographs of their 747 aircraft available.

the

CG

cowl -

theof-3A

power and the -3AW (also called the -3W) of
injection

Modified/ the JT9D-3 became the Development of the JT9D had now reached its
zenith and many airline stores keepers must hav©
been extremely unhappy by then. With each power
increase and each new 747 model number, the en
gine model number became more complicated and
confusing (just look at that for the 747-400
above). Pratt & Whitney therefore selected
simpler model number system for its next bio
fan. The PW4000, an entirely new engine, was
based on experience gained with the JT9D

The version for the 747 is

same

45,000 pounds (20,410 kg) with
for takeoff.

It soon proved a reliable power plant and P&W
versions

water

ROLLS ROYCE

powerfulquickly developed new,
during the 1970s and 1980s:

Rolls Royce announced in 1972 it had devel
oped the RB.211-22 big fan (40,000 pounds,
18,415 kg) for the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar. It
developed more powerful variants and in
unveiled the -525B for the 747-200B of BOAC;

more

1977

^ called the PW4256
4 stands for the engine type, 2 for the aircraft
type and 56 for the power output x 1,000 pounds
in this case 56,750 pounds (25,740 kg); '

747

model

Engine

year

ThrustEngine
model # kgpounds(Below) South African Airways (SAA) has two 747—344

Super B 300) with P&W JT9D-7R4G2 engines. ZS-SAT
is c/n 22970/577

(747

(shown)

English
Suid

(SAA photo)

RB.211Johannesburg”. Aircraft
titles on port side and South African
Afrikaanse Lugdiens) on starboard side.

carry
Also sincere thanks to the following individ

uals for providing - directly for this history
or through the author's files over the years -
several of the photos:

Dick van der Aart, Flavio Amaral Jr., John

Chivers, Frans van Doninck, Roberto Farina,
Peter Keating, Dick Meyer and John Uegg.

197750,000 22,680 -200B
50,100 22,725 -200B
51,600 23,410 747SR
53,110 24,090 -200B
redesignated as:

58,000 26,310 -400

titles (SAL -524B

-524B2

-524C2

-524D

-525D4D,
-524G

56,750 25,740PW4256 -400 1987

1987

(Riaht.) SABENA Belgian
World flies

with two 747-329 (SCD)
Combi 5.

Air1ines

Their second,

□D-SGD c/n 24837, is
shown. SABENA was the
first

SAA
OOUTM ABBICAIM Al airline to have

its al1-passenger 747s
(two -129b)

ted with the

loading

(SCD) for greater op
erational flexibility.
Both —329 are powered
by the GE CF6-50E2.

(SABENA photo).

J
retrofit-
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with Pat McColIamSArClT CARDS In an attempt not to scare their passengers, Pan American World Airways skirted the
issue as best as possible on their Stratocruiser “Emergency Instructions...for your
safety...just in case” cards and went so far as to suggest that everyone “just make
believe” and “Let’s make an imaginary emergency landing” as a means to explain
emergency procedures! The early air passenger’s closest reference to a safety briefing

'■ was the shipboard lifeboat drill that preceded each ocean voyage. Airlines did not
hesitate to equate air travel with ship travel in their instructions.”

. I «-'/●: « v; 1-:
● ■ ■ -.J \ i '*

●r

U

FSii^SulRlsAFETY
1»●

1

I “Like ocean liners, K.LM aircraft are equipped with the latest safety devices to
guarantee the utmost safety of passengers and crew in all circumstances”.

Panagra’s DC-7 'Always Prepared’ card states “The information contained on this card

is purely precautionary and can be compared to the lifeboat drill instructions presented
to steamship passengers”

■●v'

A

Wesafetycard collectors have drawers and boxes full of currently or recently flown aircraft. There aretons of safety
cards around for the DC-10, L-1011, 727, 747 and more 737 and MD-80 cards than we

know what to do with. Card graphics have become quite impressive, while others follow

standard formats that pervade multiple airlines and equipment type. When did safety
cards first appear on airliners? What did they look like?

The progenitor of today’s safety card was actually a separate
instruction leaflet found in attractive "Welcome Aboard Packets’

that provided “Ditching Instructions” on over water international
flights.
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V

EMERGENCY ■. -f
' j

EXITS

I
it.-sa.ii--
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t
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WAIER
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In the 1940’s and 50’s, ship travel was still the ]
way to go. Many passengers were frightened of
flying, especially over water. Airlines made val
iant attempts to reassure passengers how safe air
travel really was. The problem was that passen
gers still needed to be briefed for their own good,
in case of the unforseen.

.<●

AANWIJZINGEN
You have probably located the Emergency Exit
nearest you — there is an “Exit" sign over the
window. The curtains at both side.s should be

removed by a downward pull. Just above the
window is a cover over a red handle. A quick
jerk removes the cover. Then grasp the handle,
pull it toward you and pull exit inward. Lift
exit panel from hinge. Seat backs opposite win
dow emergency exits may be reclined fully. In
tourist aircraft the backs push forward and
down over the seat. After you are out of the
aircraft pull the two small knobs at the ba.se of
your life jacket. They will inflate your jacket.
Members of the flight crew will be in charge of
the rafts. Your seagoing raft has adjustable
sides and a sun shade to protect you from sun
burn and water spray.

Id gaval von eaD
dallBg op hot water

INSTRUCTIONS

lor poMOogvrt is event
of o dcicent OB water

■ X “i

(

Early BOAC "safety leaflets” went Into great detail about aircraft maintenance
schedules, the qualifications of the Maintenance Engineers, how even “the
smallest detail of aircraft construction is examined within a period specified by

the Ministry of Civil Aviation”, and that even the

Ministry of Civil Aviation Isfurther controlled by “inde-

UU Mta

VA

e.

EXIT
EXIT

'V
OT>*

EVACUATION

SLIDE● C^^DOUBLE >f,
O E C K E Dleaserread carefully': ''Straio'* Clipper Service For Land Landlngt

pendent checks made by the Air Registration Board,..the aeronautical f
counterpart to the marine surveyors appointed by Lloyds Register”.
The ending paragraph, however puts a jolt of reality back into each air
passenger with a short "by the way, did we forget to mention” note:

Nrv tMlh

iL.:? THAO* MARK. MM <.Hime-U(WOai.S
-	

imvAvv. iMO.

u

Pan American Work! Airways is the re
cipient of many safety awards; but it is
only sensible to face the fact that every
one who travels, whether by boat, train or
plane, should be acquainted with emer
gency equipment and procedure”.

.♦j

9"i'After dark you may observe a red glow coming from the
engine exhaust outl^ The red glow is there all the time but

is only visible during darkness. The glow is of constant

reassurance to the Captain and crew that the engine is
operating effictently.”

EXIT..
AHoefi floor tlrap* boro.

Opon door and kick oul i/rdo.
Slid* to ground.

●l;
If an emergency landing is made on land, the
emergency slide will also be used to evacuate
passengers. Ordinarily your crew will take care
of the slide, but you may be a.sked to assist. The
emergency slide is packed in a neat pouch on
the inside of the main cabin door and attached

as shown in the above photo. Unsnap the entire
front flap of the pouch; pull out the blue and
yellow strap fittings and attach to similar col
ored fittings on the floor. Then open the cabin
door and kick out the slide. Two men, selected
by the crew, should then slip to the ground and
hold the extended end of the slide away from
the plane. Pas-sengers will then jump into the
slide in sitting position and slide to the ground.

niu Air#fa

Early safety Instructions were predomi
nately text with the graphics, if any, illus
trating only lifejacket usage and
ocasslonally seatbelts or contents of the
liferaft survival kit. For a route to the

nearest exit, passengers were informed

that “Emergency exits are plainly marked
along both sides of the cabin. Instruc

tions for opening them are printed on the
ex'its.”

*.v.
.OALLEYI1

vA'

Pull ipfc^jackct over aiMEROENCY'
the head.EMERGENCY EXm V»M 4'urdli
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IFIRST AID PACKS
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NORTHEAST AIRLINES DC-6B

Emergency Information Card ● e;

Today, decades later, hatch
opening instructions are now
reappearing at actual exit lo
cations.
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It was not until the late 1950’s and early 60’s with the
advent of turboprop and jet aircraft that better safety

equipment and clearer instructions became standard.
As more of the world started traveling, greater use of
international symbols and/or shorter descriptions in

multiple languages became common place. Safety
cards still insured passengers that flying was safe and

dependable, but there was a clear shift away from
convincing the frightened passenger. As air travel
became more of a casual everyday event, safety cards

reflected changes in the public’s perception of flying.
What we are seeing today is a greater passenger
awareness and knowledge of the aircraft cabin and

available safety features. This knowledge can mean
time and in turn time can mean survival, just In case.

OVERWATER
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Aircraft floor plans did appear
on some cards and were to

become standard; however

early exit location maps were
rather technical and showed

fine detail. Many airlines used
multiple aircraft diagrams all
on one safety card. In an emer
gency it was up to the passen
ger to figure out what type of
aircraft he/she was flying on.
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1 OC-6 DC-7/CV340-4401

WESTERN AIRLINES
INTERNATIONAL

X X.

1 THIS IS YOUR

^SAFETY
^INFORMATION
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I
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?UAU 0^ COHSTELLATTOH iBROSTiMT IKFORUATIOM
DOUGLAS OC-7/7B
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Means of Emergency Evacuation/

) 1i Lift door handle up.
FASUhCII DOOI ● AfT

iHtftCiHCt pool

ViKOOt IIiTt.OHf 61 iltttl OVCI lACH VIHC

EXITS-
DOUGLAS DC'6vtHPOv > rOIVAIDCOKPiltHlKT

HOmHSikST

\
1.

tt
►T

C^kTlLl ATitM

rtoot flu*In the 1940’s and 1950’s canvas chutes were used for land evacuations instead
of inflatable slides. The first passengers out the door were required to climb
down a rope or the dangling chute, stand at the bottom and pull the chute taut
for others to slide down. Most airlines instructed passengers to jump into the
slide, while BOAC curiously instructed passengers: "Do not hold on to side of
chuteand on no account jump into it". It seems quite clearthat sitting on the door
sill and sliding would cause quite a bottleneck and waste precious escape time.

WINDOW EXITS
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^^Collector’s Quiz
How many aircraft types and airlines can you identify for the following safety card excerpts?

LOCATION OF LIFE VESTS, LIFE RAFTS, EMERGENCY EXITS
* Arrows show location of emergency eiiU.O Circles show number of life rafts at each location.

A B. C.□Oj

iJ
AH EVACU*T>W tLIPf U

LXATIO M THf AFf CAlW

AT THf PAUfHPIt OOOt
IPO

...erne A Life vests in the Golden Falcon DC-7B arc located in a holder under each
FIGUKs A ijy the lounge, life vests are located in the arm rests.

THE ESCAPE SLTDC PROVIOES A
MEANS cr KAPlO EVACUATION OF
PEieON»«l FBOM THE AIBCRAFI

REMOVE TCUR SHOES, HOLD YOUR
HAHCE TOGETHER. AJUP OUT VlTH-
OUT HESITATION VlTH TCUR FEET
H1C»1LAHDHC PJTKE SLIOCGNTOUR
LCmEB RACK VHEN TOU REA01 THE
BOTTOM HOVE AVAT RaPIOIT.

1. Hook fff>9«r« Ifl prattle
● hlald over RED
handfa —pull out.

2. Follow fnatnictions a»
indiCBlod at each exit

BIA.I me B Ufe vesta in the combined Golden Falcon and Tourial DC-7B are located in
FIGURE B a holder under each Beat- In the lounge, life veataare located in the arm resta.

■HlRUVr

[rexiT* Airline:^
Aircraft:

Airline:_
Aircraft:

Airline:^
Aircraft:T

m
D.DOOR EXIT E,

EXIT
Life vests in the Deluxe Coach DC-7B are located in a holder under each
seat. In the lounge, life vesta arc located in the arm rcata.FIGURE C
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FIGURE D Life vests in the‘‘Air-Bus" DC-7B are located in a holder under each scat.
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down

Number

stream

run-

the

the

Echo

push
laden

positi-
f rom

awakened and then settled

to an incessant

4,1 and 2 also came on
and with all four up

ning, Capt. West
parking brake and informed
ground
Juliet

back. While the

Merchantman was

oned for

flight plan and we made our way
to the ramp, which was brightly
lid by floodlights. Our Mer
chantman shared the space

a Tradewinds 707 freighter. But
a hive of activity surrounded
the Merchantman, as she was be

ing readied for takeoff.
I accompanied Capt. West on

his walk-around inspection of
the aircraft, which gave me an

opportunity for a closer look
at the large Merchantman.

Out spotless aircraft sports
a smart red, white and black
livery with large "Air Bridge
titles on both sides of her fu

selage. Her wings, mated
four Rolls Royce Tyne 512s of
5.050 shp each, spans 118 ft 5
in (36.10 m). The top of the
rudder 34 ft 9 in (10.59 m)

above the ground, towers over
nearby office buildings. The
aircraft was already loaded and
we could her the

sounds, coming through

Air Force

thousands of
career in the Royal
he accumulated

hours as a pilot on the V-class
bombers. (Valiant,

Vulcan.) He also has many civil
other

whine.

and

released

withVictor and

propjet hours in various
parts of the world, such as
Sarawak and Malaysia in SE Asia
where he flew the Bell 205 hel-

Masay, and
the DHC

thatengineer

was ready for
heavily

be i ng
disconnect

t1

icopter of Bristol
in Lagos, Nigeria
Twin Otter of

He feels it is an honor to

the British-built

Vanguard
for freight service
career as a mainline

aircraft was over.

the
on

tug, a crackling message in our
headsets granted us taxi clear
ance

Aerocontractors.

fly
06. Momentsfor Runway

later the ground engineer
familiar

Merchantman,

converted
its

gave

thumbs-up

signal, indicating Echo Juliet
was free of the tug and that
all else wa s clear.

Vickersa
Itthe IIII

us
after

passenger
with

Easing the big throttle lea
vers forward, Capt. West slowly

put her in motion. With all
four Tynes humming, we taxied

past the tail of the Tradewinds
707 and soon we were navigating

through the maze of green and
blue lights of the Manchester

after

Mid¬

half hour

from East

at Manchester,

still

taxi

One and a

our departure
lands, we arrive
The rain was

down, but the
straight to the freight
ing. We tumbled out of the
and ventured through
of dull corridors to

pouring
drove us

build-

car

the maze

f inally

comfortable
room.

the Bel-

squeaking
the

reach the cosy and
Air Bridge Carriers crew
The incoming crew of
fast-Manchester run had already

thearrived and was enjoying
One half of the crew

the
beverages.
was relaxing in
television set, enjoying a box-

the other was nipping
British!

offront

ing game,

on his pipe
Capt. West immediately
on the Amsterdam weather

still was

delay

the ribbing

his deci-

Night escapade in a propjet veteran
how

checked

but

unfortunately there
no change. He decided to
departure despite
he had to take over

sion from his colleagues.
During the hand-over of

aircraft,
told us about some of the minor
technical

PHOTO ABOVEl

Vicisers V.953C Merchantman
"Agamemnon", owned by Air Bridge
operated for Elan Air, "The Overnight
Delivery System” in Elan colors. Pho
tographed at Manchester in DEC B7.

(Photo by by Jan Koppen)

G-APEM
East-Midlands Airport, Cen-

hours. introduced himse1f
Ken West, Commander
ABK220,
Amsterdam.

and
20.000England,

early December. In
for my flight with
(formerly Air Bridge Carriers),
I enter their operations

outside is dreadful
pat-

the

crew

as Captain
Flight

tral

preparation
Air

of the previousfromBr idqe Manchester to

they had en—
Ajax". The

was not

snags

countered on G-APEJ

left windshield wiper
working properly, cockpit pres-
surizatioTi wasn't steady at a
certain altitude and the
pilot's headset did not
tion as it should. Otherwise
out pristine veteran was

mint condition.

After hearing all this.
Berry appeared from behind
gossip newspaper with a
sigh.

Immediately after the intro-
Checked

on the weather
appeared to be

Bridge Vickers V.953C Merchantman

Ajax". Photographed just before its deoarture from
with the author on board.

The subject of Jan Koppen’s article:
Q-APEL

DEC S7,

room. II

By JAN KOPPEN Manchest er i n

The weather

with a steady drizzle and
ches of thick, grey mist slowly

the

up (Photo by Jan Koppen)
at Amsterdam.

. , even worse
here at East Midlands. AMS
ported a mere 1,500 ft
ity ... not enough
Merchantman in for
But the

It
hull, from our lively load of
10,000 one-day old chicks.

She looks fine to me 1		

taxlways.

As I prepared myself for the
Berry

thanONE OF OUR CONTRIBUTORS FROM
HOLLAND DESCRIBES HIS NIGHT
CARGO PLIGHT IN A VICKERS
MERCHANTMAN FREIGHTER.

dimly-litdrifting across
and deserted ramp. Although the
night was still young, I
overwhelmed by the activity go-

the briqhtly-lid op-

co-

f unc-
re-

visibil-
to take a
a landing,

also

turnedF/Odeparture,
around and asked me if we could

TT

What do you think, Jan?

I agreed with Capt. West and
walked with him to the spacious

flight deck where F/O Berry had
just finished the takeoff
checks.

While the door was being

closed, I strapped myself into
the jump seat. Perched between
the two pilots,
instrument panel. Capt.
detected a faulty switch on an
overhead panel and annoyed,

"Besides flying this old
her too

was

It' s O.K.switch headphones.
with me," I replied. Later I
would understand his request.

He handed me the faulty set.

IT

in

forecast
calleding on in

erations room. The two duty of-
working

for an improvement. F/O

his

heavy

really

amidst a coffee in the meantime
walked over to the coffee

With lots of sugar added, the
bitter extract tasted well.

Five minutes later

ficers were

pile of scattered papers, empty
coffee cups and discarded lunch

and At about 2100 hours Capt.
jumped
drove

ional

rain,

for

from

pot. West,
into a

holding

incoming

As we taxied to the

point, we wa t c h e d
Britannia Airways 767-200 glide

wet

P/0 Berry

4- taxi and ^
off to Manchester Internati
Airport, in the
(This is standard
Air

and It

Jee guys, do
have to go?!?!

^es, we did, but during
long delay waiting for
at AMS to improve, the
sation

I we
an

●I

bags.
the

weather

conver-

caught by
telex

as if it

years

My attention was
the annoying rattle of a
printer that looked
should have been retired

ago. I was utterly amazed by
the looks of this room. "Jeez,

"how is it

thea slim,
pale-faced man with greasy hair
and wearing a creased

trench coat", entered the room.

He walked over to the flight
plan cabinet and glanced at the
flight plan

astonishment he was the first

officer of my upcoming flight.
Moments later a well-dressed

man in a black flight suit also
entered. The four shining gold
stripes on his shoulders gave
him away as the captain. And

indeed, he approached me and

land on

load of sunburned

returning from
After the

the holding

and with takeoff clear-

Capt. West turned
the large Merchantman onto
active runway and firewalled
the throttles for maximum take

off power. With the increase in
speed came an increase in
whine of the four Tynes and the
aircraft shook violently. As we

picked up speed, I watched

I looked at the

West
past us and
runway with a
tourists

pouring
practice

departures
theII

flasher Bridge
Manchester.)

During the taxi
getting better
the

slowly changed from
nous aviation safety
to hot topics
game of

scotch and
attendants

se-

matters sunny Mediterranean.
final check at

point,

ance granted.

a good says,

thing, we have to fix
...?" But what

such as

a bottle
ride III

Was

with

the

into his

coat and dozed
to have an

o fgolf,
we11-e nd owed

acquainted

crew.Berry, sitting in
corner,

oversized trench
off. I did

I thought to myself,
possible that the
of a 24-hour airline

is being maintained in
mess !

expectdoTopapers. you

from a 27-year old aircraft?
cabin

female

my
thestrict pace

operation
such

left theofcrawled
species.

F/O Berry requested and
ceived start-up clearance,

designated call sign

a re-

Our

"Air

Bridge 220". With a flip of the
starter switch, located on

overhead panel, engine number 3

manage

interesting
West,
one of his

Tf

callsAfter numerous phone
with AMS meteo and KLM flight

operations, Capt. West finally
decided to prepare the aircraft
for departure. He grabbed

more-
conversation

but only after
expensive

theI settled down in a quiet
corner of the room and waited

for the flight crew to arrive.
I decided to enjoy a cup of

was

with Capt.
he had lit
filter

the

cigarettes.
He told me that

the
his

during his 89
8B

b .



airspeed indicator reach rota

tion speed, F/0 Berry mumbled
"VI" and seconds later the air
craft lifted off and started to

climb away, tucking in
wheels in the process.

With a graceful left turn

over the sleeping city of Man
chester, we started our climb

to cruising altitude. We picked
up the Ottringham beacon as we
tracked an easterly course to
the European mainland.

The economic and technical

performance of the Vanguard,
once it was in serve, was
plary. But sales suffered
the first of the

jets, such as the
One-Eleven in Britain

DC-9 and 727 in the USA. Only
44 were built, including a pro
totype and the 43 production
aircraft for BEA and TCA.

Air Bridge started
ons under the

Carriers in 1972.

operati-

Air Bridge
f oun-

part of

name

AIIICILIINIE /VVOIDIEILIIN'G
It was

ded by Field Aviation,
the Hunting Group of Companies
to operate FREIGHTERS ^
the Channel Islands

exem-

f rom

short-haul

Tr ident

and

btj Gimv COLEits

and

the
between

and East

freigh-
year

freigh-
thinner

later
entered

bloodstock

Midlands. Four

ters were used the

and in 1974 a Viscount
ter was added for

Argosy
aThe MD-11 article I promised

you for this issue will be de

layed until the next time. The

deeper I went into the project,
the more I uncovered that de
serves additional attention.

first

the

cargo routes. Two
the first

years

Merchantman
In 1966 TCA converted one of

to a freighter
it the Cargoliner.

one of its

it the Her-

TCA would

aircraft,

grew

service, mainly
operations.

In 1980 the company
the trading name Air

along with a striking
white and black

on

The Vickers V950 Vanguard
first flew on 20 JAN 59. It had

basically been designed as a
larger successor to the hiqhly-
successful Viscount. The

its Vanguards
and named

BEA followed with

own in 1968, naming
chantman. But while

convert only the one
the BEA Merchantmen fleet

NEW MODELSadopted
Bridge,

RED,
scheme.

Welsh Models of the U.K.

have four new models in their

Skyliner range, all with new
construction methods. The Brit

ish Aerospace 146-200 and -300
kits

fuselages and injection-molded
wings, tail surfaces and engine

metal wheels

struts found

older 146-100 kits

cast-metal

have been

molded

new

colorre

quirements were first laid down

by British European Airways
1952 for servive entry in 1960.

In 1983 Elan, a subsidiary
the huge DLH courier oraani.,
tion used Air Bridge
for their transport need<? ^
by 1984 the carriage
parcels had

part of Air Bridge

Of
in

to nine at its peak.

mix of vacuformare a
and

beeome

68 Air Bridge began Merchant^°'^
express flights from Manch
to Amsterdam on behalf
Royal Dutch

LEFT;

Captain Ken West
the cockpit of

6-APEL ”Akax"

(Jan Koppen photo)

of

i n

pods. The white

and landing gear
in their

man

ester
KLM
Was

Was

BOTTOM OF PAGE;
Seen at East Mid

lands Airport,
Vickers V.953C

Merchantman Q-APEK
i s a

remain, but four
sngine intake fans

added. The injection

plastic parts are produced by
Aeroclub, and are of very good
quality. The decals are also
improved, with full stripes and
emergency exit markings for Lo-

stripes
UK's

blue

flag banner

ofa

Airlines.

one of these flights that^T
fortunate to be

It

on.

While cruising at 20,000
under the star-filled skv
passed the halfway mark
soon after were handed over
Dutch ATC. I was

feel a bit tired as i h^d^
slepwell for the p^f.

"Dreadnought
sister ship to

Ajax". Air ftQ-APEJ

Bridae retained the
r I

We

BEA names of the

aircraft. They were
all named after fa

mous ships of the

Royal Navy.
(Photo by C. Potts
on a postcard by

Executive Aircraft
Historians)

and
ganair's red and black

for the -200 and Air
attractive

stripes and
for the -300.

to

to 1. ABOVE;

Pan Am 747 in

1/200 scale, by
Tom Lewis.

three-tone

U.K.
not

two

43 minutes

Dutch ATC broke th
the flight deck
of our descend

West selected AMS

formation ... it was
With the

into the
flight. 2. LEFT;

Richard Fe—

dorco's 747SP

c onver si on .

The other new Welsh models

are for the BAe Jetstream in

either Skywest (Australia) or
Piedmont

These models are almost totally
with etched

blades and cast-

® silence
and advised
clearance.

Hi-'-S'-on

-V,

By 1970 the Vanguard had be
come obsolete for

usBEA placed an order for 20 as
the V.951 for its busy and long

-range European services.
Trans-Canada Air Lines, also

operating a large fleet of Vis
counts, ordered 20 as well,
with an option on four more,
three of which were taken up.
The TCA version was the V.952

and it had an increased payload
and a strengthened airframe for

The

Van

guard also attracted the atten
tion of BEA and its order was

modified to include six V.951s

and 14 V.953s, the latter based
on the V.952 for TCA.

Capt.passenger
deman-

markings .Commuterweather in

still bad I
throttl

down,
- . , losina

1 ● quickly. Flicker!^
lights, visible through
overcast now and then
ted we were '
coastline

service as people were
Both BEA and TCA

3. BELOW;

Airfix 727-200 by
Niels 5amp.?.th.

'■V

injection molded,
brass

ding jets.
started selling off their
craft to independent

particularly in England,
Small

engine
eased back and the
the

esair-

airlines.
prop

metal engine nacelles,
gear and exhaust stacks. I have

examined the Skywest kit decals
and they look excellent.

nose

wasMerchantman landing
France

numbers

to Sweden, Iceland
and Gabon also. TCA began pha

sing out its Vanguards in 1969,
with its freighter being
last one to go, in MAY 72.
operated its last
Vanguard service on 31 MAR
The airline sold its five last-

remaining Merchantmen to Air
Bridge Carriers, which already
had one ●

altitude

ngIndonesia.and

were sold
the

indica-
Dutch

we made a
started

upper

cirrus-cumulus
Echo Juliet

nearing
and

gradual right tur
skirt

the
Revell has announced a 1/144

®uale kit of the Boeing 767-300
in LTU/Lauda Air markings for
World-Wide distribution, and in

BA/SAS markings for distribu
tion in the U.K. The kit should
be available in the fall of
1991.

as

thespeeds.
TCA

higher
modifications on the

cruising n, we

the
BEA

scheduled

to through
levels of a dark
cloud74 . cover. As

Continued on p.92
NEW DECALSThe start of the operational

career was delayed by engine
problems and on 24 MAY 60 Rolls
Royce recommended that all Tyne
-powered aircraft be grounded.
The problems were solved and an

unrestricted passenger-carrying
certificate was issued on 02

DEC 60, months behind schedule.

The first BEA Vanguard entered
scheduled revenue service on 17

DEC 60 and full scheduled BEA

service started on 01 MAR 61.

The first TCA Vanguard entered
service on the cross-Canada

route on 01 FEB 61.

While no longer in produc
tion, some Plight Design decals
may still be available from Jim

Childs at 18215 N.W. Field-
stone ,
you write him,
®®l£“addressed, stamped
lope to receive a reply.

IfBeaverton, OR 97006.
please include a

enve-

air

● I

B There is a rumor of a small

Southerngroup of modelers

California producing decals for
Northwest

in

Airborne Express and
Cargo. i hope to have mote
formation on this next time.

in-

90
91
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MODEL PHOTOS

btj WILLIAM 15EWARE57from

born
My request for

readers,
n ice

the

photos
hastheyou,

fruit, with a selection

fewpastoverarriving

months. I can always use more. >

keep them coming.so

LEWIS

his

Photo 1 came from TOM
showsof Bradford, PA. It

1/200 scale Hasegawa 747 in Pan
Am markings- Note the nice dio
rama base .

4. LEFT;

Boeing 737-200 in
1/144 5Cale by
Scott Wood.

Photo 2. shows RICHARD FEDOR-
CO's 1/200 scale Boeing
conversion

747SP

of the Hasegawa kit.

Richard, from Carteret,
the Slide Collector

the CAPTAIN’S LOG. He used Sas-
quatch

NJ,
editor

IS

of

withparts
wheels and some

kit.

deck

conversion

engines,

from the

windows,

wings,

decals

Cockpit
windows and

Hasegawa

upper
door

AHS

out-

decal

and

4
escape

the

with fuselage titles
from ATP's

lines are from

sheet,

registration numbers
decal range.

s CONTINENTAU 7^7"KIKU-NO-MA" Loung*

of OC-I iit Courlir

UAPAN AIR I.INEO

PriuM U The only 747s with 2 lounges and a pub.

The Ponape Lounge. Only Continental values its
Economy passengers enough to give them a friendly
lounge all their own. Order a cocktail and relax
in the colorful atmosphere of the Micronesia Room.

S. RIGHT;

Revel 1 Airbus

A320 by Tony

Schneider, in
1/144 scale.

the 1/144
727-200

of Ox-

based on

the old

Scale)

frames

let-

corrected wing
nice

black-and-

Photo 3 shows

scale Iraqi
built by NIELS SAMPATH
ford, England. It is
the Airfix kit, using
Micro Scale (now
decals with ATP
and Aeroclub registration
ters. Note the
leading edge
model and excellent
white photography.

Airways
In this issue I am featuring

postcards showing aircraft

teriors. While all airlines op
erate essentially the same
nilla" aircraft, they can
ferentiate

The cards here illustrate a

few examples from my collec
tion:

in-●

DC-4. The colors in this card

are a bit unnatural. Could it

be that this was a B&W photo
that was colored afterward,
much as they are doing now with
old B&W movies?

Lufthansa, known for issuing
many postcards, had this card
of the cabin of their 707 dur

ing the early 1960s.
Cathay Pacific shows a card

of the cabin of a 747s. The la

dies are positioned in such a
way that the cabin looks ever
wider than it is.

Pinnair * s

shows the

their young passengers.

Japan Air Lines offered the
"Kiku-No-Ma" lounge on their
DC-8 Jet Courier service.

Continental Airlines will be

remembered for the piano loun-

747s during the
card from my

collection, showing another of

their lounges, is included in
the 747 article by Joop Gerrit-
sma in this issue.)

United Air Lines pioneered

the use of flight attendants on
board their Boeing 247, as is
shown in the card here.

Even TACA issued a postcard

showing meal service in their

tf
va-

dif-

f rom

their

Super
window themselves

others by the quality of
in-flight services and aircraft
interiors. Many airlines have

Issued postcards depicting the
inside, rather than the out
side, of their aircraft.

Photo 5 shows an A320 by

TONY SCHNEIDER, built straight
from the 1/144 Revell kit, with

the exception of the ATP wind
shield decal. He used Bare Met-

the bright metal
from Louis-

ges on their
1970s. (Another

fence. A
DEPARTURE LOUNGE

When you read this, the Ai
liners International 1991

vention will be over. I

you all had a grand time
Mickey, Minny and friends
Orlando. I was unable to attend
this time, but I hope the
TAIN'S LOG will publish
of the model contest winners.

r-

con-

hope
with

SCOTT WOOD'sPhoto 4. is of
707-200

al foil for

parts. Tony hails
ville, KY.

COMFORT ALOFT WITH

UNITED AIR LINES
C-FACF

Scott used

in
Canadian

1/144
Airfix/MPC kit and AHS
he mixed the paid according
instructions

decals, which
very easy to apply.

the

decals.
scale.

in

The modern day passenger plane,
such as the new type Boeing high

speed monoplanes of United Air

Lines, incorporates many new features which add to
the comfort and interest of air travel. Cabin 20 feet

long, 6 feet high . . . upholstered, adjustable reclining
chairs . . . lavatory . . . cabin insulated against noise

. . . main and individual ventilators . . . cigarette

smoking permitted . . . individual reading lights . . .

stewardess pantry.

to
DC-10

comfort

interior

afforded
Thank you to each one of you

photos.
CAP-

photos
the

were

provided with
he noted.

contributed Morewho

will be used in future issues.

Please
addr^sfe and
return to

stewardess
who will

stamp and
mail card

for you.

TACA INTERNATIONAL
AIRLINESand then slid back on the

rect glide angle for touchdown.
Touch down was halfway

as soon

were firmly on the run-
deHavilland pro-
into reverse to

ledge that the gear was down
and locked. But when I looked

cor-

Servioq New Orleaos. Mexico. El Salvodor,
Guatemala. Honduras, British Honduras, Nica-
roqua, and Costa Bica.

Night escapade in a propjet veteran
Continued froi p.90 over the captain's shoulder, I

still could not see anything
still

The alti-

still a

above

Berry
where

down

as thethe runway and
wheelsfamiliar. The fog was

obscuring our vision,
meter showed we were

hundred feet

F/0

"Jee, Skipper,
that bloody

the Merchantman

way, the big
pellets went

slow us down to taxi speed.
We exited the runway and

backtracked on a parallel taxi
way from where a yellow marshal
truck guided us to Echo Juli

et's familar parking spot on
A group of

was

I adjusted
the

started to buffet,

my seat straps. We crossed
Dutch coastline at 5,000 ft and
following heading and air speed
instructions from AMS

soon being vectored in
ILS approach on Runway 06.

Everything started to happen
very quickly now,
selected more flaps and reduced

The

couple of
the ground. Just as
asked,
the hell is

we were

for an run-

brokeway?
through the fog bank and we saw
the bright lights of the runway
in front of us.

The grey belly of the air
craft, ghostly illuminated by
the overwhelming light, shot
over the threshold like a bul

let. Capt. West, realizing he
was too high, pushed the con
trol column forward instantly.
The aircraft put its nose down

It
TACA

INTfHNATIONAl

AIRUNE9freight apron 3.
tired

as Capt. West
groundhandlers

waiting
LUXURIOUS

DOUGLAS

44 PASSENGER

PLANE

already

unload the delayed flight.
old for tosturdy

descending

us
engine power -
Merchantman was now

through the clouds rapidly,
we passed over the outer mar
ker, gear-down was selected and
after the green lights had come
on, I started to feel a bit
more comfortable in the know-

As

The author wishes

Air Bridge and its
ground crews

experience the company's
vities.

thank

and

him

acti-

to

flight
letting

SPEED WITN COMFORT-INTtRien OP UNITTO
Am UNCO NIW *THRM-MlU|.A-MmUTl' BOIINQ
TWIN-WASP AU MBTAL LOW-WINO MBNOPkANI

for

93
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900B Air Mongol AN-26
9009 Interot Air Service Beech 1900C

9010 MEA 707-3B4C

9011 SAN 727-17

9012 Trump Shuttle 727-225
9013 Far Eastern Air Tr, 737—130

9014 TEA Basel 737-3MB

9015 Nortjet 737-4YO
9016 China Airlines 747-209B

9017 Air France Cargo 747-22BF
9018 Egypt Air 747-366
9019 Qantas 747-438

9020 Korean Air 747SP-B5

9021 Caledonian 757-236

9022 Air Seychelles 767-2Q8
9023 Lauda Air 767-3Z9

9024 TARCM BAC One-oleven S25FT

9025 Kel Air HS 747
9026 Air LA Jetstream 31

9027 Capital Airlines BAel46-200
9026 British Airways Concorde 102
9029 SANSA CASA 212

9030 Federal Express Cessna 20BB
9031 Canada West Air CV-640

9032 Aeronica C-46

9033 Zephyr Express Falcon 20DC
9034 Lake Union Air Service DHC-6

9035 London City Airways Dash-7
9036 Great China Airlines DHC-B

9037 Ukunda Airways Do-228
9036 Titan Airways Bandeirante
9039 United Express EMB Brasila
9040 Busy Bee Norway F-27-200
9041 Aer Lingus Commuter Fokker 50
9042 AeroPer

9043 Air Europe Fokker lOO
9044 Aero Caribbean IL-14M

9045 Balkan IL-IBV

9046 Aerochago Airlines L—1049F
9047 Aero Transports SA L—16BCF
9048 Cathay Pacific L-1011-395
9049 ERA Aviation MBB BQ-105CBS helic.

9050 Aero Shell DC-3C

9051 Haiti Air Freight DC-4
9052 Butler Aircraft DC-7

9053 Inter

9054 Burlingt

9055 Aeroquetzal DC-9-15
9056 THY Turkish A.L. DC-9-32
9057 SAS MD-S7
9058 Oasis MD-B3
9059 VIASA DC-lO-30
9060 SAF PilatuB Turbo Porter
9061 Aerobol Pilatus B.N. Islander
9062 Flugfelag Nordurlands Piper

Delta Airlines

L-1011-385-3

TriStar 500,

N751DA, msn.
193W-1166.

I

The wide-bodied Lockheed L-1011 TriStar, powered
b)' 3 Rolls Royce engines, has a cruising speea of over
550 miles per hour. Delta croerates several versions of
this aircraft for long-range (lights, both domestic and
international- Three pilots and nine flight attendants
make up the TriStar crew

84 Pushpaka Airlines Car
65 Transasian Caravelle 10

86 Royal Jordanian 707-3B4C
87 Guyana Airways TU-154
88 Jamahlriyan Air Transport 7O7-340C
89 Italjet 737-200
90 Homac Aviation 707-320C

0 Lufthansa
F-28-1000

DENNIS PRODUCTIONS
IT

Hong Kongt discovery airline '
Caledonian Airways L-1011, 6-BBAJ
Cathay Pacific 747-400

CATHAY PACIFIC >
The Swire Croup

W^Loue'EfFlyAndltShcnvs.*
E.A.H. PUBLICATONS

I am sure you have many uni

que and interesting examples o£
postcards of interiors as well.

5B Wasa Uings King Air 200
70 Flexair bo-228
71 Austrial Fokker SO

74 DHL Convair 580

75 Anglo Air Cargo 707-320C
76 Air New Zealand 747-200
77 Air Malta 737-200
78 America West 757

79 LOT Polish 767-300ER

80 Iberia A300

81 Air Europe Fokker 100
82 CTA MD-aO

670 Ste. de la Bale James CV-580

671 T.A.T. Fokker F-28-2000

672 T.A.T. ATR 42

673 T.A.T. Fokker 100

674 Air Zimbabwe 767-200ER

675 Interflug TU-1S4M
676 Varna Int'l Airways TU-154M
677 LAM Mocambique IL-62M

Icana DC—B—54F

Air DC-8-63F

amer

on

As you can see, airlines and
various publishers from around
the world continue to issue new

postcards to add to our collec
tions. If you come across a new

card, please feel free to send
me a Xerox copy of it (prefer
ably front and back), so I can
include it in my next column.
Your efforts ensure the success

of this feature of the CAP

TAIN'S LOG.

FLIGHTDECK

\Chleftal n
49 Eurojet Falcon 20C
50 Air Sul 737-291

51 Dan Air BAe 146-300

52 Ansett Newmans DHC-8-102

53 British Airways BAe ATP
54 British Air Ferries Dart Herald 214

EDITIONS P. I.9063 Continental Express SF—340A
9064 American Eagle SD-360-300
9065 Air Logistics S-76A
9066 Penl nsula Airways Metro III
9067 Syrianair TU-134B
9068 LOT TU-154M
9069 Hemus Air YAK-40
9070 Trans World Airways 727-231
9071 Trans World Airways L-1011-3B5
9072 Trans World Airways 747-131

652 E.A.S. 737-300

653 T.A.T. Fokker F-2B-1000

654 Air Canada A320

655 STAir Caravelle 10B3

656 Olympic AW ATR 42
657 Northwest A320

6SS Ansett A320

659 Hispania 757-200
660 Druk Air BAe 146-100

661 Tunis Air 727-200 new clrs

662 Birmingham European BAC i—11
663 Air Malta 737-200 new clrs

664 Air Littoral Fokker lOO

665 Air Charter/E.A.S. Caravelle 10B3

666 Royal Air Maroc 737-400
667 Air France/Brymon DHC-7
668 Air Sul 737/200
669 Thai AW ATR 42

British Airways Concorde, if fr co dr
British Airways L-lOll, if fr dr	
Capital Airlines BAe 146-200, if fr co
Capital Airlines SD-360, if fl co
Cargolux 747F, to fl co

Cathay Pacific 747, gr fl co, engine
Conair A300, if fl ov w/reclining woman
Delta Air (Germany) SF-340, gr fr co
Delta Air Lines L-1011-500, if fl r
Delta Air Lines 767-200, If fl r. over

mountains

DLT Fokker 50, gr fl co, two a/c at
Hayward Av’n BN-2A, if fl co il

Istanbul AL 737-400, if fr co with sun-

Istanbul AL 737-400, gr fr co

Korean Airways (North Korea), issued in
a booklet:

TU-134 *< TU-154 on ramp at Pyongyang
TU-104 tail view with crew

Inflight view with crew
Ferris wheel at Kaeson Youth Park

Schmitt, Ludwig Valenta, Vladi
mir Vokalek and Stuart Wines.

AVIATION HOBBY CANAD/^/view w crew
Aircraft of Yesterday series:

12 Southeast B.N. Islander G-OSEA

13 Orion Airways 737—3TS
14 British Caledonian Helic. Bell 2145T

15 Canafrica DC-B-61

11 QUEBECAIR 727-100

LEGEND:

ab — seen from above

al - artist’s impression
bl - seen from below

combi card

CO - Continental size

dr - drawing

fv - front view

fl - facing left

fr - facing right
on the ground

ho - head on

1f - in flight

il - in the landing
Is - large s-ize

1V - 1ong vi ew
ml - model

nc - new colors

nt - new titles

old colors

ov — oversized

on water

rv - view from rear

to — taking off
wb - white border

AVIMAGE

CIVIL AIRCRAFT POSTCARDS

(Special limited edition of 350 copies,
are amphibians or floatplanes.)

7 Martin Mars on Sproat Lake
B Martin Mars
9 Marti

10 Martin Mars C-FLYL
11 Grumman Goose on Sproat Lake
12 DHC-3 Otter, Bush Pilots Air Service
13 DHC Beaver N134B
14 DHC-6 Twin Otter, Sound Adventures
IS DHC-6 Twin Otter, Sound Adventures

Set 45t

73 Heracles C-74 Globemaster
74 ATI MD-BO
75 American Airlines 767-300ER
76 Tunis Air Caravelle 3
77 Delta Air SF-340
78 Fokker 50

79 Unlfly Express DC-9-1S
ao Afretalr DC-8-55

Alitalia DC-9-32
B2 Alisarda F-28
S3 British Airways Trident IE

Hvbrid Liveries series

3 Adria Airways A320-23I

4 InterEuropean 737—3Y0

652 Europe Aero Service 737-300
653 T.A.T. Fokker F-28-100

654 Air Canada A320

655 STAir Caravelle iOB3

656 Olympic AW ATR 42
657 Northwest A320

6SB Ansett A320

659 Hispania 757
660 Druk Air BAel46-100

661 Tunis Air 727—200

662 Birmingham European BAC One-eleven
663 Air Malta 737-200

664 Air Littoral Fokker lOO

665 Air Charter/AES Caravelle 10B3

666 Royal Air Maroc 737—400

667 Air France/Brymon Dash—7
668 Air Sul 737-200

669 Thai Airways ATR 42
670 Ste. de la Baie James CV-580

671 T.A.T. F-28-2000

672 T.A.T. ATR 42

673 T.A.T. Fokker 100

674 Air Zimbabwe 767-200

675 Interflug TU-154M

676 Varna Int'l Airways TU-154M

677 Linhas Aereas de Mocambique IL-62M

cc

\dusk

all

\set

n mars

9T

Lake Samil in Mt. Kumgang
LACSA A320, if, head-on, ov
Loganair BAe 146, if fl co
Luxair 737-200, if fl co 3/4 fv

Luxair Fokker 50, gr fr co
Namib Air Be 1900, gr fr co
Namib Air 737-200, gr fl co

Namib Air 747SP, gr fl co

NASA 747 w/shuttle, gr fl co (published
\by Impact)

oc

ow

NLS Fokker F-27, if fl co
Pegasus 737-400, gr fr co
Southern Air BN-2A, 1f fr co, over

\Stewart Island

AIRLINE ISSUES

DLT Fokker

SO D-AFKC,
msn 20121

Swissair MD-ll, if, fl, dr

TACA 767-200, if fl ov dr w/scuba diver
TACA 767-200, ho, to, oc
TATRA SF-340, if fl co over Zurich
THY Turkish A310, if fl ov
TranSwede MD-83, if fl ov w/lnsert of
Tradewinds 737-300, if fr ov
VitkovicB Air L-410, gr fr co in front

\of hangar

Aeroflot TU-154, to fl co

Air China 737-300, if fl ov

Air China 747-200, if fl ov

Air China 767-200ER, if fl ov

all three with silver background

Air India 747-200, if fl nc ov
Air Maldives D0-22B, If fl co (Dornter
Air Niuglnl A310, if fr ov, il at HKG
Air Sarina Trislander, gr fr co
Atlantic Airways BAe 146, gr fl co
Birmingham European BAC III,if fr co ml

British Airways S-61, gr fr co
British Airways 747, if fl dr co

BUCHAIR
Spannweile/Span 29.00 m
Lange'Lefigm 25 25 m

Lutih»ns« Hoho/Highi 6.32 m
Siupistze'Seais 50
ReisegescnwinOigkeil/Cruismg speed 515 km/h
TtceOwerke/Engmas P'all 6 Whilnev PW t25 B
HelsiellB'/Manulacluiet Fokkei Ai/crall S V
^4lcderlanc]e

Pafinef

/card) 0or

\737-300 9001 Heli-Linth AS 350B1 Ecureuil

9002 Royal Air Maroc ATR 42-300
9003 LAS Colombia Caravelle VIR

9004 Kar Air A300B-4

9005 Thai Airways Int'l A300—601
9006 Austrian Airlines A310—324

9007 Lufthansa A320-211

Fokker 50

With special thanks to: Darrell
Haines, Hubert Jansen, Rick

Neyland, David Powel, Josef

95
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TRANS WORLD EXPRESS

S«ab 340A

Experience the convertience o1 Trans World Express Ire-
quent local service or our International travel partnership
with Trans World Airlines. The quiet, comfortable Saab
340 offers spacious carry-on storage, flight attendant serv

ice. and lavatory.

McDONNEL-DOUGLAS MD-tl

51.8 m

Q1.2 m

17.6 m

LEFT; NASA Boeing 747-123, N905NA
ffisn 20107/86 (ex-American Airlines)

w/space shuttle orbiter "Columbia”.

RIGHT! ATlMcDonnell Douglas MD-82,
I-DAOD msn49218/1274.

SKYLINER CARDSM.K. VERTRIEB Wing span

Length

Height

Max. Cruising speed 976 km/h

07fi Ghana Airways Fokker F-2B-2000
077 Qerinanair Fokker F-2B-IOOO
07S Pelita Air Services Fokker 100
079 Aero Venezuela DC-6B

05 Flughafen (Airport) Hannover/

Loganair BAe 146
modiTM 747 letidingpegv^ackslopr

PHOTO ce£Drr.NAS4 236Passenger seats

NEW-PHOTO
Artist’s impression of

HB-IWA msn 48443/458.

(Metro Air

SAAB 340A, M749BA

ABOVE LEFT;

Suissair MD-11,

ABOVE RIGHT; TWA Express

Northeast)

340A-152.

57 Flugfelag Nordurlands DHC-6
58 Kenya Airways DC-9-32
59 Gateway CV-640
60 Philippines A30064-103
61 CAAC Y7-100

62 Aeromexico DC-B-Sl

63 Hemus Air AN-30

64 Ligne Aerienne SeychellBB 707-323B
65 BHT Turkish 727-264

66 Air China 747SP

67 Air Grand Canyon Yosemite DC-3C
68 Berlin European 737-3L9
69 LAR I1-10D

70 Rich 'Int’ 1/Ferien Service DC-8-62
71 Air Zimbabwe 767-2N0 (ER)

72 Classic Air DC-3 (Swiss Air colors)
73 Rio Sul Fokker F-27-200

74 Royal Brunei 737-2M6
75 Mi nerve DC-B-53

76 Time Air DHC-B-102

77 Emery World Wide DC-B-73F
7S Intair Fokker 100

79 Gateway DC-3
BO Balkan 737-S3A

81 Mi lion Air 707-323C

82 Guam Marianas Air CN-212

83 Tradewainds 737-3Y0
84 Setco DC-3

05 All Nippon 747SR
86 Merpati Nusantara BAC 1-11/401AK
87 Trans Fair DC-4

88 Challenge Air Cargo 707-330C
89 Zaire Aero Service 707-327C
90 Trans Florida CV-240

91 Philippine BAC 1-11/517FE
92 Vietnam Airlines TU-134

93 Air France DC-3

94 Air City Caravelle 10B3
95 Lufthansa 727-230 new colors

96 Syrian Arab Caravelle 1063

97 Frontier Flying Service DC-3

FLtTE-LINE QUALITY SERIES Air France Concorde

Interflug IL-IB

Interflug IL-62M

Interflug TU-134A in landing

Interflug TU-134A ramp shot
Lufthansa Junkers JU-S2 in landiitg
Lufthansa A320 head-on shot

Lufthansa A320 taking off

Lufthansa A320, two aircr. on ground

L-154 British AW Concorde, 4 a/c if fl

L-155 South African 7475P, nc gr fl
L-1S6 El A1 747-200, gr fl

L-157 Air India 747-200 gr fr oc

L-15B Japan Airlines 747, to fr oc
L-1S9 Pakistan Int’l 747, il fr

THOUGHT-FACTORY
84 THY Turkish Airlines A310

SS Classic Wings DC-3A
86 Metro Cargo IL-76TD

87 Interflug IL-IBV

SB Cyprus Turkish Airlines 727-2F2

89 Finnair Cargo 737-210C
90 British Air Ferries BAC 1-11/201AC

91 Aeroleasing DC-9-1S
92 Interflug AN-2
93 Muk Air SD330-200

94 Tur Avrupa Hava Yollari 727-230
95 MALEV TU-134A

96 JAT Yugoslav ATR 72
97 Loganair BAe 146—200
90 Golden Horn 707-324C

99 Sabena DHC-0-300

100 LTE 757-225

101 TAROM 707-321C

102 GPA Ireland A320-231

103 Braaathen’s SAFE 737-405

104 America West A320-231

105 Piedmont Airlines DC-3 (restored)

106 Midwest Express MD-88-
107 Air America L-1011-3B5 (PA colors)

108 Southwest AL 737-3H4 Seaworld of

109 Southwest AL 737-SH4

110 Southwest AL 737-5H4 Shamu Two

111 Markair DHC-B-300

112 Northeast L-1011(movie Die Hard II)

113 Northwest AL DC-9-14 new colors

114 Carnival Air Lines 727-225

115 Rich International DC-8-62

116 Carnival Air Lines 737-201

117 USAir Fokker F-28-1000 new colors

118 Wrangler Aviation CL-44D-2
119 Charter One CV-580

120 Federal Express 747-249F
121 Hemet Valley Flying Service C-130A
122 Northwest Airlines A320-211

133 Alaska Airlines MD-82 new colors

124 Trans Latin Air C-130A

125 Bahamasair DHC-8-300

126 Air China 747SP

127 Maya Carga International DC-6A
120 Air Dale Flyino service DHC—2
129 African 707-321C

130 CDPA 737-230C

131 Trans Air DC-7B

132 LAN-ChilB.Cargo 707-331C

133 TANtSAHSA 737-4Y0

134 TAN-SAHSA 737-2A3

135 Sudan Airways 707-369C
136 Intercontinental DC-9-1S
137 China Eastern Airlines MD-82

138 Aeronaves del peru 707-351C
139 Aero Felix 737-281

140 Ansett New Zealand 737-112

141 Air Zaire 737-275C

142 African Express 707-3238
143 Air Aruba 757-23A

msn

6 Adria Airbus A320

«LATE ADD1T10N5»
Air New Zealand's Boeing 747s link
New Zealand with London. Los Angeles, Frankfurt.
Dallas. Vancouver. Honolulu. Papeete. Nadi. Sydney.
Brisbane. Melbourne. Singapore. Hong Kong. Tokyo.

AIRLINE ISSUES

Flughafen (Airport) Leipzig w/rear view
\of Lufthansa 727 DLT Fokker 50, if fr co

Lufthansa:

737-300, if fl CO above coastline
747-200, if fl CO in front of clouds
747-400, if fl co with flashing lights
A300-600, if fr CO above farmland
A310-200, if fl CO overhead shot
A310-300, if fl CO above coastline
A310-300 if fl CO

A320-200, if fr co 3/4 front view

O.K.C POSTCARDS

(All numbers prefixed A)
009 Romavia 707-3K1C

010 Guyana Airways TU-154M
Oil Cayo Largo AN-2
012 Aeroflot AN-74

013 Flugfelag Nordurlands DHC-6-300
014 TAROM TU-154B

015 LOT Cargo IL-ISD

016 Pamfilya DC-3C

RIGHT; Air

Zeal and

219B,
msn 22723/527.

New

747-

ZK-NZW

BELOW LEFT:

Lufthansa

shows its

mouth"

747
(With special thanks to Josef Schmitt)

bi g

I flew British Airways to London late
May and found these FISA cards at Ter

minal 4 at Heathrow. They may not be
new, but they
through the gift stores at the airport.
All are lamer than Continental size.

PLANE VIEWS

BELOW

CarQolux

2R7F

LX-DCV

21650/354

RIGHT;

747-

(SCD),
msn

\Texas

(All numbers prefixed PV-)
035 American Eagle ATR 42
036 American Eagle ATR 72
037 United Express (Mesa) Beech 1900
038 United Express (Air Wise.) F-27
039 United Express (Air Wise.) BAe 146-
040 Trans World Express 9F-340A
041 Trans World Express Beech 1900

available for saleare

FISA

\300 L-132

scene of

London 4-view combiHeathrow,
various aircraft

L-133 British AW Concorde, gr fl nc
L-138 London Heathrow, 4-view combi

\scene of various aircraft

L-1S3 Singapore Airlines 747-400, if fl
\above clouds

PRIVACY PUBLISHING HOUSE

of 500 copies.)(Limited edition

(All numbers prefixed 10/90/)

31 Federal Express Cessna 208
32 TNT/Malmo Aviation BAe 146QT

33 Birmingham European Airways BACl-11
\400

35 Southern International Viscount 700
36 Aviogenex 727-200
37 Air Provance Int'l Gulfstream I

38 Transports Aeriens du Benin DHC-6

cargolux
series

J P B POSTCARDS

(All numbers prefixed JPB)
001 Hemus Air YAK-40

002 eSA YAK-40

003 Austrian Air Services Metro IIA
004 eSA IL-62

005 Polar Aviation AN-24V

006 Balkan TU-154B2

007 Adria Airways MD-82
008 Aero Caribbean AN-26

009 TAROM IL-18V

010 MIAT Mongol Airlines TU-1S4B2
001 CAAC 707

012 Lybian Arab Airlines IL-76TD
013 Aeroflot L-410MU

014 eSA IL-18E

015 Jet Alsace MD-B3

016 Aeroflot AN-124

017 Iraqi Airways AN-12
018 Austrian Airlines A310

34 Wideroe DHC-6 Twin Otter

ft

. n ; .

(The following are prefixed 01/91)
41 Golden Air Commuter SF-340

42 Gofjeld Fly A.S. Cessna U206C

43 Jersey European DHC-6
44 Gill Air SQ-330

45 Industries Air Charter Nord 262A

46 South East Air BN-2A Islander

47 Air Sardinia BN-2A Islander

PRIVATE PUBLISHER

09/90a Golden Horn 707-324C

09/90b Crossair BAe 146-200

09/90C TAROM 707-321C new colors

J.J. POSTCARDS

Contact; Mr. Pavol Bencik, JPB
Postcards, P.O. Box 1325, 900 B9 Casta,
Czechoslovakia. Price: $.25 each or all

18 for S4 plus %2 postage (U.S. funds)

54 China Eastern MD-B2

S5 American Trans Air 757-200
56 Transcaese DC-7BF

9796
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Airline Memorabilia Show & Sale

Notes on 1990 Schedule List atLeft

of Airline Schedules Saturday, April 4, 1992
9:00 am - 5:00 pm

DeaJor set-up at 7:00 am

Feb 25 and Apr 1 both honored
Goodwill Games; Jun 4 introduces

new image; all timetables include
Horizon Air schedules; direct

flight timetables also issued Apr 1
Jul 1, Sep 4, Oct 28.

Timetables include both Aloha and
Aloha Island Air.

Jan 2 includes new service to

Houston; Apr 1 indicates now
serving Boston; Jul 15, now
serving DFW; Sep 8 introducing
747 service to JFK.

Jan 31 includes new service to

Australia (Feb 2) and New Zealand

(Feb 4); Apr 1, new service to
Glasgow (May 15); May 1, new
service to Hong Kong (Jul 1);
Jun 15 announces service to South

America (ex-EA routes).

Did not start operation until
Mar 25, ceased operation July 13.
Only known issue is Feb 1.

Interisland timetables issued Jan

31, Mar 2, Apr 1, Jun 1, Sep 5.

Jan 8 indicates service to

Toronto begins Jan 15; Dec 1
shows some reduction at PHL hub.

Frequent flyer TT issued on above
dates; city TT issued on Jan 31,
Apr 1, May 1, Jun 1, Sep 6, Oct
31, Dec 1; international TT known
for Jun 1.

May 24 cover honors 60 years of
service to South America.

ALASKA

Copyright 1991
George W. Cearley, Jr.
william Stubkjaer BIGGEST D/FW SHOW YET. OVER 150 TABLES

OVER 1/2 OF THE TABLES ALREADY SOLD ! I
ALOHA

The primary feature of the schedule column
in this issue is a survey of system timetables
published by U.S. airlines during the year 1990.
This list is limited to airlines with origins prior
to deregulation, and also airlines formed after
deregulation which operate pure jet equipment only.

AMERICA WEST

TV To I^UlcI

ENectlve From 25 March To 27 October 1990Holiday Inn ● DFW Airport NORTH

4441 Hwy. 114 at Esters Road
Betwosn DFW airport £u5ett Urt« Road

Irving, Texas

* Large trade area; 760o square feet
* $46 / night, up to 4 people In room (+ 11% lax)

* Friday - Sunday Airline Employee Rate at Hotel (with I.D.)
* 24-hour hotel shuttle (#300 on courtesy phone at baggage claim)
* Friday night slide show
* Hotel catered food & beverage In display area

including continental breakfast and lunch
* Door Prizes

AMERICAN

1990 TIMETABLE SURVEY

Feb 25, Apr 1, Jun 4, Jul 1,
Sep 4, Oct 28

Jan 31, Apr 1, Jul 1, Sep 4,
Oct 28

Jan 2, Apr 1, Jul 15, Sep 8,
Oct 28

Jan 31, Apr

Sep 15, Nov

Feb 15, May

ALASKA

DISCOVERYALOHA

AMERICA WEST
HAWAIIAN

KUWAITAIRWAYSmk:
1, May 1, Jun 15,
1, Dec 15

1, Sep 5

AMERICAN
MIDWAY

CONTINENTAL

1, May 1,
1, Nov 1,

2, Apr
1, Sep

NORTHWEST1, Mar
1, Jul

Feb

Jun

Dec 15

Feb 1

Jan 5, Jan 31, Mar
May 1, Jun 1, Jul
Sep 6, Oct 1, Nov

DELTA The Kuwait Airways schedule (shown above and below) was provided by John Ziegler, and illustrates
services from Kuwait City (A1 Kuwayt] which were operated at the time of the invasion in August 1990
by the Iraqi armies of Saddam Hussein-at-Tikriti.

DISCOVERY

2, Apr 1,
2, Aug 1,
1, Dec 2

T« HCWTOIW UFKirTC-4|

IJ.4.S. 110.30 10.IS IKU101
.7 |11.tS 20.2S iiaj17i
.7 i 12.15 21.3S IKUI7S

Tfl JEDOAH pEOUTC-3)
112.4.0. 110.30 22.W

110JO 22.M

Tfl KAAACM 0U«UTC*S
I1..45.7 1 23.50 04«* IKU201 310 FV I

EASTERN From KUWAIT (7CWlUTC-f3)PAN AM 747 F.rr IVWLHR

707 FJY ] VIA FftA
707 FJY 1WA FRA

1SV213 EQV FY (VIABUH
ISV207 AB3 FV | VIA QUA tOJwi - 2354(1 I

SOSflp

Tfl ABUDHAS) (AUKUTO-4)

100.35 12.10 IOF212

I 0. ilIJO 15.10 iOF234
112.40 10.30 IOF234

I ...4... |12J0 17.00 |IO>0e7
.7 i12.S0 1520 IKU053

I ...4... 110.10 XOO ioF234
I...a.. 110.45 23.45 i0F234

.. 120.15 00.10- IOF234

.7 120.15 0025' IOF2M
112.4..7 121.45 OiaS' IKU07S

i |22.00 01.56' |kU07I
I ...5.. I22J0 02.15' IKU001

I737 FV I

737 FV I VIA DC«

737 FV I WA DOH

727 FV I WA D>S

727 FV I
737 FV IWAOOH
737 FV I WA OOH

73? FV (WAOOH
737 FV I WA DOH

727 FY I WA Dn
727 FV jwAOOH
727 FV i WA OXe

Apr 1 shows service to Burbank
starts Apr 16; Oct 26 indicates
service to Reno/Tahoe starts Nov

SOUTHWEST To MCC (*4CClrTC«8

I4J>»I-06S«> I...4... II1J0 10.40 IKUI05 707 FJY |
I ^

(System TT)

8, Feb 15, Apr 1, May 1,
1, Aug 1, Oct 1, Dec 1

1, May 1, Oct 1, Dec 2

9, Jan 31, Mar 2, Apr 1,
1, Jun 1, Jul 1, Sep 6,

Oct 1, Oct 31, Dec 1

Jan 15, Apr 1, May 24, Sep 10,
Oct 28

Apr 1, Jun 1, Oct 28

Jan 14, Apr 1, May 1, Jun 1,
Jul 1, Sep 9, Oct 1, Oct 28,
Dec 1

Jan

Jun

Jun 1HAWAIIAN

MIDWAY

Tfl KtiARTOUU 0WTJTC42)
.7 I0B25 13.10 |KUT0T 31D FV IWAJEDI Tfl PARia (COaiXTC-,8I

Jan

Jun

I 2 ! 01.35 07.00 IAF1SI
I 0. 102.40 1505 IAFI59

I4JU1 ● 0eS«) I ...4... |IU0 10.00 IKUI05
jKUI0l

AS3 FCY t
AS3 FCY I

757 fJV I WA NC£
707 FJY I
767 FJY I WA FCO

707 FJY I WA FCO
ABO FCY I

15.
Tfl KUALA LUMFIM pUH.inC40)

I 0, 12340 1506' IKUIVH43I 707 FY |WABKK|1Feb 15 shows Atlantic Coast added

as United Express, also new
service to Frankfurt (May 15);
Apr 1 shows new service to Paris
(Aug 1), and Mesa Airlines added
as United Express; Oct 31
announces 747-400, Chicago-Tokyo
(Jan 8, ’91).

Jun 15 states West added as US Air

Express, also indicates new
service to Frankfurt; Jul 15
announces US Air as official

airline of Universal Studios.

UNITED
IMIDWEST EXPRESS Mar Tfl LAHKACA BXAUTC*8

I2ji4>-ns« I 2..6.. 100.30 12.06 IKU53I 727 FV |
O0Jk\ I 2..5.. 10030 12.06 |KU125 EQV FY |

I 2.6.. 10030 12.06 |KU105 EQV FY |

M I 12.00 17
07JkO I ...4 . 112.15 12.50 IKU10I

I ...4
I...4... 12300 062C IAF156

11215 12.50 IKU10INORTHWEST Jan 13S4P -

l4S«p -
May

To AOCN lACCl7TC'»n

I ...3.. 12330 (0.06' IKU731 310 FY |
Tfl LONDON tUtfUFTC*!) To KYADH cmminc-,*

I 2 110.00 17.15 IKU77I
I ...6.. 117.00 1515 IKU771
I...4..7 117.06 1620 |KU771
112 4 5. 110.30 12.45 I8V2I3

110.30 19.45 IBV257

I 7 110.30 2130 I8V2I1
● 2SA<V 12345 0130* ISV250

I ....5.. 121.45 23.00 ISV259

It 10025 0535 lOAtU

I...46.. IDI.I6 0025 IBA140
I 23..07 (00.00 14.10 IBAI40
12.4 5. 110.30 15.00 |KUI01

L10 FJM I

EQV FJM I
EOV FJM i
747 FJY i
757 FJY I VIA FRA

767 FJY I WA GVA
757 FJY I VIA COO
757 FJY I WA FCO

757 FJY IVW FRA

767 FJY I WA OVA
757 FJY IWAFHA

707 FJY I

707 FJY I
767 FJY 1

727 FY I

72T FY I
310 FY i
EQV FY 1

AB3 FY I

737 FY I VIA OKA

A83 FY I

AS3 FV I

(A0MVTC«*PAN AM
I 24..7 1 00.15 1120 IKU501
11355. 11226 1430 |KU501

EOV FY I

EOV FY I
.7 111.15 1520 IKUI7303Jun I

To AMBT1NCIAM (AIMU7C4B

|.,4.,, |1235 12.30 IKU177 747 FJY jWAFBA
SOUTHWEST .7 11130 1506 IKUI47

.. 11230 1526 IKUI01

UjKi-OeSflp |..4... 112.15 1510 IKUI03
O0JiFi ● 20S« I .3..

I ...5
I .3. .. 113.15 2505 IKUI7I

l2Ji4i-3IJul I 2..5. 11330 16.20 |KUtCQ

I 7 11330 1020 IKU107

aOLUy I.3.... 114.10 10.06 |KU106

lOJun - 22JM IU S AIR
|1

TWA Tfl ATMENS (ATMUTC'B

OeJun 12.5.. 10030 1430 |KUI26 EOV FV |WA LCA
12.5.. 100.30 1430 IHJ10S EOV FY (WALCA

|11.M 15.15 |>OM97 727 FY I
727 FY I

26Aa "
112.15 10.06 IKUI7I

To noon (FCOUTC«a

I1...5. 112.15 10.50 IKU107
07JU1 |..4... 112.15 lO.SO IKU101

l4Jin-06Si(i |..4... 112.15 1545 |KU163
l3Stp .

14S«p ●

11 Jin ● IDSflC |1

15Jin-07S4» I...5.. 112.50 1035 |KUIS3

11235 1230 IKUI43
310 FV I

707 FJY I
707 FJY I

707 FJY )

moci

5, Feb 15, Apr
8, Oct 31

Feb 1, Mar 2, May
Jul 15, Sep 5, Nov

1, May 1,UNITED
06 AugTo BAOHDAe (WAVTC44)

I .3..67 11150 1335 IKU523 EOV FY |
I 2,5.. 11730 20.05 jKU521 K7V FY |

I ...4... I 12.16 1550 IKU16I

2, Jun 15, Tfl Luxon

lOMty -

To lAHA-A C5AHUTC48aXAUTC48

I..3.... 10730 1506 IKUS47 310 FY |
I 0. 107,30 1500 IKU547 310 FY |

U S AIR
n 10050 14.45 IKU701 310 FY IWAJEO1 To BAHRAJN 9AHUTC43)

I 6. 100.06 00.10 IOF2I2 737 FV |
I 0. I13.0S 14.06 IKU02S 727 FY |
I 2.5.. 117.46 1050 IQF2I0 EOV FY |

To IHAHJAH (1^070 44)

I 6. 11356 1650 IKU02S 727 FY | VIA BAH
12510 23.45 IOF232 737

I ...5.. 12556 2530 |OF232 737 FY |

UADAO (hlADinC48

|1 6. 11516 2510 IKU4B107 310 FY | WA FCO I -2 I

Additional information on Aloha, Eastern, Hawaiian
and Midway schedule issues provided by Perry Sloan.

To MALAOA (AaPUTC48

04Aug ● IIS«p I 2..5. 107.00 13.15 IKUI2I
27Jun ■ OSSflp I.3.... 107.50 14.10 |KUI2t
l2Jun-31JM I 2..5. 10050 1510 |KUI2I

To DU5AI l7TC44i 707 FJY 1

707 fJV I

707 FJY I

To TRIPOU (TIFlirC48
I ...5.. 112.00 14.30 IKU073

I .. .4 ... I 12.50 1520 I KU007
,7 113.50 1540 |KU

I . 3 I 1420 1550 IKU073

I 12.4..7 1 21.46 0515' | KU07S
I..3.... 121.45 0515' iKueae

I S .. I 2230 01.00- I KU60I

310 pr I

727 FY I

727 PY IWAAUH

727 FY I

727 FY I
727 FY I

727 FY I	

It 111.40 1056 IKU636 EOV FY |

To TIMIO (TUHVTC48I
n 111.45 1040 |KU EQV FY I WA TIPTfl MANUJA P4NLirrC4l|

I1.3..0. 100.06 10.00 |lftVPH4t174T FY | VIA BKK

To UU5CAT |MCTinC44)

|l 112.40 1755 IKU027 727 FV I WA OOH

737 FY I WA SHJ

737 FY I WA SHJ
727 FY IVIAOxa

.2 10 00.06- I aF333To FRANKFURT |FRAUTC4a

...5.. 2555 CD.50- 1QF332I LH03I

I LH633

|KUI73

IKU17S
IKUI70

IKUI7I

IKUI77

[KUI7I

310 FCO I

AB3 FCO I

707 FJY I

707 FJY I
707 FJY I
707 FJY I
74Y FJV I
»7 FJY I

I.3.5.. 100.40 14.35
I .3 131.45 0130- |KU'|1 I 1025 15.20

03JUI I
lOJun ■ 23Sflp i
30Sfl(> ■ I

.7 I 11.IS 16.35
,7 I 11.15 16.35

98 .7 112.15 17
06 Jin - 20 Sap |.3.... | 12.16 1730

I .. .4 ... I 12.35 17.15
I ..3. .. . I 1X15 1630
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T Q German Cargo 0

^ German Cargo
German reliability

Mumversair
#9

Manchester. The label shows

DC-2 and is in blue and white,
as are most of KLM's labels.

Braathen's S.A.F.E. of Norway
has this 737-200 label (#14),
with dark blue background.

#11

alpenairOnce again we have
many stickers and

people around the world,
seems to be no end to new

received

labels from

There

air

lines starting up, and they all
issue colorful labels for pub
licity purposes. But airlines

with long histories are also

very well aware of the publici
ty value these relatively inex
pensive items bring them.

DCS

the one

for me!

In a fix? Their 737-400 label was illu

trated in the previous issue
the CAPTAIN'S LOG. It

printed here (#15) because
reproduction in that issue
much too dark.

S.A.F.E. stands for "South

erican and Far Eastern",

the airline was founded

WW2, it had ambitions to
scheduled services to

parts of the world. But when
SAS was formed, the governments

of Sweden, Norway and Denmark
assigned international traffic
rights to that airline.

fly
#6 is a photo of a blonde stew
ardess. Swissair has a

tion for good service.

IS re-

the

was

DC6! reputa-

BILL DEMAREST sent in a

Cargo Label (#9).
flies with the DC-8-73F and

a subsidiary of Lufthansa,
other airline with a fine repu
tation.

German

airline

Am-

When

after

start

those

The

is Icelandair came with this

beautiful label showing a sea
gull (#16). The background of
this label is blue, with the
form of Iceland in a darker

blue (outlined in black here

for clarity).

up
an-

HECTOR CABEZAS of Germany
sent a nice label from Univers-

air of Palma de Majorca, Spain
(#1). This charter airline op
erates four 737s on flights to
this vacation spot in the Bale
aric Islands in the Mediterra

nean, off the east coast of
Spain.

From RON FAIRCLOUTH of England
came several interesting new

and nearly-new issues. Princess
Air (#10) was a short-lived

airline based at Southend Air

port. It ceased operations last
February.
Airtours (#11) is based at
Manchester and uses a fleet of

MD-03s for charter flights.

Alpenair (#12) is from Vienna,
Austria. It has a fleet of

executive jets and helicop
ters for charter work. Shown

are two Cessna 550 Citation II

aircraft. This label is white

on blue.

KLM, which probably has more
varieties of labels printed
than any other airline, issued
this one in 1988 (#13) to cele

brate 50 years of service into

bel of the

line of the United

ates" comes also as a

in more than one size.

International

Arab

Air-

Emir-

sticker,

U

lage DC-6). Label #5 is a reg

ular peel-off one showing a
DC-3.

I wonder if all three labels

come in reverse and regular
versions?

ICELANDAIR
The Emirates label (#2) came

from DAVID WILLIAMSON of Brit

ish Columbia, Canada. It is in

plastic and reversed, intended
to be stuck to the inside of a

car window. It had to be peeled
off and stuck on plastic to

show it properly. This same la-

Two of the three Air Atlantique

labels (#3,4,5) also come in

reverse. They are #3, showing a
Bristol 170 Freighter, and #4
with a DC-6 (actually, it is a
DC-6A or DC-6A/B, the airline
doesn't operate the short-fuse-

Swissair came out with three

new stickers in unusual shapes.
#6 shows the tail end of their

747, #7 those of the MD-81 and

/- ; -.rf-
#7

IVIAIMCHESTER

.. BO YEARS ^ ●

#1&
#13

L

●(

#15

■}

liiA,
swissair

fr
.'V

[a

WM
« ***' F

'■W:

A'l;;, Carriei
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MARVIN GOLDMAN of Ricksville,
N.Y-/ sent in a new El A1 label
which shows a gaggle of Boeing
aircraft, all flying in too
close formation (#17). This la
bel is in blue and white. El
Al's air mail sticker is blue,

red, yellow and white (#18).

Canadian Airlines International

and Air Canada (125) each have
Airbus A320 labels now. On both

the background is white, with
the usual wide silver border.

I received a request recently
from someone who has a doorknob

marked "Shushan Ait Port”. He

AirCanada~

DAVE CHERKIS found two new

labels from Czechoslovakia. The
like

CSA

iLwanted to know its source, but
could find only that Shushan

was part of an ancient section
of Iran or Iraq. The Teterboro

and Bradley airport
were unable to help him, so he
turned to the WAHS. No problem!
Shushan Air Port was the air

port for New Orleans in the
1930s, probably named after a

or a state

well remember it

labor orga-
Radio Officer’s

Union back then and went aboard
U.S. ships in
was later

TU-154M (#19)

Boeing 727. This label is
white and

background.
label (#20) is

in this

the nationality marks

country.

looks the

red,
silver

R]

#25black #17on a

II museumsThe "fly OK/CSA
white red.on

label refers to(1rf OK

for the

HELP us HELP you
By...

airlinesTU 154M mayor of the city,
governor. I
from when I was a
nizer for our

HELIO BASTOS SALMON, an avia

tion photographer in Brazil,
sent in a couple of older la
bels. The one from Aerolineas

Peruanas S.A. (APSA) comes in

large and small sizes, and also
in silver, as well as multi
colored, as is this decal
(#21). APSA was one of the air
lines founded by C.N. Shelton
in 1956 and lasted almost

years. It was taken over
AeroPeru.

The other label from Hello

from Panair do Brasil (#22).

"Jato" stands for "jet

Portuguese, not for "jet-assis
ted take off. It was being used
as late as 1965, when the Bra
zilian government closed down
Panair and let it be taken over

#2E

1. Putting identification in
side and outside your lug
gage.

2. Reporting your luggage
problems promptly.

3. Locking your luggage.

4. Checking j^ur luggage 30
minutes prior to flight time.

5. Never putting money,
valuables, keys, or
medicines in your lug
gage.

Name

W

Addressall the

Shushan

for housing and Moisant
the new New Orleans airport.

port.
demolished

became
Clly ZIP

Phone

PAT McCOLLAM sent in the
Airlines BIL (#26). It is green
on white, but don't put it in
water. The green color will
dissolve.

Bill also sent in the Skywest
BIL, a cardboard tag (27).

USAir has put a little color in
its BILs (#28). The latest is
dated 10/89 and has the "U3" in
red and the "Ait" in blue, with
the

Look for the review
Van

Baggage
in the

this

LOG.

Europe

is well-worth having.

Mesa

USAir
This is the property of

II
in

NAME 	
NOM

STREET

RUE

crry 	
VILLE

STATE
PROVINCE

#28

U

by Varig. I happened to
Rio de Janeiro at the time

I remember the

Panair

be in

rest of the printing black. TELEPHONEand
#27 Fly the USA on USAir/ 17734

10/8 9 ypickets around
of Herman

Dyk's latest catalog of
Identification Labels

section of

the CAPTAIN'S

deals with

and the Middle East, and

office of peoplethe

distressed

jobs .

theirat losing The stickers below, all issued

by Fokker of The Netherlands,
are a few years old. They were
added by the Editor to fill up
the space on the page. All
three are all in the dark-blue

and orange colors of most
ker

ribbon at

"Fokker Balloon

is in red,
colors of

flag.

n
"Bookcase

issue of
This volume 2 (7The next two

ones. HENK

sent

"wide world

The translation of the text

the 767 label (#23) says:
Holland

The other

labels niceare

HollandofHEIDEN

them. spellThe Dutch
II n

wijde wereld".as Fok-

stickers. Colors of the

the bottom of the

Team" sticker

white and blue, the
the Dutch national

on

Air(T

wide".travels world

Air Holland label,

showing a 757 (#24) says
5 years old, but
kept down". Both labels are
the blue, orange and white col
ors of the

IT
Only

can' t bewe

1 n

airline. with

flowers at the bottom of #23

purple and red.

I
Air Holland trekt

- ,»1

1



amel ribbon along the bottom.
The text reads CIVIL AVIATION

DEPARTMENT NIGERIA. What is the

purpose of the badge and why
does it have a Star of David?

test. And again, on 09 AUG 39,
more than 3,000 people attended
the contest at the Calgary Air
port .

Idaho Falls, Butte and
Also on 01 AUG 28 NPA
a mail contract for the
CAM 26.

Helena.

obtained

WinAT IIS IT route,

The 509-mile long route
(820 km) was flown
Pokker Universal
craft

bi/ KEN TAYLOR
I have two wings which are

virtually the same. One is made
of pewter and the other in a

very fine, high-relief die
stamping. Thank you, Bruce and
Roy, for solving this problem
for me.

with three

Another short question:
or what is K2 (#10)?

Who passenger air-
two Stearman C3MB

They carried
logo that is

fuselage, with
to the left

Response to "What Is It?" in
the DEC 90 issue of the CAP

TAIN'S LOG has been a bit low.

I urge all who can help identi
fy some or all of the items in
that and other columns, to drop

me a line. Even if you don't
have all the information, write

anyway. Someone else may come
forward with the remainder of

the details.

and

biplanes for mail,
theThis leather badge of

Paris

triangular
shown, on the
National Parks

and "Airways, Inc.
right.

Aero-

was ob-(#11)port du
tained at a flea market in San-

California.

VI tf

Barbara,

text at top and bottom and
diamond are yellow. The letters
in the diamond are red and

blue

Theta Vt

If you have
Its" in

to theII What Is

why
copy

or color.
Chances

someone among
of the CAPTAIN'S

can identify it and can
provide you with the details
you have been seeking.

any

collection.the
your

not send me a clear Xerox

or photograph
but no color

An application to expand the
mail contract to include Mis

soula and Billings, both
were rejected by Post-

General Walter Polger

the

brown
(B&W

s 1 ides}.wings
leather. This badge is 5.5

(14.3 cm) across. What

purpose?

onare
in

in.

its
are good there is
the readers
LOG who

Montana,
master

Brown.

IS

I did receive a letter

Editor

Civil

shown

from

Dick

Air

It

Wings and Things
Koran about the

Transport medallion
the CAPTAIN'S LOG of DEC 90

n

The name of the airline

Frank,

was

Inc.
The pin (#12) shows a

dent and its mirror image
the letters TWA.
tor-crossing memento on a
Starstream

issued?

tri

plus

It is an Equa-
TWA

Jet. When was it

changed to Alfredin

(#1) .

He said the Chinese charac

ters at the top of the obverse
side (the side with the dragon)
refer to Civil Air Transport,
the airline started by Gen.
Claire Chennault. The

row of characters

year of the
China". The first year

new republic was
fore the 47th year
with 1958. The Mandarin

The next question was to
about this very-well made
mie Allen BA Flying Cadet wing
(#13). I wanted to ask what,
when and where? But before this

finished, a friend,
of Calgary, who

comprehensive
aviation in

be

Jim-

bottom

says "47th
new Republic of

of the

1911, there-
corresponds

Flight
was the luxury service operated

by CAT's DC-6B from 1958. From
JUN 61 the service was operated

the Convair CV-990. The

question about the meaning of
the medallion has been asked

before and the medallion and

explanation also appeared in
Dick Koran's column in the

CAPTAIN'S LOG, of MAR 89.

column was

Bruce Gowans

has written a
history of early
southern Alberta, got into the
discussion. It turned out a
friend of his, Roy Staniland,
has a booklet that was pub
lished by British American Oil
in 1930, and it provided the

by

in JUN 34 and the company was

Airtaken byanswers. , ^
The Jimmie Allen Club was an

organization
with Jimmie
Commander of a
that broadcast
tion stories for Canadian boys.
The radio program and the Jim
mie Allen Club were introduced

Canadian radio listen-
the autumn of

by the

Westernover

Express on 01 AUG 37. (With

the
of pilots-to-be,
Allen being the

radio program
exciting avia¬

thanks to "Airlines of

United States 1914" bysince

Ron Davies.)

Next are a set of new ques
tions and puzzles. I hope you
can help.

The second answer I can pro-

one : Thevide is only a partial
Northwest Airlines badge came

into use sometime after 16to young●
ers in _

was sponsored
American Oil Company,
service stations

headquarters.

APR

On that date Northwest Air-
I begin with is a jacket

wing from that second-generati-
airline. National Parks Air

ways (#2). Is any reader famil-
National Parks Air-

Where did it

what aircraft did it

and how many? Does anyone
a cap badge or uniform
button of this airline?

1937. It

British

with BA

34 .

ways changed its name to North-
on west Airlines. However, the

badge or logo adopted at that
time showed a different

serving as lo-
Boys could

applica-
local BA service

regard-
and aviation in

held at the sta-

each weekly

iar with

ways?
when,

#7 cal

file their membership
tions at these

stations. Examinations
ing airplanes,
general, were
tions following

radio program. The
processed in Toronto and when a
boy had reached a certain level
of knowledge and had built cer-
bain aircraft models, he was

awarded his Wings. Girls also
took part and a number of wings
were awarded to girls who met
the requirements.

The club and the radio
1938

wi ng

and different border. The badge
or logo shown in this column
definitely has a
appearance. By 1946

was using a badge or logo with
the letters "NWA" in the center
of the wing. Perhaps Stan Baum-

our Junior Crew Insignia
can fill us in a little

more. After all,

large part of his career flying
for Northwest.

operate,
use

have

coat
more-modern

Northwesta :Al

The following are the cap
badge and jacket wing of North
west Airlines (#3, 4). My ques
tion is: how long were these in
use?

exams were

wald.
Editor,

#13

he spent a

FROM THE EDITOR:

I can help with two of the
items in this "What Is It" col

umn by Ken Taylor (JG).

The following three items
are pilot cap badges of British
Overseas Airways Cotp. (BOAC)
(#5,6,7) Can anyone date them?

The Northwest Airlines

is also shown in Dick

Wings and Things
the CAPTAIN'S LOG

p.37. The wing was the
worn by today's air
Dick wrote, with the word
sitting on the Equator,
vious version of the

wi ng
Koran's

rv
If

column in

of DEC 88,
one

pro-

and National Parks Airways was

formed at Salt Lake City, Utah,
by Alfred Frank on 30 DEC 27.
On 01 MAY 28 NPA began a
senger service to
Idaho. It was extended to Great

Falls, Montana on 01 AUG 28 via
105

grams operated in
1939 .

II
asThe next question is

who was or is CCAS (#8)?

short:

crews",
AIR"As a matter of interest, the

Calgary Herald newspaper of
SEP 38 reported that more
8,000 people attended the
mie Allen model

II

24 pas-

Pocatello,
(A pre-

had

the Equator running through the
word

# 9 shows a silver metal

Queen's crown cap badge
British type, with a blue en-

than

J im-

con-

wingof

104
airplane

II
AIR”).



Con-Air
By BOB FELD

> 4

J .

iSS^South-

operati-
DC-3

Oakland.

founder

Romona

first

On 06 MAY 49 Pacific

west Airlines started

ons with one leased

tween San Diego and
Kenneth Friedkin, the

and president, brought
Tower on board as

stewardess.

be-

-i.'

The Airline You Don't Want To Tly With! I.V
the

f1yinq with
NOV 76. It

Oklahoma City

CAbove) Boeinq 727-61 c/n 19176/290 started
the FAA in JUL 66 as N127 and became N27 in

was photographed by Charles Stewart at
(OKC) on 13 JUN 80.

(Below) 19176 went to the U.S. Marshalls Service in JUN
at Terminal

The FAA titles

of arms on

photo above)
service provi—

armed with a shot—

Terry said.

The first PSA uniform con-
By JOOP GERRITSMA

sisted of a khaki two-piece

suit and a white blouse with

Peter Pan collar. Dark brown 3"
the Con-Air operates across the entire

States, but but you can't buy a ticket
of its services. It serves dozens of
ons on a scheduled basis, but the Official
line Guide doesn't list any of these.

United

any
destinati-

Air-

85 as N2777. Terry Anderson photographed it
C, Kansas City (MCI) in the late 1980s.
were gone from the tail and so was its coat

cheat1ine

Note the "VIP

high-heel shoes completed
ensemble. On the left breast

she wore a half-wing of gold
bullion on a brown background.

for

the nose, with the double
running straight through,
ded by the marshal in the foreground,
gun. Several more were posted around the 727,As styles changed throughout

the years, so did the uniforms. As far as airlines go, Con-Air is unique It
is definitely a "no frills" airline, with a zero
-dollar advertising budget, drab cabins, a ban

carry-on luggage, in-flight meals of bologna
sandwiches with fruit punch poured from a plas
tic pitcher and flight attendants armed with
shotguns. They won't even let you select your
seat. Instead, they tell you where to sit, and
that is where you sit. Passengers wear handcuffs
and waist chains and sometimes leg irons also.

Arriving aircraft are met

each crewed by three armed people
the aircraft and watch the passengers deplane.

1973 the

mini-

Between 1970 and

PSA stewardess wore a

dress and jacket ensemble of

orange and pink. The hat was
orange felt in the shape of a
heart. Orange patent knee-high
boots or low-heel shoes com-

1970-1973

L	on

It ■ s a a ■ g ■ " »..i.

PACIFIC SOUTHWESTAIRLINFS

pleted the uniform.
by several vans,

who surroundtheWith a new airplane,

L-1011, PSA again
retain-

Lockheed

changed uniforms while
ing the mini-look. The

mini-dress and jacket en-
red

But then, you wouldn't want to fly Con-Air if
had a choice. "Con-Air" is the nickname

Marshal Ser

vice's National Prisoner Transportation System.
Operating an ex-FAA Boeing 727
leased, plus several Cessnas,

uniform

foryou
the aviation division of the U.S.

was a

semble. One version had a

dress with pink and orange trim
(shown), the other a pink dress
with red and orange trim,

pants could also be worn under
the jacket. These were red. The
accessories consisted of a

felt Garbo-style hat, red knee-

high, high-heeled boots and a
red purse,

between 1974 and 1976.

and another

Beeches andHot one

pipers seized from criminals, Con-Air transports
tens of thousands of prisoners each year between

place of
to prison

PACIFIC SOUTHWEST AIRLINES
federal penitentiaries, or from the
their arrest to their trial, or back
from court.

red

1984-1988

This uniform was

From the moment the aircraft takes off to the
moment it lands, the passengers are watched con
tinuously by the cabin crew of U.S.

Bureau of Prisons officials and a
crew is

ined by the number of prisoners on board.

worn

06 MAY 80 brought another
this time to

uniform

Marshals,
medical

deter-

uniform change,

the business look. The

isted of many mix-and-match
burgundy

and a

U.S.

assistant. The number of cabin

Icons m

items. Shown is a

jacket, vest and skirt,
light burgundy blouse. Comple
ting the uniform were a leather
burgundy shoulder strap purse
and low-heel shoes, also in

This uniform

Moving federal prisoners has always been done
by the U.S. Marshals. They are responsible for
the transportation, co-ordination and custody of
federal prisoners from the time of their arrest
to the moment they are delivered to a prison to
serve their sentence. In the 19th century this
transport took place in special horse-drawn
prison vans. Next came automobiles, trucks and
buses. But over longer distances, the airplane
is much more efficient because travel times are
shorter and fewer marshals are needed en-route

to watch over prisoners. After all, no prisoner
sev-

But just in
are stashed in

(Above) Lockheed L—188A Electra N7135C c/n 1046, was del
ivered new to Nestern Airlines in MAY 59. It served

the U.S. Marshal Service on prisoner transport when
tographed at its Oklahoma City (OKC) base by
Stewart on 08 MAy 79.

(Below) Fairchild-Hiller FH-227D, N2784R c/n 573 was with
the Energy Research and Development Administration when
photographed at Pittsburgh, PA (PIT), by Elliot Greenman
on 02 MAR 77. It operated with the U.S. Marshals in the
mid-1980s.

with

pho—
Charles

iburgundy,
phased out on 05 MAY 84.

was

The next day brought a
It offered numerous

new

uniform,

mix-and-match items in plum and
hot pink. Shown is a plum bla
zer and skirt,
blouse and black leather

This uniform

until PSA merged
USAir on 01 APR 88.

/hot-pink

high-

a
is going to bolt when he is on board a 727
eral thousand feet up in the air.

case, stun guns and other arms
secret compartments in the cabin and cockpit.

t

heel pumps,

worn

was

with NZTBM

I -A

With information provided by Howard
Dominick Falzone and the

Photos by Terry Anderson,

Charles E. Stewart. Many thanks to all of youi

Grant,
Contra Costa Times.

Elliot Greenman and
106

r ...
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I made trade with TONY LOPEZ

of California. With his great

collection, he had a need for
one of the wings in my collec
tion and I had a great need for
one he had. A trade was made

3nd now you can see NWA—2, a
Junior Stewardess wing as shown
in the Junior Crew Member Wings

(#6). Normally I won't
show a wing here that is alrea-

in the book, but as the one
shown

Xerox,
time to

CIC CICIEW INSIGNIaV li

by STAN BAUmtV

To start, I want to give
credit to all those who have

sent me wings and information
for this and all previous col
umns. Without you, writing the
column would be a painful pro
cess, but you all make it easy
and a pleasure.

ine it is a flying school,
where? By the way, I encourage any

Florida to
but

one visiting south
call me and, if you don't
time to visit, at least chat
bit on the phone. Now that l

^ bit more

The Conquest,,,, Airlines wing
(#3) was sent by BARBARA

Texas. I

have

PREE-

wrote about
at that

MAN of

this wing before,
time I had only a
copy. Now, here is a
this wing, it is made
tic and has a
colors

but there is from a poor

I felt this is a good
break the rule,

tumor is that there are only
three of these known to exist,

you have one, please let
so we can get a count
rare piece.

Also, Tony included a Pan Am
J'ing (#7) which I had not seen
afore and therefore it will be

This

with

retired, I will have a
free time.

I even found one new

poor Xerox

photo of

of plas-
pin back. The

are mostly gray with
black highlights. I

understand that only i,000
these were made, so it should
be a desirable item.

My good trader-friend
COLLENTINE

Florida to visit

Theonwing

my own. In April I went ,
Sun and Fun Fly-In at -q-
PL for two days of solid a p
sure to airplanes. For
who don't know. Sun and Fun ^
just like Oshkosh, except on

case# ^

the
Let's begin with DAVE CHER-

He sent me the LAB wing
stands for Lloyd

Aereo Boliviano and it is the

flag carrier of Bolivia in
South America. This attractive

and large wing is made of plas
tic with a blue background with
gold highlights and a pin back.
It is very handsome and is al
most a replica of the real
lot's wing of the airline.

Dave also sent the "Plight-
craft" pilot wing

KIS.

(#1). LAB
If

know,
thisis

of

smaller scale. In any

was able to obtain

This was difficult to

cause it was given
lots who flew to this
event in a classic or

mental airplane. The
presented to them

#5.JOHN

sunny
daughter

wing

get

experi
was

they

an addition to the
Wing is like Pan Am-5 but
notable exceptions. Pan
in the book has a box surroun
ding the word PAN AM and

►K? ®bown here, has not (I knew
^bis wing existed, as reported

previous columns). It also
Dot have a blue color in

the bottom part of the wing
Where the words "Junior Clipper
stewarde
there

down to
- his

and as usual, hp

was book.be-

pi"
-5Am

pi-

the
wing

(#2), but wing when

sta.., butwithout an explanation. I imag- checkthe inregistered at the EAA
that. it desk.same as ALM-1

the Junior shown in(Top.to bottom):
Crew Member#1. Lloyd Aereo Boliviano,

#2. Fiightcraft, #7. Pan Am.
WingsBook. ^Top to bottom);
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This multi-holorea blue, cobalt and pink pattern was supplied
by’Hutichenreuther China c£ Germany and is in use on those Kuwait

aircraft that are

#8N

still flying. The piece shown is
larger

back -

pieces, such as
the top of the chinaware too.aVIiCILINIE IDIINNIEICWAICII

Airways
ked with the airline

the airline name

Other,

by RICHARV W. /.UCHM
name.
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plates, carry
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Today many food items, such as butter,
pepper, mustard, mayonnaise and so on,
portioned and prepackaged to save labor
and increase shelf life.

However, passengers who travel in business
club or first-class are not subjected to the
nuisance of having to peel back the foil cover
of a tiny butter container, or tearing off the
end of a mustard packet (and you know how vou
always get some of that mustard on your fingers
no matter how careful you are during this ^ea^-
ing and squeezing maneuver).

Passengers "up front" are spared this
process because most world-wide airlines
ded individual condiment dishes or butter'
Such small ceramic items fall into the
category as salt & pepper shakers, nut
flower vases and chop stick holflfu-er
Doulton of England (a leading ^
turer) calls them a butter dish

specially-shaped

salt,
ate pre

costs

r

- ,
v2

V
w

Lj - ■*
I

r.-J

messy
provi-

#7. Wardair of

a very delicate design, fea-
^'^ring rose, tan, brown
^old as colors. It was made
"Oyal Doulton of England

pieces are usually
narked "WD" which stands
Wardai

patternCanada .1*.

and
same

dishes.
Royal

riianuf ac—

butter pad.

,V ..
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for

china

nhag®"or
These ignused by SAS,. - pie¬

ces of china are usually favor
ites among collectors. Because
they are smaller than other
dining items, they display well
and require less shelf display
space. Oh, did I forge?^ t^
mention that just maybe these
smaller items are Lsier
obtain? I think you know what I
mean.

des ir .

and is of china that you would like to
please let me know.

3 plain white chi unusual piece , ^
the CAPTAIN'S LOG,If you have an

have pictured in
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Limoges, France.

#11. Wedgwood China of England
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marked with the Qantas name.
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THE BUSH PILOTS

A Pictorial History of
a Canadian Phenomenon

Suchted them when they were available,
collecting can be fun.

These catalogues are easily used by a
collector. Both sides of a cardboard BIL
are shown, which has not been
in the regular Air Transport Label Cata
log. An index of all BILs listed is at
the end of this catalog. A space is pro-

h identification letter.

By using these spaces for checkmarks, a
collector can make a record of all BILs
In his collection. A photostatic copy
this record can now be given to any fel
low collector for trading purposes, pro
vided, of course, that both have
catalog.

Hew BIL issues

A

V

D€0ll\CAS Author; J.A. Poster, 1990.
Pnhllsher; McClelland & Stewart,

Toronto,

possible
5^3 Inc.,

Ont.i
Ave.,University

Canada H5G 2E9.

Hardcover 224 pages t7.5"xl0"/19x25 cm),
166 B&U photos.
Price; Can.S29.95

481

vided behind

tnutulated byJoeingabsolu

pho-

eac

straightforward compilation of the
ductlon lists of all 50 basic
commercial jet airliners built

the deHavilland Comet (first flight 27
JUL 49) and up to FEB 90. Soviet air
craft are also Included. For
ate given the construction
turer's serial number (c/n
Series, most-recent registration,
known owner/operator and previous
titles where known. Registrations
cated but not taken
brackets.

many photographs were
spread over two pages,
tely loathe■ I much prefer
tograph reproduced a little
it fits on one page

sacred by having it
between two pages.

One caution:

previously published
"Sky Truck" and "Sky Truck ^
Piercey), "Fire Bombers" *
lick), "Big Props" and M
(Austin J. Brown and Hark
"Alaskan Props"

Jotg Weier) and "Bush Flying
Olivet).

pro

types of
since

a thing I
to see a

smaller

seeing ib

KLM VLIEGTUIGEH

(KLH AIRCRAFT)
Reviewed bv Joop Gerritsma

of
so

with its

1930s
I really enjoy this book

many photographs of the 1920s and
bush planes and bush flying in Canada's
north. The author tells the history of
barnstorming and bush flying in Canada
through the stories of the pilots who
made that history. Names like Wop May,
Fred McCall (who once landed his Curtiss
Jenny on top of a carousel at the Calga
ry Stampede Exhibition grounds). Punch
Dickins, airline tycoon James Richardson

Canada Airways and later

Canadian Airways, Grant McConnachie of
Canadian Pacific Airways, Stan McMillan,
Albert Holllck-Kenyon and many, many

mas-

gutter

been

titles

(Stephen
Wal-

props"
WagneE)

wietz S
(David

Author; Bart van der Klaauu (1990).

Publisher: De Aik, Alkmaat, Holland,
available from: Hoekman, Postbus 36,

4400 AA - Yerseke, Holland. Price: Dutch
FI.49.90 t fl.lO.- foreign P4H (roughly

U.S.S35 total by l.H.O. Slightly higher
when paid by cheque because of foreign
ban)c conversion charges.) Hardcover, 144

(21x29.5 cm). Approx.

than

straddle the the
each type

or manufac-

or msn),
last

Iden-

allo-

have
these photos be sent to Mr.

for

van

In-
may

Byk, as well as to Don Thomas,
elusion in their respective catalogues.

Ospreyin

POLITICS
7

up are listed in
pages, B"xll.5
275 BfiW photos + 24 in color).

(Review ^ Joop Gerritsma)

IfFor example: Fokket p-28.
Srs 4000, Most-recent
known owner/operator
IDs PH-EZB IN283MP) NlisuR*'

Two extensive master indexes
back help you find -
craft quickly in the
Boeing aircraft a

Mora SOVIET SST

The Techno-politics of
the Tupolev-144

c/n 11226,
regn. N477AU, last
US Alt, OFT of Western

previousIn nearly 300 photographs printed on
high-quality, glossy stock, every air

craft type ever operated by KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines is illustrated, from the
DH-9 of 1919/1920 to the Boeing 747-400
of today, including the pre-WW2 series
of European Pokkets and Koolhovens, the
DC-2, DC-3 and tlie. DC-SI 1 ) ■

L-14, even the Stearman Hammond Y light
aircraft with nosewheel. It was bought
in 1937 to prepare KLM pilots for the
nosewheel-equipped DC-4, DC-5 and Fokker
F-24 that were to join the fleet.

The post-World War 2 fleet incuded

war-surplus Dakotas and Skymasters, fol
lowed by the new DC-4-1009 to DC-10,
Constellations, Super Constellations and

Electras, the Vickers Viscount,

dtitnor ● I

^bljsh^; Orion Books, Div.
^ubUshers, inc., 201 East 50th
Hew York, NY 10022, USA.
^£lce: u.S.
Hardcover
22.5

TUEOLBfci'd" LABELS Howard Moon (1989)in the

alt-

Also, for
cross-

AIRLINE BAGGAGE
Volume 2

of Crown

Street,
any particular
- lists.

CATALOG OF
more.

The text, however, is clearly aimed at
The stories are wellLine

HOWARD MOON
the younger reader,
-known and they are not
depth. But I for one am

the glorious

no.-c/n
reference follows the"

numbers for Douglas
Author! Herman Van Dyk,

If-publIsh

324.95.

276 pages 5.5
43 BfiW photos and a

(Review bv JooP GertitsmaJ

told in great

happy to have
photographs

production lists. X 9" (15 X
few

Publisher:and seLockheed
cm),

=lrawings. it, just for
alone.

These photos show the
Bellancas,

7 Birchwood Ave.,en in-

main production lists
I regret the book does not

Price; US $11 per copy,
tage In U.S. and Canada Fokkers, Fair-

Junkers and other

types of those pioneering days. Even Max
Ward of post-WW2 fame is included, and
BO are the DHC Beavers, Piper Super Cubs

and other "modern" aircraft that catty
on the tradition.

The section about Ward contains the

only slip-up that 1 have been able to
find: in the photo on p.203 Ward takes

delivery of a Dash-7, NOT a Twin Otter.
If your Interest lies in bush flying

and its adventures, this book is for
vou.

list the

hands.

A fascinating book) The author delves
” o the technical and political
=>Pment

^2yinq

Childs,(Review bv Don Thoma.Sand

aircraft changed
devel-

f irstof the TU-144, the world's
supersonic airliner. But he

Plains the reasons for its failure. A
‘allure

VOThis la the secondThe only photos of BILS

-

also
coverstha

on the front and back
A must for fleet

enthusiasts.

are

Dyk’s detailed catalog
Labels)●

fourshots color

covers,

and production
Identification

involving technological, econo-
and political reasons,

abi shows how the Soviets were
® to master the complex

«quired to build and operate large
- '^oulc aircraft and their

resulted in extremely poor
economics. But the drawn-out

TU-144 in

mic

Boeing
737 and 747, Airbus 310 and Fokket F-27,
26 and 100. All are Illustrated by a
multitude of photographs.

Also Included are aircraft of KLM's
domestic and regional subsidiaries
Its helicopter and cartography divisions
and there ate a complete fleet list
all KLH aircraft since the

not

technology
su-

englnes.
opera-

and

is

rinaand

usinful
upetatI
°°litlcal
ieade-

sttuggle to get
on was just as much the result of

where

the
of THE ELECTRA STORY

Aviation's Greatest Mystery
airline's

founding In 1919, a series of photos
aircraft in hybrid liveries and a
cription of KLM liveries over the years.
However, all photographs

and white, many

himself over the years.
It is a relief to note that

photos of the total have

ted" afy being placed over two
pages. It makes it

that two of my favorite shots (a
F-Vlll in the West Indies and a
at Amsterdam) are among them.

To fully enjoy the

decisions in Moscow,

^ets continued to see the
'ustrument of domestic and internati-
1 prestige,
years just 	
^ruth that the aircraft had turned

in all res-

counterpart,

of
TU-144 as

des - Author: Robert J. Selling, 1991.

publIsher: Bantam Books, New York, N.Y.
Softcover pocket book, 192 pages, some

drawings.
Price: U.S. 4.95.

forleaders

accept the
Government

could not
are in black

taken by the author harsh
into a

Pacts,
>*'agnificent failure

unlDce its Western
'-encorde, which has become a techni
Success,
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only 11
"mutula-

ad joining
acceptable

Fokket

CV-240

been
The 1963 hardcover edition of Serling

's book, published by Doubleday, is long
sold out and a good second-hand copy (if

you ate lucky enough to find one) sets
you back a great deal of money. I knowl
I found one, but had to beg off for the

Bantam is therefore to be comraen-

If not a financial one.

beginning Soviet leaders were
TU-144, but once
to it tenaciously

failure

almost

keen

becai It, they clung
Wouirt K admitting its
the ^ equal to admitting

seve;el'^ took
the ■

Its si
■ ● ● to
tatus

fately^

on the

descriptions
each type and the details of the
they operated, you should have a
knowledge of the Dutch language. But
is not so bad if you don't. The text
definitely secondary. Even people who do
not understand the language will have
trouble enjoying this fine book
for the photographs. '

The author is the
Journalist In Holland and
tor of one of the

for

routes

basic

of price.
ded for re-publishing this classic in

its Ait fi Space Series at a low price
everyone can afford.

Mr. Serling discusses at great length
the technical detective work that went

into solving two mysterious Electra
crashes, Btaniff Flight 542 at Buffalo,
TX, on 29 SEP 59, and Northwest Orient

Flight 710 at Tell City, IN, 17 MAE 60.
It was finally determined "whirl mode"

responsible. This is a vibration of
the

clear-air

these

vibrations ate transferred to the wing
and weaken it to the point where it
breaks off.

It sounds simple in these few words,
but you've got to read the book to learn
about the fascinating technical sleuth

ing that went on to discover this. I
read the book in session, simply

not put it down before I had finished.
This pocket edition does not include

the photographs of the original edition,
but it does have the technical drawings
of the original.

I must challenge a statement

author on p.60. The U.S. Navy did 	
operate the Orion anti-submarine version
of the Electra on 23 MAR 60, the day
Electra operators conference

by FAA head "Pete" Quesada
grounding the Electra. By that time only

aerodynamic prototype (converted f

failure
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PRAGGE5

iMy apologies for the long
absence of the playing card
column. I have been so busy
working and taking the children
to their various sports games
on weekends that I just could
not seem to make the time to do

the column. The other reason is

that I can not obtain much in

the way of new decks. As always
if you have new decks to report
please send me a deck, a card

or a clear Xerox copy so we can
confirm the issue of these new

cards. Even if you have only
heard talk of new decks, please
drop me a line and I will fol
low up on it.

Saudia

Singapore Airlines

Air Nev Zealand

Alia, The Royal Jordanian Airline
TWA issued two different

decks in their collector
in the 1970s.

aircraft flying to the left and
the other has in
direction. Both

white border and black bar
white text along the bottom.

Japan Air Lines
same decks in the

and in the 1970s with different
insert cards

and DC-8

These cards have been shown
previous issues of the CAP
TAIN'S LOG.

747

series
The Aiisbalian AiilineOne shows thesubject

I thought
In keeping with the

matter in this issue,

I'd show some cards showing the

Boeing 747 on their backs.

in opposite
Santascards have a

with

I start with Air New Zealand

which has the 747 flying left
to right through clouds. Note
that this card is substantially
smaller than standard cards:

only 2.5 x 1.75 in (6.3 x 4.4
cm). Most cards are approxima

tely 3.5 X 2.25 in (9 x 5.75
cm) in size.

Next is Alia, the Royal Jor
danian Airline. This card has a

white outer border and red
inner border. The aircraft is

flying left to right.
Korean Air has issued

ferent decks illustrating their

747, over the years. I am show
ing you the old and current
color schemes. The old card is

turned long ways and in both
the aircraft is flying right to
left. The background of the old
card shows a coastal scene,

while in the new card the air

craft is flying over a snow
capped mountain range, not un
like many Boeing publicity pho
tos taken over Mt. Rainier.

Kuwait Airways issued a deck
in the 1970s with their 747

against a cloud background. The
card has a white border.

Qantas did issue a matching
pair of decks with the silhou
ette of a 747 flying toward the
sun. One deck has a blue back

ground (shown), the other an
orange one.

Saudia of Saudi Arabia has

issued various decks illustra

ting their 747, 747SP (shown
here) and L-1011.

The Singapore Airlines card
shows one of their 747 taxiing
on the ground. The card has a
black border and the main color

of the picture is orange. The
3IA logo in the lower right
corner is in gold.

(THA>

issued the

late 1960s

showing
the

the 747

in early days .
in WAALHAVEN 1920-1940

DCCrCASE
y

Author: J.L. Arense (1990)

Publisher;

Amsterdam, available from:
Kiddellaan

Holland.

I
Bataafsche Leeuw,

H. de Weerd

34, 7314 GC

De

I hope you enjoy these
pies of cards illustrating
Boeing 747.

Bookstore,

Apeldoorn,
Price: Dutch FI.30.- (roughly

by I.M.O. Slightly higher when
cheque because of
conversion charges. PiH extra.

8"x 12" (21 X 30

exam-

Continued froi p,113

an Electra) and one Orion prototype had
flown. It is also not true (p.l58) the
French Caravelle was the only "plane" (I
preseume Serllnq means "airliner") that

had operated cargo only for a while be
fore being cleared for passenger ser
vice. By that time, the Russians had for

many years already operated their new

airliners on cargo-only services only
for some months or even years, to iron
out any problems.

If you don't have the original editi
on of "The Electra Story", this

chance to get the book anyway. Buy itl

the a5iPU T0» HU HOUVT
U-S.S15.-

paid by
bank

iinv busoflu vma
(imms uiiioK

UKU WOi
TCf <QWl ruu 1IW9I19 foreign

The next time I will show

new decks issued by Federal
Express and Japan Air Lines.
Until then: Happy Collecting.

dif- Sofeover, 112 pages,

cm), 131 BSW photos, maps an diagrams.
IRevlew bv Joop Gerritsroa)

ini loM McriD

4'4?^ This is a very specialized book about
the history of Waalhaven Airport,
Rotterdam, Holland. While
the largest transshipment seaport in the

always operated

Schiphol

utie ii>9

IV KHItl e<
near

Rotterdam is
●wo UM
IIU UhtT

»i (owi rues

HCUU world, its airport has
in the deep and long shadow of
Airport at Amsterdam, the Dutch capital.

Waalhaven was KLM's maintenance base
between the two

included in KLM's

is you

ir
imint unu tucDiii lua

iiiniiu n nw «.imu
for most of the years
World Wars. It

domestic network and on some services to
Frits

THE LAST OP THE BUSH PILOTS

PIONEER BUSH PILOT

BLAZE OF NOON

was

lonoH cm uia icmio

England, Belgium and
Koolhoven (CAPTAIN 'S LOG lG/4, DEC 90)
established his factory here in 1927.

Located south of the city, Waalhaven

was destroyed by German bombers during
Hitler’s onslaught on Holland in MAY 40
and was never rebuilt,

is served by Zestienhoven Airport to the
north of the city.

France.

Publisher: Bantam Books, New York, N.Y.
Softcovec pocket books, 192 pages,
drawings of pioneer aircraft in each.
Price: U.S. 4.95 each.

cminE vw wvn

nin MS u(Ni)some
UUt lOnOK lOUiT

Project LEAP Rear Engine Mount

Today RotterdamThree more softcover pocket books in

the Bantam Air S Space Series.

"The Last of the Bush Pilots" by Hal-
mon Kelmerlcks traces his career as a

bush pilot, also in Alaska, and is in

terwoven with experiences by others.
"Pioneer Bush Pilot" by Ira Karkey Is

about the life and flying of Noel Wien,
famous in Alaska to this day.

"Blaze of Noon" by Ernest K. Gann is

about the early days of the air mail in
the USA. It is a fictional account of

how the four MacDonald brothers found

themselves being air mail pilots, but
the story is based on pure facts, as we
are acustomed to to from Gann.

All three titles have been published

before, respectively in 1969, 1974 and
1946 .

Above: froi 'The Electra Story'
Korean Airlines

(current colors) nice photographs of
Koolhovens and of

light aircraft,

have a good
find

There ate many

KLM Fokkers and

between-the-wars Dutch
dpfinltelv must

Selow: froi 'Pioneer Bush Pilot'

(The Story of Noel Uienl

but you 	
knowledge of the Dutch language to
this book useful.

. I

orderingBefore booksNOTE:PLEASE

directly from overseas by mall,
wish to

you

contact the publisher and/or
seller mentioned and ask about

may

/, book

availability, price (exchange
vary from day to day)
handling charges. Your bank or post

rates do

and postage and
of

fice can advise you on how to send money
to a foreign country. You should not
assume that cheques or money orders in

the currency of your home country, are
acceptable in the country where the book
comes from. And if they are, there are
often fees attached to cashing them. -JG

The other seven current titles in the

Air & Space series have no connection
with airline aviation.

The other seven current titles in the

Air S Space series have no connection
with airline aviation.

Kuwait Airways Lockheed Orion
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Fla.5 reflects the dissatis
faction of the unions when Lo

renzo tried to liquidate East

ern without first negotiating
with them. White with black

writing and red buster sign.
Pig.6 was given to me by an

Orlando flight attendant while
we were picketing at MCO, Green
with white letters.

Fig.7 . "STRIKE" button. Un

like the labeled-over button in

Fig.6 of my previous article^
this is a real button. Bright
orange with black letters.

Fig.B reflects the battle
of the three Eastern

"ONE DAY LONGER" than

with red

more EASTERN strike buttons
STANDUP

TO LORENZO

r.fBy AL TASCA

This is a second

EAL/IAM

Lorenzo

The first series
In the MAR 89
CAPTAIN'S LOG.

ofseries

DON'T PLY

CONTINENTAL

strike-related

airline

Anti-

collectibles .

was published
issue of the

I

SUPPORT

5
#12

Along with the Eastern strike
items I

buttons

will

from

unions which I picked up
travelling with the TtfU (Trans-

Union) caravan,

represented Eastern's
flight attendants. This
motor caravan that
on 20 AUG 89 and

15 cities to promote our
TWU) cause. It ended with us
being up in front of the Labor
Day parade on 04 SEP and then
on to Washington for one final
rally. During the course of the
trip, many of our
buttons were

members of other unions or tra
ded for their own labor dispute

this, it
stri-

also show some

other striking
while

cry

unions:

Frank Lorenzo. White

#1

o:
O CHAIN OF
-J COMMAND

port Workers

The TWU
I letters.

WALKED

THE LINE
IN 89

encouragement
buttons for all three unions.

Flamingo with black letters.
Pig.10. Lorenzo buster but

ton. Same as the button in Fig.
7 of the previous article, only
larger. White with
ters and red buster sign.

Fig.11. Same as above, but
EAL president Phil

Fig.9. are

was a

left Miami WEENIE!
^YjpQffE/VZO'S^travelled to

(lAM/
LIQUID

r

OTIATION
black let-

4^'#4 It"honors

Bakes. Same colors.
Dracula

We’d Strikeanti-Lorenzo

either sold to it RICH...(Lorenzo)
Statue

white

Pig.12.

being warded off by the
of Liberty. Black with a
background. 1.75 x 2.75" (4.5 x
7 cm) .

with

buttons. Because of

was not uncommon to see

king Eastern employees
labor dispute
other striking unions,
also goes for T-shirts.

RITCHIE
wearing

from

This

Lorenzo's

the three

black

chain of

Stooges.
letters and

Pia.13.

command:

White with

black & white pictures.
Fig.14 shows that a Prank is

really a Weenie. White with

black writing and black & white

picture.
Fig.15. FYF - Prank,

Fired, or anything else
you want it to mean - use
own Imagination. White
black letters.

Pig.16. SYF

buttons

LONGER
Let me start by making one

correction to the previous ar
ticle. I was told the '83 but

ton in Fig.5 (shown here again)
is not as stated, but reflected
the year that Continental Air
lines filed for bankruptcy.

#e

You're

that

your

with

FRANKHang ^

in there.

WE’LL

WIN! y

is aNow the new items:

(Note: all buttons

5.7

otherwise specified. )

ENOUGH

YET?

Screw

White with black letters

picture

you<9><9>2.25"/

unless

are

WEENIE I
Prank.

and black & whitecm in diameter. and

screw.

Fig.17. Reflects Joe Rit

chie's attempt to buy Eastern.
(If the Howard group had still
been interested by 'this time,
it would have read "We're pow
ered by Howard".) Light green
with black letters-

Fig.18. This is not a but-

but a clicker used to bug
they passed by.

letters and

Pig.1 compares Frank
(former EAL president)
Prank Lorenzo. Flamingo
with black letters.

Fig.2. S.O.S. (Suspension of
Service) refers to when the pi
lots were trying to get a nati
onal shutdown by all ALPA pi
lots of all the airlines. White

with black letters.

Fig. 3 was issued by ALPA to
show that they honored and wal
ked with the lAM and TWU on the

picket line. White with medium
blue letters. The ribbon is

black-lined with medium blue

logo in black-outlined circle.

Fig.4. A button reflecting
the new program that Eastern
came out with when they offered
undertakers frequent flyer bo
nus mileage if they shipped hu
man remains on Eastern,

light
black

Also comes in pink and black.

Borman

with

color

#19
note;

In Its JUH 89 Issue, the CAPTAIN'S
LOG, published illustcations of sev

ezal special stlckecs, lapel pins,
buttons etc. that were Issued by the
International Association of Machi

nists and Aerospace Workers. They all
related to their struggle with East
ern Air Lines.

The union had struck EAL on 04 MAR

69 and A1 Tasca quickly rounded up a
dozen Items and submitted them.

The CAPTAIN'S LOG published this
material, not to take sides In the
dispute, but to alert collectors to
the fact the items were available and

that nobody at that time could pre
dict for how long they would be.

The column, however,
several negative comments,
writing and In personal discussions.
People said the CAPTAIN'S LOG had
taken sides In the dispute by pub
lishing this material.

I said then and I still say today
those comments could not have been

farther from the truth. But to avoid

further controversy, I decided right
then to hold a second batch of these

EAL/IAM strike items until after the

^ dispute was resolved, in one way or

another .

Late on Friday, 16 JAM 91, Eastern
Air Lines shut down for good, ending
62 years of operations, most of these

as one of America's principal and
truly great airlines.

I do not intend to comment on all

actions and counter-actions that led

to this. Other people, far-more qua
lified on the Bub:iect than I am, will
no doubt continue to have plenty to
say about it for years to come. All I
am saying here is that I, ae an

line enthusiast, deeply regret it
came to this. I also feel extremely
sorry for all people involved, people
who lost their jobs and who have to

start all over again, many from
scratch.

WORKING V

lAM

t WORKING 't
ton,
the scabs as

White with black

red buster sign.
Fig . 19 . Another "Prank is a

Weenie" button made by an lAM
member in the Borman days. Only
500 of these were made. Bright

orange with black writing. 3"
(7.6 cm) diameter.

Fig.20. Reflects when Frank

Borman wanted to continue the

' TOGETHER. TOGETHER ,
air-

#23

sible. Dark blue with white
letters.

Fig.23. As the above, but in

white with dark blue letters,

hat's in the

ring". Shows Eastern Air Lines
employee 20-year service pin in
the center. White with blue
letters. The hat is done in

red, white and blue with a gold
ring around it.

two six-packs of beer a week.
This statement was strongly
resented, especially by the
non-drinkers. Red and white. 3"

(7.6 cm) diameter.

Fig.22. Put out during the

wage-for-stock investment pro
gram when all the employee
groups were working together to
make a company they were part-
owner of, as profitable as pos-

117

generated
both In

However, with the sad demise of
Eastern Air Lines, I feel freed from

the voluntary restraint on publishing
in the CAPTAIN'S LOO the second batch

of EAL/IAM strike memorabilia submit
ted by Mr. Tasca back in 1989. Again,
this is not a showing of where our
sympathies lie. It is merely a matter

of these

collectors who axe
-JG

nFig.24. My3.5% wage give-back program.
Cheaply hand-made. Probably the
only one around. White with
black letters.

Fig.21.

statement that

salary was equivalent to one or

Very
with

3" (7.5 cm) dia.

Reflects

3.5 % of our

of recording the existence
Items for those

interested In them.

purple
letters

(orchid?)
and

Borman’s
skeleton.
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Fig.25. Issued and given out
at the "Jobs With Justice" ral

ly. Done in white and brown.
1.75 X 2.75" (4.75 x 7 cm).

Fig.26. Another "Jobs

Justice" rally button,
blue with white letters.

Fig.27. "Mine is on

line" shows a butt sitting on a
line. I was told that this re

flects the time when employees
were being reprimanded or even
fired for just about any rea
son. Yellow and black.

RALLY
0

THE FOLLOWING ARE

NOT IAM IS3UE5!
MINE

IS ON THE

LINE

6 p.m. IWednesday, July 29
Miami Beach Convention Center

EAL
JUST Yu Fig.51. Yellow with black

face and red tongue.
Fig.52. Red,
Pig.53. Red,
Fig.54. White with red

sign and white letters.

With

DarkL

!■i

black letters,

white letters.
TO

the
SCABS stop#25

#26

#42

I AM

TO B?Y^KL UNION

WALKED

THE LINE

IN

89

WHAT
THE FOLLOWING BUTTONS ARE

SELF-EXPLANATORY.

.1

lAM /
A

Fig.26 . white with black

letters.

Fig.29. White with black

"proud" and "union" and red "to
be " .

\#30#29#28

#45 #46 #47Fig.30. White with black

"what" and red "IAM"s. Period
is also black.

Fig.31.White with

"are" and daisies, red
and "scum".

Fio.32. White, red letters.
Fig.33. White with black

letters.

❖ XlivingX

' WELL \
IS THE BEST

^ REVENGEy
11II y

❖

SCABS black

"scabs'* ReELECT .V? THE
ARE Co

WON'T
kSCAB

SCUM so

#32 \
#31 Fig.34. White with dark blue

letters, red heart and red,
white and blue flag.

Fig ♦ 35. Pale

REGISTER/VOTE NOV. 2
let’s turn
it around!

I

^STOPl
WORKER
I.ABUSE

andye 1low

black. Also in pink and black.
White

Also in pale yellow and black.
Fig.37. White and black. Al

so in golden yellow and black*
Pig.38.Black and white,

a matching T-shirt also.
Flo.39.

\PRESIDENT

Dist. 100 I.A.M
Fig.36. black.and

#50#48

/
SAVE

DEMOCRACY. . . Has

JAIL
andGolden yellowLORENZO!

black.

WE OBEY

AMERICAS LAWS

WHY NOT -

\ LORENZO? /

Fig.40. White and red.

Pig.41. White with dark blue

"Lorenzo?**
is red,

blue. 3" (7.6 cm)

#35

letters, except for
which is in red. Flag
white and

diameter.

Fig.42. White with black

letters and red buster sign.
Fig.43. White with black

letters and red buster sign.
Pig.44. White and black.

Fig.45. Red with white let-
(7.6 cm) diameter.

Fig♦46. Dark blue sticker

with white letters, stuck over
another button.

Fig.47. Button with white
letters on a darker blue than

SCAB-AIR
MASCOT

IN MEMORIAM

EASTERN AIR LINES

. . 'LORENZO■V

Eastern DC—8—61 and

a DC-9-10. Public

relations photos of

this nature, put

ting the largest
aircraft in the

fleet alongside the

smallest, so that

the largest will
1ooh even larger,
were popular in the
1970s and 19B0s.

(Eastern photo via

Joop Qerritsma)

ISMr

lOISON^#37#36
ters . 3"

^ SCABS

S^^WILL

payJ
#41 above.

but-

(Notes
Fig.4B. Bryan campaign

andton. White green.

Charlie Bryan was the president
of the lAM local at Eastern.)

White with red heart
(4-5

#38

f I WALKED
THE LINE

Fig.49.

and blue

cm) diameter.

Fig.50. Sticker over a

I’d 1.75"letters.

rather

be POOR...

than a

SCAB /

but

ton for a 1982 solidarity day-
Done in red, white and blue.

#40#39
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t t-.cicrr' *■ ●●
●<bl-

● ●».

- ●●■s . to each of h1s associate editors.A
The Society/Log

will only be as good as this staff of writers. They
are the backbone of the organization. Over the years
the Log has had a very good staff of writers. It is
certainly my hope and v/ish that all the current editors
remain

MI S S: C'ONVIENTIiONS
wn »*,

* i ●

A .

..

I

on staff for many years to come and that along
the way some new people are added to cover areas that

are not currently covering. If your interested
in becoming a staff members, please contact the
Editor.

The CAPTAIM'S LOG has been advised of

the (olloving airline hobby events.
26 QCI U (Saturday)

HIAHl. Florida

Florida Airline Historical Association Heiorabilia

Shov. fiaaada Hotel, (HIA-East side) HU 22 St, Hiaai,

FL. 33142, Ph. (305) 871-1700. Show hours 0330-1630
hrs. Details and table res info froa Don and Linda

Levine, 1836 HE 213 Lane, Hiaai, FL 33173,Ph (305)
335-1731 or (305) 335-2322.

-AirlinerExpo^
'Atlanta *91

we

+++♦

I am sure he will be glad to hear from you.
MeTHIS IS A FREE SERVICE

FOR GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS

Please send details of your airline
hobby event to the Editor Joop Gerritsia.

Contact Paul F. Collins for piii.

inclusion of flyers in the LOG.

«) >

Let me go back just a little. The Society does
have one officer--Paul Collins! Somebody has to run
the show! I have used several titles over the years,
but none of them pay very much. I like the title of
President, but CEO was nice for a while. Membership
Director is nice, but is a lot of work and takes
a lot of time. Treasure is boring, I hate trying
to make the check book balance. Advertising director

|[J^®’'®sting, I enjoy doing the layouts for the ads
in the L0(j, but I don't like going after the adverts.
Distribution is a good job, wish I had more time to
get involved with it.

it eventually gets done!

/o-ii

Ki
I 02 U (Saturday)

WASHINGTON. D.C.

The first Uashington, D.C. Airline Collectibles Shov
Howard Johnson National Airport Hotel, 2650 Jeffer

son Davis Highway, Arlington, VA 22202. Roots 155
per night, Res. 1-800-654-2000 (tention Airline Col
lectibles Show). Free shuttle bus froi National Air

port. Show open 0300-1700 hrs. Buy, trade, sell of
airline letorabilia and collectibles. Adt <3 at

door, Ch under 12 free. Display tables 120 each
(inci. 2 adi). Table set-up at 0700 hrs. Urite or
phone Fred Chan, P.O, Box 473, Burtonsville, HD
20B66, Ph (301) 381-4626, or Tony Trapp, 608 Valley
Sr SE, Vienna, VA 22180, Ph (703) 338-0175.

up

tt+t
2L SEP II (Saturday)

ATLANTA. Georgia

Airliner Expo, 'North Aierica's Best One-Day Air
liner Show* Sharaton Atlanta Airport Hotel, 1325

Virginia Ave., Atlanta, 6A 30337. Special conv. rooi
rate <55 S It D. Ph 1-B00-32S-3S35 (or conv. guests.

Regular rate quoted, special rate given on check-in.
Free airport shuttle. Show open 0300- 1700 hrs. Adi.

<3 at the door, Ch. under 12 free. Kodel contest,

trading, buying, selling of aeiorabilia, slide shows
displays, trivia contest, door prizes all day.

Flite-Line postcard No 185 features Boeing 727-264
of Mexicana "pink tail with purple design,
obtained at Airliners Int'l 91.

New card

What's left? Whatever it is.
Any questions?....from the left hand seat	

For the first time ever, I have placed several
advertisements for the Society in several collectors

The results won't be knov;n for a little

If they are good, I will be advertising in
other publications.
I have for all of

by17 AUG 31 (Saturday)
HINNEAPOLIS. Hinnesotj

Midwest Airlines Expo. Coifort Inn, -

Street, Blooiington, HN 55425. Show op®''
hrs. Trading, buying, selling of airl*''®
u! AS a shoL felJe, Jack But:
tion of his personal collection

adi.l- Contact Rita
(612)

magazines,
while.

1321 East 78th
0300-1600

leiorabil-

Paul F. Collins

This leads to a question that
Please advise Society HQ if

you know the name and address of any airline retiree,
group, I would like to contact them with regards to
the Society. These people v/ould be a good source
for memberships. Let me know if you know of any such
groups. Also adivse if you of any group that is work
ing on restoring an airliner type aircraft. This could
be the source of additional members.

04 APR W (Saturday)
DALLAS. Texas

Airlines International DFU Airline Heiorabilia Shov

and Sale, Holiday Inn, DFU Airport NORTH, 4441 High
way 114 at Esters Road (Between DFU and Belt Line
Road). Show open 0300-1700 hrs. Dealer set-up 0700
hrs. Info: George Cearley Jr., P.O. Box 12312,
Dallas, TX 75225.

Airliners International "91" is now history and

everyone is looking forward to going to California in
1992 and Washington, D.C. in 1993. The AI 91 committee
did a super job hosting this grand affair. I did not
believe that there would be much of a walk-in trade at

the convention this year, but due to the hard work of
the committee, the convention had tremendous media

coverage and the folks in the area responded! As far
as vendors, there was just about anything you collect
available from those selling material. It's hard to
believe, but each convention just seems to get better
than the previous ones held. There will be a complete
story on the AI "91" show in the next issue of the
"L06"--Joop did not have time to get all the film de
veloped for this issue! Be sure to catch all the
convention coverage in the next issue.

It was certainly nice to meet all the old friends
that stopped by the Society table at the convention. I

Id like to thank all those that inquired about my
health,
iated.

were able to obtain a number of new members for the
Society. Also a number of members took advantage of
their attendance at the convention to pay their 1991
dues.

you.

Los Angeles Airliner Ypo

Now, North America's Largest One- Day Airline Shov/ and Sale
bilia. Show adi. <3 at the door

Display tables <18 (incl 2 adult
Runyon, 301 Hain St., Hopkins, HN 55343,
435-9927
Hotel ph.(6l2)
1-800-221-2222, rates for show

05 OCl U (Saturday)
LOS ANGELES. California

Airliner Ipo. Viscount Hotel, LAX (Note revised date
and location!) Adi <4 at the door. For lore details

and info on table rent, write Airliner Xpo at P.O.
Box 820, Seal Beach, CA 30740-0620 or phone John
Dekker (714) 841-4446 or Tin Uilliais at (213) 538-

pjjr reservations:
«3/day. Ere® airport

B54-3400.

25 APR 32 (Saturday)
CHICAGO. Illinois

Airliner and Aviation Shov. Sofitel Hotel. Show open

0800-1800 hrs. Table booking discount before 01 NOV
31. Details froa Linda Dickerson (708) 854-1152.

As mentioned in the last issue of the LOG we
have some folks that are maintaining a list of the
many miniconventions that are being held around the
country. Dick Wallin and Hal Turin have been the

guiding force on this project,
you will find the current update on miniconventions
that have been reported. September and October seem
to be pretty busy months for collectors. If you are
planning on hosting a convention, please see the list
and contact either of the two gentlemen mentioned
above and advise them of your intenetions. This will
be to everyones advantage.

Since the last issue of the Log came out, we
have had a large number of new members join and a
number of members renew. The up-date included with
this issue will be big. Please file this up-date
with the roster that was mailed with the last issue

We are now getting very few Logs returned
due to non-notice of change of address. We are
getting a number of change of addresses from the
post office, but at least the Logs in question are
being delivered (forwarded) to the members new address.
We still need for you to send in your change of
address when you
your Log can be delivered--on time. Your help in
this matter will be appreciated.

That about takes care of this issue of the Log.
Should you have any questions about the magazine or
the Society, please write or call. Always glad to
hear from members. Until next time--happy collecting!

shuttle service.

cr=.
4033. Included in this issue

15-16 HAY 32 (Fri-Sat)

PHOENIX. Arizona

Airline Southwest Expo, Holiday Inn Airport (PHX),
4300 East Washington. Show open Fri: 1700-2200 hrs
(Dealer set-up at 1700 hrs), Sat: 0300 -1700 hrs
(Dealer set -up 0700 hrs). Adi. <3- per day, <4- for
both days, payable at door. Tables $20. Hotel res:
(602) 273-7778 (ask for Candice for Expo rate <43 S,
<53 D). Bus trips to Davis-Honthan AFB or Karana
Airpark on Fri for <25 round trip. For lore info and
tables: Alan B. Herkle, 107 East St. John, Phoenix,
AZ 85022, Ph (602) 993-8276.

07 SEP 91 (Saturday)
fti.Hne col-

Tri-State Airport Vista Hotel,
lectibles show and sale. Neva 07201. Show open
1170 Spring Street, Elizabeth, gj^ijne
0900-1630 hrs. Trading, buying. ®
Miorabilia. Adi. ” ^ j jjuU adi.) Write or
Table reservations Unci Jcall Bill Sawch.ck 08 Clare don A ,
,0701, (914) «5-3010or cal Bill
689-3936. Hotel phone (201) 351 33
rates available.

wou

The kinds words expressed were greatly apprec-
Due to the media coverage mentioned above, weBAY AKEA AIRLINE

HISTORICAL SOCIETY

12 OCl 31 (Saturday)
SM FRANCISCO. California

1931 Bay Area Airline Historical Society Airline
Collectables Shov and Sale. Grosvenor Airport Inn,

3B0 So. Airport Blvd., South San Francisco, CA.
Hotel rooi rates available. Shov open 0900-1500 hrs,

door prizes offered, for info: Toi Dragges, 526 Ven
tura Ave., San Hateo, CA 94403, or call (415) 574-
Blll.

24-28 JUN 32 (Hed-Sun)

ORANGE COUNTY. California

Airliners International '32. The Hyatt, Irvine (SNA)
DC-2 and DC-3 flights will be offered. Details: Air
liners Int'l '32, Box 820, Seal Beach, CA 30740-0820
or John Dekker Ph. (714) 841-4446, Fax (714) B48-
4445, or Toa Uilliais Ph. (213) 538-4033.

of the Log.I would like to take this time to welcome all
those members that have recently joined the Society.
I would also like to explain to all those new members,
and some older members as well, the difference between
the World Airline Historical Society and the Captain's

There is no difference. The Society is the Log
CM JETIINECS TiTTf

tfrr
Log.
and the Log is the Society. Simple? The WAHS has no
officers and holds no meetings. The intent was there
when the organization first began, but it just never
came about,

the old runway that officers will not be needed, but
the feelings of most members is to let well enough
alone--at this time. The Log is the quarterly pub
lication of the Society. The Log is what the Society
is all about. The Log has its own staff, from Editor
Joop Gerritsma, who is doing a super job, down to

We need this information somove.

Between lidtSEP i liilfiOI 91
ERLANGER. kentucii

OKI (Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana) airline
kct. Best Nestern Hotel, Erlanger. Special rooi

, and free bus shuttle froi Greater Cincinnati
Int'l Airport. No date set yet, but scheduled soie-
tiie between lid-SEP and lid-OCT. A 'test' leeting
on 16 HAR was successful. Hospitality rooi (Friday
night only), trade rooi set-up Friday night. If you
want to be on their lailing list, send your naie and
address to OKI Jetliners, 3361 Apple Tree lane,
Erlanger, KY 41018.

Every last Tuesday of. the lonth

(except DEC and the AI
convention lonth).

DENVER. Colorado

Colorado Airliners International AHR Coibs facility

at Stapleton Airport at 7 p.i. Heetings. Speakers,
fills, trading k tore on the prograi. For info
write: CAI, P.O. Box 440713, AURORA, CO,
80044-0713. Please note; On occasion the leeting

takes place on a day other than the last Tuesday of
the lonth. Check with CAI before taking travel and
hotel reservations.

13 OCT 91 (Sunday)
HANCHESTER. England

First Manchester International Aviation Enthusiast's

Convention, presented by Flightdeck, The Heald Green
Hotel, Finney Lane, Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire.
Show tiaes 100-1700 hrs. Ada. 50 p. For acre info
and for table reservations: write Sue Fairbothaa,

Flightdeck, The Airband Shop, 132 Uilislow Road,
Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3GH, England. Ph.
(061) 499-3350, Fax (061) 493-3343

This is not to say that sometime down■eiorabilia flea

tar

rates

USA
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GARAGE SALE!
INTERNATIONAL AWARD WINNER

The Most Compfehensive. Extroofdinary Story Ever Told About
New Yorl<, Rio. Buenos Aires Airlines Aerophilotety ar>d Merr>orabilia

Don Thomas, our Sticker Editor, and editor of a
number of nostalgia type books, is having a garage
sale. This sale is necessary so Don can make room
for stock of some new books he is having published.
The books being offered are several of Don's earlier
works and they are beautiful, with all pages being
in color! The price is beautiful also--S8.00 each!
If your interest in older aviation material, these
books belong in your collection. To order, send
your check or money order to Don Thomas, 1801 Oak
Creek Drive, Dunedin, FL 34698. When ordering add
SI.00 per book for postage and handling. Florida
residents add 50it tax per book. Those located out
side the U.S. please write for additional postage
and handling fees.

and

One of the Most Human Interest Stories About Aerophilotety Ever Written!

NYRBA!s
(New York. Rio & Buenos Aires. Airlines)

Triple
Crash Covers

Outlaw Flight
and its

Postal

Markings

i

#1 POSTER ART OF THE AIRLINES

This books contains 64 pages of the most artistic
airline posters of the 1920s to the 1970s. The

large 9x12 pages show off the beautiful colors of
theses rare posters to the best advantage, with
accompanying text. PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS is featured,
along with it associates and contemporary competi
tors, U.S. and foreign. PANAGRA, CAT, PANAIR, CNAC,
UNITED 8RANIFF, ZEPPELIN, TWA, IMPERIAL, KLM, and
others are shown, with many vintage aircraft, Douglas
twins, Constellations, Fokkers, and Fords. Fore
word by R.E.G. Davies of the Smithsonian's NASM.

t>y

Julius Grigore, Jr.
O 1»91, Julius Griforc. Jr.. USA

An Illustrated, Jirst-time report about
NYKBA Inaugural Flight Crash and Outlaw Covers.
Postal Markings, and Serviced Air Mail Envelopes

including the
NTKBA-Pan American Airways struggle for the

longest Air Mail Route in the world. AND
How the U.S. Post Office Department was involved with

NYRBA Outlaw Covers and the

NYRBA-Pan American Airways controversy

#2 NOSTALGIA PANAMERICANA

Selling Romance in Color—a 64 page 9x12 book, every
page in beautiful color, featuring the flying boats
of PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS, its predecessors, associ
ates, and contemporaries. The colorful art work of
the early brochures and other advertising takes the
reader back into the 1930s for a peek at the excite
ment created by early air travel, when flying was a
thrill and an adventure for the passenger, and when
the airlines were trying to convince the public of
the safety and convenience of flight. Foreward by
R.E.G. Davies of the Smithsonian's NASM.

$15.00 postpaid (foreign add $6.00)

Order from: A.V. Retty
408 Venezia Park

Venice. FL 34285 (USA)
Phone; (813) 488-0361

#3 NOSTALGIA NORTHAMERI CANA

Colorful 1930s era publicity of the trunk airlines
of the U.S. and their ancestors--AMERICAN, TWA,

Many types of early aircraftUNITED, and EASTERN,
shown; many long-forgotten airlines featured.

9x12, all in color. Foreward by R.E.G. Davies
64

pages
of the Smithsonian.

LINDBERGH AND COMMERCIAL AVIATION#4

A colorful review of his contribution as Technical
Director in the 1930s to TAT, TWA, and PAN AMERICAN
AIRWAYS. Seldom-seen photographs of Lindbergh and
other prominent aviation figures of the time, plus
associated publicity and flight covers. 40 pages,
9x12 and in color. Wanted

● BUY

● SELL

● TRADE

Not only would these books be an important addition
to your own library, but they would make great Christ
mas gifts for those that you know collect aviation
memorabilia. Christmas is not that far off!

Larry McLaughlin
COLl.KCrOR & DEALER

516-265 9224

17 SEVE^^■H AVE

SMITHTOWN, NY 11787

TRAVEL AGENCY AIRIJNERS ●

AIRPLANE DESK MODEI^ -

MANUFACTURERS DISPlvW MODELS ●

OLD TOYS & TRAINS ●
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FOREIGN ADDRESSES INFORMATION REQUESTED
yesterdays

'="TTIRLINES
AIRLINE LOGOS REPRODUCED IN PEWTER

Julius Grigore, Jr is seeking information for a
comprehensive monograph and major survey on the
postal history of the Panama Canal Zone 1904 to
1979. He is looking for just about anything that
was published and issued during this time frame.
Should you have any information that would be of
use to Mr. Grigore, please contact him at the
address given here. Julius Grigore, Jr, 425 South
Harbor Drive, Venice, FL 32485 or call 813-485-6019.

In the last issue of the LOG I mentioned that in this
issues we would list several addresses of folks that
have written us from Russia,

addresses along with a note about the person that
is listed (if available). I'm sure any of these
folks could provide you with some material that un
til now you might not have been able to obtain. Why
not drop them a line and welcome them into the real
world of airline memorabilia collecting!

on Belt Buckle	

on set of 2, 9 1/2 oz. Rocks Glasses

on set of 4, 9 1/2 oz. Rocks Glasses

on English Pewter 16 oz Tankard 	

on colored 11 oz Ceramic Coffee Mug

$11.00

$14.00

$24.00

$28.00

$8.00

The following is those

MOHAWK-black

EMPIRE-orange

FRONTIER-orange

BRANIFF-cobaltblue

PIEDMONT-light blue TRANSCANADA-midnighlblue PEOPLES EXPRESS

SOUTHERN-cobalt blue

REPUBLIC-while inc, both NORTH CENTRAL and SOUTHERN

hughes AIRWEST-yellow inc. BONANZA. PACIFIC and WEST COAST

Send Orders to:

ALLEGHENY-cobaK blue

LAKE CENTRAL-cobalt blue

PSA-orange

NATIONAL-white

AIRNORTH-white

NORTHEAST-yellow

WESTERN-midnight blue

Alexandr Petrochenco

ul. Shradera 10-49

210015 Vitebsk USSR

Interested in history of
aviation and particularly
in models.

LATE ARRIVING RAVES AND REVIEWS

ALTAIR-lightblue
Just arrived at Society HQ is the latest release from
AVIATION MEDIA,

tour of various airports where you meet a variety of
aircraft. Lots of DC-8s in a wide assortment of names

and colors. I was impressed with the nice color
on this tape. The Hawaiian Air and Forbes Magazine
aircraft were just beautiful, to mention just two of
the many aircraft featured on this release. One
thing I really liked was that the background music
was not overpowering like you hear on some of the
tapes now on the market. Also there was just enough
commentary that it did not take away from the air
craft that was being shown. The bottom titles was
an interesting feature as well. All-in-all, this is
a fine tape. (See advert for tape on inside back
cover.) Tape available from Aviation Media, 717 E.
Tujunga Ave., Burbank, CA 91501 for S26.95 plus $2.00
postage and handling.

Egils Pelecis
Strelnieku 7-5

Riga, Latvia 226010
USSR

I interested in military
modeling and will trade
US made military kits for
Soviet made airline kits.

Again, this person is
interested in exchanging
models (1/72) and other
bits of information on

aviation.

-sand
Plane Spotters" takes you on a nice NEW CAROS FOR THE COLLECTOR

The International Airline World Publishing
Company has produced several hundred Hist
orical Collector Post Cards. Only 500
copies of each of these cards is being
printed. The cards represent many air
craft and color schemes never before printed
as post cards. If your interested in getting
in on purchasing this attractive set of
cards, write to the address below for all
additional details and their current list

ing of cards.

Vitaliy (that's all)
r. Tawkeht yr. Aucyhoca
KC-n 4 gom 72 KC-pa 9
Kyzbmuhy Bumanuio

yesterday^’
784 Fairway Circle
Baldwinsville, NY 13027

Shipping / Handling charges 1 item $1.00
2 or more items $2.50

^YlRLINES

Doru Varlan

P.O. Box 18-115

Postal Office 18

71500 Bucharest

Romania

Pilot for TAROM airlines

and editor of first ever

Romanian aviation mag. He
is interested in all types
of aviation, especially
books and magazines on
aviation.

name —

address

lAWP Company
140 W. Possum Road

Springfield, OH 45506
Another recent arrival at Society HQ is the very
well done history of El A1 Airlines by Marvin G.
Goldman. This is a tremendously researched and
written book on a very controversial airline, Mr.
Goldman leaves no stones unturned however in the

text and photographs used to illustrate the story.
These photos are outstanding as are the illustrations
by Mike Machat of the various aircraft flown by this
carrier over the years. This book belongs on your
library shelve regardless if your an El A1 fan or
not. The story, the pictures and illustrations will
make this one of the top aviation books for this
year and years to come. The book, "El A1 Star in the
Sky" is available from our friends at World Transport
Press, Inc., P.O. Box 521238, Miami, FL 33152 for
$29.95. Well worth the cost.

POSTCARDS AND MODELS FROM
GERMANY

Josef Schmitt wishes to announce that he has

for sale the following. A collection with
oyer 4800 different postcards of commercial
airliners (old and new cards--airline and
publisher editions) and a stock of duplicate
cards. This collection is to be sold as a

unit and will not be broken up. Highest'
offer received will get this great collection.
Write to address below or call number below.

Josef would also like to advise that Movifoto
cards from Colombia are still available, in
low numbers, from him at the address below.
Please write him for details on what cards are
still available.

CATALOG
OF AIRLINE

BAGGAGE I.D.
LABELS

THE FLYING PIG

AIRLINER

CATALOG
VOL.1, U.S.A. & CANADA
47 pages, 770 illustrations

VOL.2, EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST
45 pages, 762 illustrations

Our NEW catalog is out with

many items for the Airliner

Hobbyist. Airliner Models from

Flight Miniatures, IMC,

Wooster, and many more in kit
form. Post Cards, Airliner and

Pilot Videos, Aviation Books

and Posters. T-Shirts and Pins

Military Models too...

Send Check for $1.00 to

The Flying Pig Pilot Shop

Across From Plymouth Airport
253 South Meadow Road

Plymouth, MA 02360

Mr. Schmitt would like to advise those in
Germany, and Europe in qeneral, that Voqelaar
hiqh quality aircraft models are now available
in that area of the world. If you have a par
ticular aircraft that you would like a model
of, please contact Josef at the address below
and he vnll place you in contact with Voqelaar
models.

Plastic bound with index.
Cost $ 11.- per copy. For

postage and handling add :
USA & Canada, 1st class $ 3.-

by airmail

BACK ISSUES OF LOG

There are a number of back issues of the CAPTAIN'S

LOG available. Single issues are S3.00 which
includes postage and handling. We have sold out
on a number of copies so it is almost impossible
to offer complete volumes like we have in the past.
If your interested in obtaining back issues, please
write and we will be happy to send you a complete
list of all issues still available. This list will

also tell you what the feature article of each issue
happens to be. Send your requests to WAHS, Back
Issues, 3381 Apple Tree Lane, Erlanger, KY 41018.
Hake all checks and money orders payable to the
World Airline Historical Society.

$ 5.-Overseas,

Send check or money order (in
US currency) to:
H. Van Dyk, 7 Birchwood Ave.,
Peabody, MA 01960, USA.

Josef Schmitt, Jr
Frau-von Uta-StroBe 24

D-8000 MLinchen 89

GERMANY
Tele: 089/424037
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JB Airline Collectables

P.O. Box 1489

Lanesborough, Ma, 01237
Fast mail-order hobbies worldwide!Tl

Special Purchase!VISA
aiu. .TilMaa,

Kit & Decal Catalog	
Color Slide Catalog & Sample
Slide Supplement 6-1	
Railroad Slide List	

$ 2.00

Syracuse China Airlite Tea Cup
Made for American Airlines

in the mid-1940’s

$ 3.00

$ 2.00

$ 2.00

Credit card minimum $25.00

PLEASEno calls before 10:00AMPACIFIC time SI

$25.00 Each
’●t

J^A■^#^^HIRLINERS
|||#~lhlHMERICAir

3014 Abelia Court

San Jose. California

United States of America

95121

(408) 629-2121

FAX (408) 629-2122

Postage & Handling included ★

^ *

*VaIued at $50 in Dick Wallin’s Commercial Aviation Collectables.

Please send a check or money order, (Mass residents add 5 %
sales tax). Allow two to three weeks for delivery.L

NEW! AIRLINER VIDEO

PLANE SPOTTERS!!JET-BTRR P.O. Box 9952

Trenton, N.J. 08650

(609) 426-4718IMlUiUHyv
The second in a collectible series of video tapes featuring a wide variety of AIRLINERS, with
ownership and registration information, which were filmed at various locations, with narration and
music, approximately 1 hour in length. ONLY *26.95 plus *2.00 postage.Model Building Service Specializing In Scale Airliner Kits. All Kits Custom Built To

Your Specifications. Choose From Our Large Stock List Or Send Us Your Own Kits
To Customize.

We Build Injection Molded, Vacu-Formed And Resin Kits In All Scales. Revell,

Airfix, Welch, Airliners America, Hasagawa, And Many More. Liveries And Color
Schemes From Every Era Of Airline History!

Send $1.00 (REFUNDABLE WITH FIRST ORDER) & SASE For Our Complete
List Of Products And Services. Call Us At (609) 426-4718 With Any.Questions.

L

unireo

lij

PLUS!!

The Mighty DC-8
rrrr

V
'●4

Depicting a wide selection of DC-8s; historical data; cockpit

footage: with narration and music. 30 minutes in length.
*24.95 plus ®2.00 postage.

AVIATION MEDIA 717 E. TujungaAve. Burbank, CA 91501 (818)846-3225

V

fxptfBss

'''T
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Distributed By

Atlantic IVIddels^ AinCPAFT MDOELS c M ODELSHIEFTAIN

QUALITY AIRCRAFT MODELS

311 SHAOOWOOD DRIVE ● JOHNSON CITY. TN 37604 ● PHONE (61S) 283 0782
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B-727-100

60 CO12-17- AIRLINE

Air Atlanta

Air Franco

All Nippon
America West

American

American
American

Ameiicen

American

Bianitr

BraniN

Bronitl

BraniM

Branill

firilisn Aiiways
Capital
Caigoluk
Cergosur
Carnival

Cathay Pacilic
Delia

Eastern

16- WSPAN PRICE

6000

7600

13500

13000

7500

"500

50 00

6000

6500

6000

5000

5500

7500

60 00

7500

6000

13000

7500

6000

13500

5500

7500

600010-17-16- 9-
55006-IS SST ?■
600020- B-747-400

0-747-200

0 767

OC-10

DC-3

Eleclra

MD-aO

B-707-227

BAC Ml

C46

DC-e

Eleclra

SST

L-749

D 747-200

DC8 62

B-727

B-747-400

C 46

a 757

17-
65009-I/IX) SCALE

MODEL

F-100

B-737-300

B-757
B-707-120

CV-990

DC-7
Camel

B707-227

DC-7-C

B-727 200

Vecounl

DC-862

S727

B 707-120

Vficouni

6 767

C/'B80

21- 17-
60CO10-WSPAN PRICE

"000

12000

16600

13500

13500

"000

12500

13500

"000

12000

9500

15000

12000

13500

9500

15500

13500

AIRLINE

All littorol

America West

America West

American

American

American

BOAC

Branill

Branill

Branill Blue

Capilel
Caigosui
Carnival

Coni menial

Continenlal

Della

Della

13-17-
50007-10-21- 13-
6000Il¬ls- 7',5-
650015- 9-14-
6000Il¬ls-17- 8-
60009-14-"■

15-20- 7-
13-17- 9-
15- 1/200 SCALE

MODEL

MO"

DC-10

8-747 200

B 747 400

B 777

24- 12-
WSPAN PRICE15-11- 9- AIRLINE

American

Northwest (New)
Pan Am

United

United

&50010*13-15" 7-
&000II*!&● 10"
600012-17Vj-

13-

24" 17-
650012-15" 12 V* *
6S0015- 12'17" 9-

11*16" 17*

IS¬IS" 9"
U*17' 10"

1:600 SCALE JETLINER

MODELS FROM GERMANY
MADE OF DIECAST METAL

LSCHABAK]

C A AC

Canadian

Delta
El At

Elhiopian
Kuwait

LTU

Lan Cn<ia
Lauda All

Maitinair
Piodmoni

Gania$
TWA

United

USAir

Vang

Lu(ihan$a

Lufthansa Cargo
LuMir

Marlir
Mirtor

NCA

Norlhwesl

Pan Am

Philippine
Rpyaf Alt Marec
Royal Jordarxan
SAA
SAS

SaMna
TWA

Thai

United

Airbus A-920 S700

Alt Canada
Ad Prance

bndsh Adways

Douglas DC-4 $7 SO
Air Franco

Amer

SAS
Swissair
United

FoAket F 28 66 00

Ad France

Ad Niug«ni
Garuda

Lmiotlyg
NLM

Piedmoni

Feoemg 707 67 00
Ad Force Orte

Air France

American 720

Condor

Lan Chile

LulThar^sa

Luitwatfe «i

Pan Am

Maiev

Pan Am

Royal Ad Maroc
SAA

Saotina

Carman W>ngs
loerta

KLM

Marti

Northwest

SAS
Swissau

Tradew^r^d>

USAir

Ibor

Luiirransa

Norlhwesleoemg 797<300 16.00
Acr Lingus
Ad ^rlugat
Aircaf

America West

Booirro
C A AC

Condor
Continental

Euroberirn
Gerrnama

KLM
Lauda Air

Lulihansa

Philippine
Piedmont

Sabena

Sun Express
Tradewinds

USAir

United

Wesiern

Douglas DC-6 67.00
African Sdlari

Alt Car>ada
Delta

Emery
Flying Tigi
German C

Hawaiian

loetandair

SA$
Scanair

United

Wotidways

ATR 42 66.00 Fokker F-SO 66 00
AusirATI

Aerospaiiaia
Ad Frartce
Air Pacific
Friineir

NFO
Pan Am

RFG

Boeing 727-200 $6 00
Acrofineas

A»r AHanirs

Ad Canada
Ad Charter

Ad France
Air Jamaica

Air Portugal
Alaska

American

Amanci

An sen

Booing
Brandt

Condor

Conrinenial
Delia

DHL

Emery
Elhiopiart
Fodetdi Eipress

Flying Tigers
Hapag LlOyd
Fperia

iceiandart

Luithansa

Norlhwesl

Pan Am

Piedmont

Sierling
Tfurnp
TWA

USAir
united

Worldways

Bussy 6eo
Seab-FaIrchUd 340 6600
Ad Franca

American

Crossad

Finnavraiion

Saab-Feirchitd

DLT
Luiad

Philippiatgo

Fokker F-IOQ 66.00
Amorican

Swissair

USAdBoeing 767-300 66 00
Boeing
Canadian

LTU

Lauda

Boeing 747-300 67.50
Boeing
Cathay

ATfl.Ta 66.00

Aerospahata
Canatis
Kar Ad

NFO

Viekera VISCOuni 67.90

Air Canada
Ad France

AuSdN

BEA

Condor
KLM

Lufthansa

Malayan
Virgin

Trans Ad Loehrveed L-lOM 67.00

Ad Canada
Air Lanka

Ad Portugal
Amen

ANA

ewiA

Sriiish Airways
Caledonian

Camay
Della

Easio
Quit Ad

Hawaiian

LTU

Royal Jordanian
Saudia
TWA

Worldways

JAL Douglas OC-9 6600
KLM

MAS
Oanias

SAA

Sabena

Singapore
SwissBd

Varig

ATI

Aero Lloyd
AliialiaAirbus A-300 67.00

Ad Chailor

Ad France
Air Jamad

Aiiiaiia

China

Contmonial

Easlern

Garuda

Hapag Lloyd
tbene

Kuwait Adways
Luimansa

Luiair

MAS

Olympic
Pan Am

Philippine
SAA
Scariair
TOA

Thai

Viasa

Caravelle 67M
Aaio Lloyd
Ad Charier

Air Franco
Air Inter

AUiaiia

Firmair
LTU

Sabena

Trans Air

Bn Midland

Pmnad

Finnad Cargo
Ibena

SAS Concorde I.2S0 Soela 6990

Ad France

British Airways
Singapore

Boeing 737-400 66.00
Bniish Midland

Hapag Lloyd
icelandaii

Boeing 747-400 $7.SC
Air New 2ea1onO

6oeir>g
Camay Pacific
China

Oougale OC-iO 67.00
Aeromeiic*

Ahioiia

American

Bala>t

British Caiedoniar

Canadi
Condor

Continenlal

Federal Express
Finnad

Ibena

KLM

Lufthansa

MAS

Marlinan

Uinerve

Northwest

SAS

Sebene

Scanair

Swii..

Thei

UTA

Unilod

Vang
Viasa

DC-3 1:350 Scale 66.50
American

Camay Pacific
Dutch Dakota
Eastern

KLM

Luiihansa

Pan Am

Piedmoni

Swissad

TWA

USAF Roseinenbomber

Boeing 737-500 66 00
6oe»ng
Lirnellyg

Comralr 440 66 00

American Eagle
Eastern

Lin^aliyg
Luiihens-

Sabena
Swissair
United

Wo'ldwaya

JAL

KLM

Koeran

Lulihensa

MAS
Norlhwesl

Qanias

Singapore
Thai
UTA

Boeiitg 747-200 17,50
ANA

Act Lmgus
Aeiolineas Argenhnas
Ad Canada
Ad Force One
Air France

Ad India

Ad Madagaskar
Ad New Zealand

Ad Pacific

Ad Poriugat
AJiiaha

Aiiiaiia Cargo
American

Boeing
British Airways
British Caledonian

Cargoiu*
Cathay
Cathay Cargo
Commeniai

Corse Ad

El Al Cargo
Fyiog Tigers
Fcderat Express
Ga<uda

ibona

JAL Cargo
Kuwait

lan Chile

Lockheed L-1049 17.50
Air France

Eastern

KLM

Luimansa

TWA
Cornel 4-C 67 00
Ad France
BEA

BOAC
MSA

Boeing 737-200 66 00
Aer LinguS
Ad Alla nils

Ad Charier
Air France
Air Malta

Ad Ndw Zealand

Ad Pacific

Ad Portugal
Anseii

Boeing
Bteament

British AdwayS

Busly Qoe
Canadian

Condo*

Delia

Elhiopian

Hapag Lioyd
tan Chile

LuMhansa

Boeing 767 $7.00
Ad Holland

Boemg
British Airways
Condoi

Della

Easlern

Icetendair

JU-52 1;250 Seale 66.60

Austrian

Finnad

Luflhar

Schwe1^er

UeDonrsell Oougles 17.60
UO-11

Aero Uoyd
American

China
Doha

Federal Expr
Fmnerr

Swissair

Thai

Airbus A-310 %7M

Air Niugini
Ad Portugal
Ausinan

Baiair

British Celttdonian
Condor
Emirates

Hapag Lloyd
fnierfiug
KLM

Kuwait

Lulthansa

Morimeir

Pan Am

SingaDOre
Swiftt '
THY

Wardai

Concorde $7 60
Air Frar>co

Griiish Airways
Singapore

LTE Oougiae DC-3 66 00
Dutch Dakota

Flygrande Vetorner
KLM

Liniellyg
Lufthansa

Nonhwost

Pan Am

SAS
Swisseir
TWA

LTU-SUO
Northwest

Royal Ad MaroC
Royal Brunet
Singapore
Umtad

McDonnell Douglae 66.00
MD-60Embreer 120 66.00

Air Franco ATI

OLT Aero LlOyd
Aetomexico

Aircot

Ahialia

AuSiri

Baiair

BWIA

Delia

Rio-Sul

Seeing 767-6700
ANA

Ad Canada
Air New Zealand

American

An sell

Pokkar F-27 66 00

Iceiandait

Lusair

MAS
NLM

L
MAS

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO;

Chlottain Models

311 Shadowood Drive

Johnson City, TN 37604

Add S5 shipping per model lor Allantic
Shipping tree lor Schaback (2 model minimum)
Prices good through i2/3tr9i

Name 	

Address 	

City _

State _ Zip

Area Code

MODEL PRICE TOTAL

Shipping	
Tax. Tennessee RgsiUanlsPhone u

TOTAL


